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CHAPTER 1

Rheumatoid arthritis
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is an autoimmune disease characterized by 
inflammation of the joints. It is a chronic disease that can affect any joint 
but typically starts with pain and swelling in multiple peripheral joints 
such as the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) and proximal interphalangeal 
(PIP) joints of the fingers, or in the forefoot joints. In many patients the 
disease also leads to systemic symptoms and damages organ systems, 
e.g. the cardiovascular system (1). RA is the most common autoimmune 
inflammatory arthritis, with a global prevalence of 0.24%, and it affects 
women more than twice as often as men (2). The incidence rate of RA 
and allied conditions in Dutch general practice was 0.7 per 1000 patient 
years in 2017 (3). If the arthritis is not adequately treated, or if treatment is 
unsuccessful, destruction of joints ensues due to erosion of cartilage and 
bone, resulting in joint deformities and eventually disability.

Rheumatoid factors and the history of serological diagnosis of RA
RA was one of the first diseases in which autoantibodies were implicated 
in the pathophysiology and used for diagnosis. In 1937, the Norwegian 
physician Erik Waaler observed that serum from a patient with RA 
contained an unknown factor that caused agglutination of sheep red 
blood cells sensitized with rabbit anti-sheep serum (4, 5). This factor was 
named “the rheumatoid factor” in 1949 (6), and was later discovered 
to be an autoantibody that binds to epitopes in the constant region (or 
fragment crystallizable [Fc]) of immunoglobulin G (IgG) molecules (Figure 
1). Immunoglobulins (Igs), also called antibodies, are proteins produced 
by the B-cells and plasma cells of the immune system in response to 
pathogens. With their antigen binding domains they specifically recognize 
and bind to structures (antigens) on pathogens, thereby blocking the 
pathogen from entering a host cell or marking it for destruction. Antibodies 
belong to different classes (or isotypes), of which the pentameric IgMs 
are the first class to be produced by B-cells during an immune response. 
Stimulated by antigens the B-cells undergo class-switching and change 
their antibody production to monomeric IgG. The two antigen binding 
domains  ̶ or fragment antigen binding (Fab-) domain ̶  of the Y-shaped IgGs 
are connected to an Fc domain by a flexible ‘hinge region’. The Fc domain 
interacts with immune cells such as macrophages through Fc-receptors 
and can activate the complement system, a cascade of plasma proteins 
that triggers various inflammatory responses. Four different IgG-isotypes 
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exist (IgG1, IgG2, IgG3 and IgG4), which differ in length of the hinge and 
have slightly different Fc domains, influencing their effector function. When 
multiple IgGs bind to the same antigen they form immune complexes (ICs). 
Fc domains lie in close proximity in the ICs and can crosslink multiple Fc 
receptors on macrophages (Figure 1). This leads to uptake of the ICs by the 
macrophages and clearance from the circulation. ICs can also efficiently 
trigger the complement cascade by binding the first component (C1q) of 
the complement system.

Autoantibodies recognize proteins in an individual’s own tissues instead 
of pathogens. They can have a beneficial role in binding and clearing e.g. 
debris from dead cells or play a pathological role by binding to autoantigens 
in autoimmune diseases.

In the case of the agglutination reaction described by Waaler the 
rheumatoid factor autoantibody bound to the Fc of the sheep IgGs on 
the red blood cells, thereby crosslinking the blood cells and causing 
agglutination. Today, detecting rheumatoid factors (RFs) continues to be 
important for diagnosing RA and predicting its disease course, and is 
included in the most recent classification criteria of the disease (7). The 
other class of autoantibodies used in the classification criteria are the 
anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPAs). ACPAs recognize proteins 
in which arginine residues have been posttranslationally modified into 
citrulline and are considered more specific for RA than RFs (8). Recently, 
additional anti-modified protein antibodies (AMPAs) have been identified: 
anti-CarP antibodies recognize protein targets with lysines converted into 
homocitrulline (9), and although there is overlap with ACPAs anti-CarPs are 
also found in ACPA-negative RA patients. Anti-hinge antibodies (AHAs) can 
bind to epitopes exposed when IgG molecules are cleaved in their hinge-
region, which can occur in the proteolytic environment of an inflamed joint, 
and they appear to be upregulated in RA patients compared to healthy 
controls (10, 11). Currently, neither anti-CarPs nor AHAs are routinely used 
in a clinical setting for diagnosing RA .

1
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Figure 1. Top left: antibody isotypes: pentameric IgM and monomeric IgG, with the fragment 
antigen binding (Fab-) domains in blue and the fragment crystallizable (Fc-) domain in black, 
connected by a hinge region. Top right: An IgM-RF binding to the Fc domains of several 
IgGs. (Adapted from (12)). Bottom left: Environmental stimuli can induce infl ammation and 
upregulation of PAD enzymes which results in citrullinated proteins that can be bound by 
ACPAs. Bottom right: an immune complex (IC) binding to the Fc receptors on a macrophage.

Etiology of RA; the role of autoantibodies
The etiology of RA is still unknown, but genetic factors, specifi cally a 
fi ve amino acid motif in the third allelic hypervariable region of the HLA-
DRβ chain, known as the “shared epitope” (13), in combination with 
environmental factors such as cigarette smoking and infections probably 
play a role (14). The fi rst site of immune activation is possibly not the 
joint, but rather a mucosal site such as the lungs. Here, microbes, smoke 
particles or other noxious agents trigger Toll-like receptors on immune 
cells; this leads to increased activity of peptidyl-arginine deiminase (PAD) 
enzymes and posttranslational modifi cation of proteins, specifi cally the 
conversion of arginine amino acid residues into citrulline residues (Figure 
1). In genetically susceptible individuals these citrullinated proteins are 
more effi ciently presented in HLA-molecules, which facilitates production 
of anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPAs). It is still unclear whether 
ACPAs represent a break in tolerance against citrullinated proteins, or 
cross-reactivity of an antibody response against another agent, for example 
a microbe. Over time, the pathological potential of these autoantibody 
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responses is amplified through higher levels, changes in glycosylation 
and increasing affinity, in a process called affinity maturation in which B 
cells produce (auto)antibodies that bind with increasing strength to their 
target (auto)antigens by hypermutating the Fab domains. This process 
relies on selection of the strongest binding B cells through competition 
for antigen. ACPAs are thought to subsequently migrate to the joint space 
where they can activate osteoclasts and lead to bone erosion. A so called 
‘second hit’ in the form of a (subclinical) infection of the joint or a (micro) 
trauma may initiate local inflammation and additional citrullination of 
proteins in the joint (15). Recent studies hypothesize that after ACPAs bind 
to citrullinated proteins in the joints RFs can bind to ACPA Fc domains and 
form larger RF-ACPA ICs, triggering complement activation and production 
of pro-inflammatory cytokines in the joints (16-21). These cytokines attract 
inflammatory cells such as neutrophils and T cells to the synovium, induce 
formation of new blood vessels and activate epithelial cells. The inflamed 
synovium creates an environment that ultimately leads to destruction of 
the cartilage in the joint, mainly through the effects of metalloproteases 
and activated osteoclasts (22).

(Pre-) clinical phases of rheumatoid arthritis
Different phases can be identified in the natural history of RA in a patient 
(Figure 2). There can be a pre-symptomatic phase during which formation 
of autoantibodies starts without the patient experiencing any symptoms. 
Studies in cohorts of blood donors that later developed RA show that 
both ACPAs and RFs can be detected many years before symptoms start 
(23, 24). When symptoms do start some patients experience what can be 
called the ‘arthralgia phase’, a phase with joint pains, but without signs 
of arthritis on physical examination and without signs of joint damage on 
X-rays. Not all arthralgia patients have antibodies present, but the ones 
that do have a much higher risk of progression towards arthritis, especially 
those who are ACPA positive (25). Not all patients who develop arthritis are 
ultimately diagnosed with RA. Some will be classified as undifferentiated 
arthritis (UA), when not enough signs and symptoms of RA are present. 
Many patients however will progress to RA, after going through an ‘early 
arthritis phase’. It is important to start treatment at an early time point 
during this phase, because patients who are treated early in the disease 
have better clinical outcomes (26, 27). Ideally, patients that are at very high 
risk for developing arthritis should be identified in the pre-symptomatic 

1
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phase or in the arthralgia phase and receive treatment to prevent them 
from progressing. Although there has been progress in identifying at-risk 
patients, preventive treatment in this group has thus far shown limited 
results (28, 29).

Figure 2. (Pre-) clinical phases in the development of RA. The dashed arrows indicate that 
not all RA patients necessarily go through all phases. (Adapted from (30))

Rheumatoid factor testing
Testing for the presence and levels of RF and ACPA is standard practice in 
many countries when a patient presents with joint complaints and RA is 
suspected. Overall, the sensitivity of RF and ACPA testing for identifying 
RA is similar, around 70%, but RF is less specific than ACPA (86% versus 
96%) (31). This is because RF is also found in other rheumatic diseases 
such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) and primary Sjögren’s 
syndrome (pSS), during chronic infection and in a small percentage of 
healthy individuals, particularly in older age (32-35). Still, testing for RF 
is important since patients can be ACPA negative but RF positive and 
double positivity is associated with more structural damage of the joints 
and higher disease activity (16, 19, 36). Furthermore, in the arthralgia 
phase double positive patients have a higher risk of progression to arthritis 
(25). Although detecting RF thus has important clinical consequences for 
diagnosing RA and predicting disease course, RF assays have not been 
standardized (37-39). While commercially available RF assays use widely 
different test mechanisms the classification criteria for RA developed by 
the American and European rheumatology societies do not specify which 
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type of RF assay to use. The agglutination reaction observed by Waaler 
is still the basis of many RF assays, although the sheep red blood cells 
have been replaced by latex particles coated with IgG. These tests use 
turbidimetry or nephelometry to quantify RF levels, whereas other widely 
used immunoassays specifically detect IgM RFs with isotype specific 
antibodies. Different RF assays also use different target antigens. Some 
use human IgG whereas others, including the widely used EliA™ system, 
use rabbit IgG. This adds another source of variation (38).

Heterogeneity in the rheumatoid factor response; opportunities for 
improving the clinical value of RF assays
Even though RFs have been studied for over 80 years, there are still two 
main challenges. The first concerns unraveling the pathophysiological 
role RFs play in the disease process of RA. Since RFs are also found in a 
proportion of the healthy population it is possible that both physiological 
and pathological RFs exist, the former binding and clearing immune 
complexes, the latter exacerbating inflammation as described above. The 
pathological RFs could differ from the physiological RFs in the epitopes 
targeted on Fc (e.g. enhancing instead of blocking complement binding) 
or in their potential to act synergistically with other autoantibodies such 
as ACPAs. Currently, there is no method available that can distinguish 
these two types of RF. The second challenge is to improve the clinical 
utility of RF measurements. Put simply, we do not exactly know what 
we are measuring when we measure RFs and we do not know how the 
methods that we use affect the measurements. There is a need for more 
insight into the mechanistic properties of the interactions of RFs with their 
targets in RF assays. This should result in better, clinically more useful 
RF assays and improved standardization of measurement. It is likely that 
the role of RF in pathogenesis has remained enigmatic precisely because 
of the lack of specific analysis of its binding-properties and the methods 
used to measure them. A more specific analysis of the properties of 
RFs should improve their clinical value by separating RA-associated RF 
responses from those associated with other diseases or present in healthy 
individuals. It may also shed light on the pathological consequences of 
RFs by determining their potential to form ICs with ACPAs or other IgGs. 
This analysis should take into account that there is heterogeneity on two 
fronts: there is heterogeneity in the ways RFs are currently measured and 
the RF response itself is a heterogenic autoantibody response (Figure 

1
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3). The heterogeneity in RF testing methods is due to different testing 
mechanisms, e.g. agglutination-based versus immunoassays, and the 
use of different target antigens, i.e. human IgG versus rabbit IgG. The 
homology between the human and rabbit Fc domains, where RFs bind, is 
only 74%. It is therefore likely that not all relevant RF epitopes are present 
in both target IgGs, leading to discrepancies between results of different 
tests. Regarding RF itself, earlier studies showed that there is no such thing 
as ‘the’ rheumatoid factor. Analyses of RFs from individual B cell clones 
showed that different RFs can bind to different epitopes in the IgG Fc 
domain (40-42). An RF response measured in any individual patient likely 
consists of a mixture of different RFs targeting different Fc-epitopes. Some 
RF clones derived from RA patients appear to bind epitopes not bound 
by RFs derived from patients with other diseases or from healthy donors. 
Conventional RF assays cannot identify which epitopes are recognized by 
the RFs present in a serum sample. Developing new RF assays capable of 
identifying the targeted IgG epitopes may lead to the discovery of truly 
RA-associated RF responses. The combined effects of the heterogeneity 
in RF responses and the heterogeneity in testing methods can result in 
quantitatively (levels) and even qualitatively (positive or negative RF) 
different test results. This has consequences since both RF status and 
level are used to diagnose RA and predict the course of the disease, 
thus affecting treatment decisions. What is needed now is the ability to 
identify RF binding patterns directly in patient sera. This should make 
it possible to determine whether RA-specific binding patterns exist and 
whether they can help improve the clinical value of RF assays. Another 
important possibility is the discovery of RF epitopes or RF binding patterns 
that are not associated with RA, but with other diseases or are part of a 
physiological RF response in healthy individuals. Revealing such non-RA 
RF epitopes could lead to exclusion of these epitopes from RF assays and 
improve their specificity.
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Figure 3. Heterogeneity in RF testing (above) and RF responses (below).
Different commercially available RF assays use different IgG targets to detect RFs. The upper 
panel depicts two RF assays with different target IgGs: human IgG (left) and rabbit IgG (right) 
bound to a solid phase, such as an ELISA plate. If a serum sample contains RFs specifi c for 
human IgG, they bind to the target IgG in the left assay and are detected by labeled anti-IgM 
antibodies (marked with a star). In an assay that uses rabbit IgG, human-IgG specifi c RFs are 
not detected (right). The choice of target IgG may thus lead to inconsistent results if the RF 
response in a serum sample is dominated by human IgG-specifi c RFs or rabbit IgG-specifi c 
RFs. Below: Different RF clones making up an RF response can be specifi c for different 
IgG-Fc epitopes (in blue). An RF response generally consists of a mixture of different RFs 
(depicted as grey and dark gray IgMs). The Fab domains of the different RFs (in green) 
recognize distinct structures on the IgG Fc domain (center). The exact locations where RFs 
bind their target (the epitopes in blue) may be associated with disease and may infl uence 
the pathogenic potential of RFs. Currently, RF assays cannot identify which epitopes are 
recognized by the RFs present in a serum sample.

1
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OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

The aim of this thesis was to dissect the RF response and determine 
whether a better understanding of how and where RFs bind their target 
can improve the clinical value of RF assays and provide insight into their 
pathophysiological role in RA. Using newly developed assays, the RF 
response was characterized in multiple clinical cohorts and associations 
of RF reactivity pattern with clinical outcomes were identified. Chapter 2 
contains a review of the autoantibody responses that can be present in 
individuals at risk of RA, and explains how these responses can change 
to potentially become more pathogenic during the time leading up to the 
development of arthritis. In chapter 3 we show that the use of different 
RF assays can lead to clinically important discrepancies in quantitative 
as well as qualitative results. The choice of the target antigen (human 
versus rabbit IgG) is shown to be an important factor in this. Using the 
different IgG subclasses as the target antigens, instead of polyclonal IgG, 
it is determined in chapter 4 that RF responses can be classified according 
to their anti-subclass reactivity pattern. These patterns are subsequently 
studied in ACPA positive and ACPA negative arthralgia patients. Chapter 5 
presents our most ambitious attempt to characterize RF response patterns 
by using specially designed IgG targets to pinpoint regions on IgG Fc where 
polyclonal RF responses bind. RF reactivity patterns are determined in 
seropositive arthralgia patients and relationships with ACPA and clinical 
outcome are studied. Furthermore, by comparing RF patterns between 
cohorts of established RA patients and pSS patients, we investigate if we 
can identify disease-specific RF responses. In light of the recently proposed 
interactions between RF and ACPA chapter 6 describes experiments 
performed to determine whether ACPA IgGs are better targets for RF than 
non-ACPA IgGs. ACPAs are the main representatives of the group of anti-
modified protein antibodies (AMPAs). Anti-hinge antibodies are AMPAs 
that recognize neo-epitopes exposed after the cleavage of IgG in the hinge 
region that connects the Fab and Fc domains. Their presence in RA and 
their binding specificities are investigated in chapter 7. Where the previous 
chapters focus on the targets of RFs, chapter 8 describes the RF molecules 
themselves and provides an in-depth analysis of published variable region 
sequences of RFs from RA patients and healthy donors. The results of this 
thesis are summarized and discussed in chapter 9 and recommendations 
are made for future research.
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ABSTRACT

Autoantibodies such as rheumatoid factors (RFs), anti-citrullinated protein 
antibodies (ACPAs), and other anti-modified protein antibodies are 
important risk factors for the development of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and 
probably play an important role in its pathogenesis. In the phase before 
clinical arthritis becomes apparent, different autoantibody responses 
can evolve because of increases in their level, isotype switching, affinity 
maturation, epitope spreading, and a changing glycosylation profile. This 
evolution may be crucial for the pathogenic properties of the autoantibody 
responses, and interfering with this process in individuals at risk may 
become a route to prevent RA. Recent data suggest that interactions 
between RFs and ACPAs further amplify their inflammatory potential.
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Introduction
It has been recognized for some time now that in the natural history of 
rheumatoid arthritis (RA), there is a phase of developing autoimmunity 
that precedes the onset of clinical symptoms in a large proportion of 
patients. The most prominent players in this pre-clinical phase are the 
autoantibodies, and although no definitive causal link with the development 
of arthritis has been established, autoantibodies have been shown to induce 
arthritis in mouse models [1-3]. While the presence of autoantibodies is 
an important risk factor for future RA and part of the ACR/EULAR RA 
classification criteria [4], it does not always lead to the development of 
disease. This may be explained by the heterogeneous character of the 
various autoantibody responses that can be present in individuals at 
risk for RA, with different intrinsic properties such as affinity, specificity, 
isotype composition, and glycosylation. These properties translate into 
different capabilities for causing inflammation. Furthermore, autoantibody 
responses can evolve their pathogenic properties in the period leading up 
to the clinical manifestations of autoimmunity.

In this chapter, we discuss the recent developments in research on 
autoantibody responses in individuals at risk of RA, with a focus on 
work that has investigated how specific autoantibody responses change 
and evolve over time to become more pathogenic and recent work on 
interactions between different autoantibody systems. The implications of 
these findings for clinical practice are briefly discussed.

Spectrum of autoantibodies in patients at risk of RA
Autoantibodies present in RA and the pre-clinical phase can be divided into 
antibodies that bind to immunoglobulin G (IgG) and anti-modified protein 
antibodies (AMPAs). Antibodies binding IgG are known as rheumatoid 
factors (RFs) and recognize epitopes in the fragment crystallizable (Fc) 
region of IgG, which is responsible for the effector functions of IgG such 
as complement binding and engagement of Fc receptors on effector cells.

The main AMPAs are the anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPAs), 
which bind to proteins in which arginine amino acid residues have been 
enzymatically converted into citrulline residues [5], and anti-carbamylated 
protein antibodies (anti-CarP Abs), which bind to proteins in which lysine 
has been chemically converted into homocitrullines [6]. The chemical 
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structure of homocitrulline is very similar to that of citrulline. Although 
anti-CarP Abs have been found in 16% of ACPA-negative RA patients [6], 
there is evidence of cross-reactivity between ACPAs and anti-CarPs, as 
may be expected because of the similarity of their targeted antigens [7]. 
Multiple studies have shown that RF and ACPAs, as well as anti-CarP Abs, 
can be found in serum samples taken years before the onset of clinical RA 
[8-14]. Recently, antibodies recognizing acetylated vimentin were found 
in RA patients [15], but these AMPAs have not yet been demonstrated in 
patients at risk of RA.

Using a cDNA phage display library that expresses antigens from RA 
synovial pannus tissue, a Belgian team identified RA-specific reactivity 
against two novel peptides [16]. These antibodies were also detected 
in a small proportion of ACPA-negative patients, showing promise of 
this technique in identifying new markers for patients considered to be 
autoantibody negative. Future studies using this technique may also 
identify new autoantibody marker in individuals at risk of RA.

Finally, anti-hinge antibodies (AHAs) can be found in healthy individuals, 
but more frequently and at higher levels in patients with established RA 
and arthralgia patients at risk of RA [17-19]. AHAs recognize neoepitopes 
exposed after the cleavage of IgG in the hinge region that connects the Fc 
domain of IgG to its antigen-binding domains [20] and can therefore also 
be classified as AMPAs. Various proteases that can specifically cleave the 
IgG hinge have been shown to be upregulated in RA [21-24]. AHAs might 
play a role in the phase leading up to RA by forming immune complexes 
and activating the complement system [18].

Isotype switching
In a physiological immune response, the first antibody produced by B cells 
is of the IgM isotype, shaped as a pentamer made of 5 IgM monomers 
and a joining (J-) chain or as a hexamer with 6 IgM monomers lacking 
a J-chain. Under the influence of antigenic stimulation, combined with 
T-cell help and cytokines, B cells can switch their isotype from IgM to 
other immunoglobulin classes (IgA, IgG, IgE). Autoimmune responses can 
also start with the production of IgM autoantibodies. However, as these 
responses can also arise from cross-reactivity, sometimes autoantibody 
responses may already be highly mutated and isotype-switched. Most 
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research on RFs has focused on IgM-RF, and detection of IgM-RF, but not 
IgA- or IgG-RF, is part of the routine work-up in diagnosing RA in most 
clinics.

How does isotype switching shape the autoantibody responses in 
individuals at risk of RA? Surprisingly, in stored samples from Swedish 
blood donors who later developed RA, Rantapää-Dahlqvist et al. found a 
higher prevalence of IgA-RF than IgM- and IgG-RF, and IgA-RF appeared 
earliest [9]. In a more recent study by the same group, IgM-RF was found 
in 26.1% vs. IgA-RF in 24.8% and IgG-RF in 17.6% of pre-symptomatic 
individuals that later developed RA [25]. A similar distribution of frequencies 
has been found by Gan et al. in a cohort from the USA [14]. In a group of 
30 Dutch IgG-ACPA-positive RA patients in whom serial preclinical serum 
samples were available, IgA-RF was present more frequently than IgG-RF 
at all time points and more frequently than IgM-RF at the earliest time 
point. IgA-ACPAs were detected more frequently than IgM-ACPAs at all 
time points [26]. ACPA isotypes evaluated in the Swedish blood donor 
cohort showed the presence of IgG- and IgA-ACPAs at higher frequencies 
than IgM-ACPAs, and IgM-ACPA positivity was not statistically higher than 
that of controls [27].

One explanation for the counterintuitive presence of IgA and/or IgG 
RF autoantibodies in the absence of IgM may be a very rapid isotype 
switch to IgA in IgM-positive B cells, causing only very low levels of IgM 
to be produced that are not detected by conventional assays. Another 
explanation may be the intrinsically lower affinity of IgM autoantibodies 
than that of IgA and IgG. For some IgM autoantibody responses, the affinity 
of the IgM autoantibodies might be too low to bind the targets used in the 
assays, or the targets used may not be a good representation of the in vivo 
targets. In addition, natural IgMs are present in both patients and healthy 
individuals. These polyspecific low-affinity antibodies can bind to various 
foreign and self-antigens and to the target antigens used in autoantibody 
assays. The presence of these antibodies in healthy donors makes it 
necessary to use a relatively high cut-off level for positivity in many IgM 
autoantibody assays, which can make specific IgM autoantibodies levels 
fall below this cut-off and go undetected. This problem is less of an issue in 
IgA and IgG autoantibody assays. However, data on IgG-RF reported in the 
literature should be interpreted with caution as the assays that are used to 
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measure IgG-RF are susceptible to false positivity due to Fc-Fc interaction. 
This phenomenon can occur when IgG4 antibodies in serum bind with their 
Fc domain to the Fc domain of the IgG used as target antigen in IgG-RF 
assays [28,29].

In general, it has become clear that isotype switching of ACPA as well as RF 
can occur well before development of clinical RA, indicating that additional 
evolution of the autoantibody response is likely necessary for pathogenesis. 
This may include increases in antibody level or binding strength (affinity), 
breadth of the antibody response, or changes in glycosylation profile.

Autoantibody levels
Higher levels of RF and/or ACPA are associated with a higher risk of 
developing RA both in the general population [30] and in at-risk populations 
such as Native Americans [31] and patients with arthralgia [32,33]. An 
increase in levels of anti-CarPs [34] and ACPAs [35] has been shown to 
occur before the onset of RA. In particular, in the 2-4 years preceding 
diagnosis, ACPA levels increased substantially in pre-disease samples from 
blood donors or military personnel who developed RA [35,36]. Few data 
are available on the evolution of RF levels. In the Swedish blood donor 
cohort, RF titers of all RF isotypes were elevated in samples collected 
after the onset of arthritis compared to pre-disease samples of the same 
patients [9]. A follow-up Biobank study reported a significant increase in 
IgM concentration, but did not report the data [25]. Median levels of all 
three RFs and all three ACPA isotypes increased significantly in pre-clinical 
serum samples from 30 ACPA-positive RA patients [26]. Increases in the 
levels of both antibodies were thus detected in pre-clinical samples from 
the blood donor cohort; however, in a cohort of autoantibody-positive 
arthralgia patients, an increase of antibody levels in those proceeding to 
clinical arthritis was barely perceptible and only for ACPA, indicating that 
once symptoms occur, the immune response may already be fully matured 
before the onset of clinical arthritis [37].

Affinity/avidity
In the normal antibody response, affinity maturation causes B cells to 
generate antibodies with hypermutated antigen-binding domains that bind 
progressively stronger to their target antigens. This follows successive 
rounds of selection by B cells competing for the binding of antigen. The 
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combined strength of the interactions of the antigen-binding domains, 
up to 2 in IgG monomers and up to 10 in IgM pentamers, with their target 
is referred to as avidity. Although ACPAs were found to be generally of 
lower avidity than responses against recall antigens such as tetanus 
toxoid and diphtheria toxoid [38], affinity maturation does take place but 
appears to be restricted to the phase preceding the onset of RA without 
further progress after diagnosis [39]. Monoclonal ACPAs were shown to 
cross-react with multiple citrullinated peptides [40], making it difficult to 
identify their primary target. Because the primary target of the ACPAs in 
vivo is not yet clear, the affinity of ACPAs to the targets used in the tests 
might not be representative of the affinity of the ACPAs to the in vivo 
targets. It is possible that an ACPA has a higher affinity for a primary 
target not included in the assay, and because multiple citrullinated targets 
are probably present during ACPA B cell maturation, a low-affinity ACPA 
response against one target might undergo affinity maturation by cross-
reacting with a secondary target. Recent data on affinity maturation of 
RFs are scarce, but there are suggestions in the older literature that higher 
affinity RFs develop in the course of the disease from a pool of lower 
affinity RFs that are also present in the healthy population [41,42]. A study 
that divided 57 RF-positive RA patients into groups with high RF avidity 
(n = 27) and low RF avidity (n = 30) found that the high-avidity group had a 
higher tender joint count score [43]. One difficulty in determining whether 
RFs increase in affinity over time in patients at risk for RA is the abundance 
of the target for RF, IgG, in plasma. If high-affinity RFs are present, they 
will readily form immune complexes with free IgG and will be cleared 
rapidly from the circulation. The IgM-RF detected in conventional assays 
is generally of low affinity but makes a high-avidity interaction with the 
target antigens by binding multiple targets with up to 10 antigen binding 
domains per IgM-RF pentamer.

Another issue is that when measuring the avidity of total serum RF, the 
result is an average of the avidities of the different RF clones that together 
form a generally polyclonal RF response. It has been shown that there 
can be very large differences in affinity between different RF clones [41]. 
Because the above-described studies used modified ELISAs to measure 
RF affinity, future studies using more sensitive surface plasmon resonance 
(SPR) techniques, which can accurately measure both association and 
dissociation in real time and without the use of detecting antibodies [44], 
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may provide more reliable data. Nevertheless, in case of RF, the “real” 
targets, presumably immune complexes, are ill defined. Their composition 
and conformation will also have a significant effect on the strength of RF 
target binding.

Specificity: epitope spreading
When an immune response against (auto)antigens progresses from 
reacting with one or two epitopes to a response involving multiple clones 
of lymphocytes reacting with, or producing antibodies against, other 
epitopes on the same antigen or even new antigens, this is referred 
to as epitope spreading [45,46]. This phenomenon is considered to be 
important in sustaining and amplifying autoimmune disease. For ACPAs, 
epitope spreading in individuals at risk of RA has been well-documented. 
Multiple studies have shown that the number of targets recognized by 
ACPAs increases in the years preceding clinical manifestation of RA and 
that epitope spreading is associated with a higher risk of developing RA 
[36,47,48]. Mirroring the findings for affinity maturation, epitope spreading 
seems to stop progressing when disease is established [49]. Further 
evidence of how early in the pre-disease stage the epitope spreading can 
occur was found in RA-free first-degree relatives (FDRs) of RA patients. 
In some FDRs, more than nine different ACPAs could be detected in a 
multiplex assay, and an increasing number of ACPAs was found to be 
associated with the presence of at least one tender joint in this group [50].

For the RF response, it is possible that there is both a phase of epitope 
selection and a subsequent phase of epitope spreading preceding the 
development of RA. Early experiments indicated that in healthy individuals, 
polyreactive IgM produced by single CD5-positive B cell clones can have 
RF activity (albeit with low affinity) and bind to other self- and exogenous 
antigens, whereas RFs specifically binding IgG-Fc were found only in RA 
patients [51].

Furthermore, studies with monoclonal RFs from RA patients showed that 
individual RF clones bound IgG-Fc at different epitopes [52,53] and that 
some RF clones from RA patients had specificities not seen for RF clones 
from Waldenström patients or healthy donors [54,55]. Recent experiments 
have shown that the RF response against IgG can be classified as either 
polyspecific, i.e., containing RF reactivities against the Fc of all four IgG 
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subclasses, or as a more restricted RF response, with very low or absent 
RF reactivity against one or more IgG subclasses [56]. In arthralgia patients, 
the restricted RF response was found almost exclusively in the ACPA-
negative group, whereas ACPA-positive patients, who had a much higher 
risk of progression to arthritis, virtually always showed a polyspecific 
RF response. This indicates that similar to the ACPA response, there is 
maturation of the RF response in the form of epitope spreading prior to 
the development of RA.

Glycosylation
The Fc region of IgG contains two carbohydrate structures, one on each 
heavy chain, that protrude into the space between the heavy chains and 
influence the conformation of the antibody and its effector functions [57,58] 
(Fig. 1). Rombouts et al. [59] studied changes in the composition of these 
glycans in a group of ACPA-positive arthralgia patients, of which a subgroup 
developed arthritis. They found that the galactose content of ACPA-
IgG1 significantly decreased 2-4 months before the detection of clinical 
arthritis in patients diagnosed with RA but not in patients diagnosed with 
undifferentiated arthritis (UA), giving the ACPAs a more pro-inflammatory 
phenotype. Recent experiments in a collagen-induced arthritis (CIA) mouse 
model suggested that sialylation of arthritis-inducing antibodies, including 
mouse ACPAs, reduced the arthritogenicity of these antibodies [60]. Pfeifle 
et al. recently suggested that interleukin (IL)-23-dependent changes in the 
glycosylation profile of autoantibodies, specifically a decrease in the sialic 
acid content of the Fc glycan, were critical for the development of arthritis 
in mouse models [3]. The importance of the glycosylation profile for the 
arthritogenic capacity of the autoantibodies was strengthened by the fact 
that the differently glycosylated autoantibodies in mice lacking IL-23 did 
not induce arthritis, even though titers were similar to that of wild-type 
animals and the autoantibodies did not differ in isotype usage, specificity, 
or affinity. In the same study, the glycosylation of both total IgG1 and 
ACPA-IgG1 was compared in a small group of asymptomatic ACPA-positive 
individuals that did (n = 6) or did not (n = 6) develop RA within 12 months. 
The sialylation and galactosylation of both total IgG1 and ACPA-IgG1 was 
lower in individuals that developed RA, signaling that similar changes in 
the glycosylation profile might make (auto)antibodies more arthritogenic 
in both mice and humans. In addition to the glycans in the Fc region, about 
15-25% of total IgG in serum also contains glycans within the variable 
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region of the IgG antigen-binding domains (Fab region) [61]. While the exact 
function of these Fab glycans remains unclear, a recent paper estimated 
that Fab glycosylation is much higher for ACPAs than for non-ACPA-IgGs, 
with 80% of ACPA-IgG molecules containing Fab glycans [62]. The ACPA Fab 
glycans may influence the binding of the ACPAs to their citrullinated targets 
or induce additional immune responses by interacting with glycan-binding 
receptors. While glycosylation of ACPAs has been studied extensively, we 
could not find publications describing the glycosylation profiles of RFs in 
(individuals at risk of) RA; therefore, presently it is not clear whether RFs 
undergo similar arthritogenic glycosylation changes.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the IgG molecule showing the two Fc glycans 
protruding into the space between the Fc monomers. Adapted from Dekkers et al. [90].

Interactions between autoantibodies
Because RF binds to IgG-Fc and both RF and IgG-ACPAs are prominently 
present in the majority of RA patients, it is likely that interactions 
between these two autoantibody responses play an important role in (the 
development of) RA. This hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that the 
antibodies are often present together in RA patients, but their presence 
is discrepant in (autoantibody-positive) healthy relatives [63]. Moreover, 
ACPA-positive arthralgia patients have a higher risk of developing arthritis 
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when they are also IgM-RF positive [33], and double positive RA patients 
have more and larger bone erosions than RF-positive ACPA-negative 
patients [64]. Furthermore, double positivity, but not single positivity, is 
associated with enhanced bone marrow edema [65] and double-positive 
patients have higher disease activity than ACPA-positive RF-negative 
patients and higher CRP and proinflammatory cytokine levels than single-
positive patients [66]. In vitro experiments by two different groups showed 
that adding monoclonal IgM-RF to ACPA immune complexes amplified 
TNF-α secretion by healthy donor macrophages incubated with these 
immune complexes [66,67]. This effect appears to be dependent on the 
incorporation of additional non-ACPA-IgG into the immune complexes by 
binding with the IgM-RF. In the paper by Laurent et al. [67], monoclonal 
IgM-RF from cryoglobulinemia patients was used, which could have a 
higher affinity for monomeric IgG, but follow-up experiments using RF 
purified from RA serum pools showed similar results [68]. Anti-hinge 
antibodies cross-linking proteolyzed antibodies in the joint might have 
similar effects.

Recent experiments suggest another possible mechanism by which RFs 
could amplify the ACPA response. At certain target concentrations, binding 
of monoclonal ACPAs to their citrullinated targets was amplified in the 
presence of monoclonal IgM-RF, suggesting potentiation of the avidity of 
ACPA immune complexes by IgM-RF (Fig. 2) [69]. Interactions of RF with 
ACPAs, but also with other AMPAs, may prove to be an important catalyzing 
factor for developing disease in autoantibody-positive individuals at risk 
of RA.

Similar autoantibody evolution in other autoimmune diseases
The evolution of autoantibody responses before the onset of clinical 
symptoms is not a feature seen exclusively in the context of RA but is 
seen across multiple autoimmune diseases, as was recently reviewed [70] 
[71]. For example, in granulomatosis with polyangiitis, anti-proteinase 
3 antibodies can be found at increasing levels in the years before 
diagnosis [72]. In systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), disease-specific 
autoantibodies can be present years before disease onset, and the number 
of different antibody specificities increases pre-diagnosis [73], showing 
that similar to RA, in SLE, epitope spreading takes place pre-clinically. In 
Type 1 diabetes, autoantibodies against islets can be present before the 
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onset of disease in genetically at-risk individuals. Although there is less 
evidence of a direct pathological effect of diabetes-related autoantibodies 
compared to that in RA, risk of progression to disease is much higher in 
patients with multiple autoantibodies compared to those with one or no 
autoantibodies [74].

Figure 2. Suggested mechanism of how RF can amplify the ACPA response. ACPAs (green) 
alone interact with low affinity with their citrullinated targets (red). RF (blue) can bind to 
ACPAs in their Fc region, cross-linking them and forming higher avidity immune complexes.

Targeting autoantibody responses to prevent RA in at-risk individuals
As discussed above, the autoantibodies that can be present in individuals 
at risk of RA are believed to play an important role in the pathogenesis of 
the disease, and many of their pathogenic traits, e.g., affinity maturation 
and epitope spreading, can be already fully developed before the onset of 
clinical signs. This has encouraged clinicians and researchers to find ways 
of interfering with the autoantibody responses in the pre-clinical phase.

A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of intramuscular 
injections of 100 mg dexamethasone or placebo at baseline and 6 weeks 
in ACPA- and/or IgM-RF-positive arthralgia patients showed a significant 
decrease in the levels of both autoantibodies lasting more than 6 months 
but failed to prevent the development of arthritis [75]. In a different study, 
treatment of RA patients with the B cell-depleting chimeric antibody 
rituximab (anti-CD20) was shown to decrease the levels of IgA-RF, IgG-
RF, and IgG ACPAs significantly more than the total serum Ig of the same 
isotypes [76]. Results of a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled 
study of the potential of a single rituximab infusion in the prevention 
of RA in high-risk arthralgia patients were described in a 2016 EULAR 
conference abstract [77]. All 81 treated patients were RF and ACPA positive 
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and received 100 mg methylprednisolone with 1000 mg rituximab or 
placebo. The rituximab did not prevent but delayed the development of 
arthritis by nearly 1 year. It would be interesting to determine if there were 
differences in changes in the autoantibody levels between patients that did 
or did not develop arthritis. From the above-described findings of Pfeifle 
et al., a possible method of interfering in the pathological potency of the 
ACPA response could be to target IL-23 to skew the ACPA Fc glycosylation 
pattern to a less pathogenic phenotype. While anti-IL-23 antibodies recently 
failed to reduce the disease activity in RA [78], there might be potential 
for these agents in preventing disease in autoantibody-positive at-risk 
individuals. Another way of interfering with the autoantibody responses 
could be through the infusion of intravenous immunoglobulins (IVIG). 
Among the many mechanisms of action that have been proposed for IVIG 
[79], saturating the neonatal Fc receptor that recycles IgG could lead to 
faster degradation of autoantibodies [80]. Experience with IVIG treatment 
is very limited in RA [81], and no trials have been performed in the pre-
clinical phase.

In a broader sense, it may be worthwhile to pay more attention to the 
environmental factors that play a role in developing autoimmunity. 
Autoantibodies are supposed to arise as a consequence of a breach in 
self-tolerance. Although it is not exactly known how such a breach comes 
about, it is likely that it occurs in a pro-inflammatory environment in a 
genetically predisposed individual. As an example, in patients with type 
1 diabetes, hyperglycemia and oxidative stress may trigger genetically 
controlled autoimmunity to type II collagen modified by reactive oxygen 
species [82]. Low-grade inflammation is a consequence of the average 
modern way of living, including, among others dietary habits, high salt, 
sugar, and fat and low fiber consumption, sedentary life style, smoking, 
sleep deprivation, and psychological stress [83]. Several of these factors 
have been shown to play a role in the development of RA and especially 
autoantibody-positive RA [84]. This also implies that there are several 
simple non-pharmacological possibilities to support the primary prevention 
of RA.

Practical consequences
Persons at risk of RA on the basis of positive antibody tests are regularly 
encountered in secondary care. Although there is scarce evidence at 
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present for the use of anti-rheumatic drugs in this situation, these patients 
can be counseled on their risk of future RA using prediction rules [32,85,86] 
and possibly participate in preventive trials.

Once we make progress in the primary prevention of RA, the need will arise 
to better identify those at risk of RA in order to offer them the possibility 
of preventive treatment. This is no easy task as most RA patients are not 
identified as having RA or high risk for RA until clinical arthritis is evident 
[87]. At present, there is no accepted strategy to find high risk individuals 
in the population or in subgroups such as family members of RA patients 
[88]. Because many future RA patients are seen in primary care before 
clinical arthritis arises, primary care physicians will need tools to aid in the 
selection of referrals for further evaluation in the midst of large numbers 
of patients with non-specific musculoskeletal disorders. Given the central 
role of autoantibodies in the pathogenesis and prediction of RA, testing 
for ACPA and RF [89] can become an important step in this process, and 
we need better guidance regarding whom to test.

Practice points

• In individuals at risk of RA, autoantibodies are important markers and mediators of 
autoimmunity.

• Evolution of autoantibody responses in the pre-clinical phase can include level 
increases, isotype switching, affinity maturation, epitope spreading, and a changing 
glycosylation profile.

• Some of these characteristics seem to be fully matured before the onset of disease.
• Interactions between various autoantibody responses may have an amplifying effect 

on autoimmunity.
• In contrast to antibody status, determining changes in autoantibody levels and 

characteristics is currently not a validated tool to identify individuals at risk of RA.
• Therapeutic interventions aimed at interfering with autoantibody responses to prevent 

future RA in at-risk individuals are increasingly being investigated.
• Once such interventions are successful, there will be a need to better identify individuals 

at risk for RA in primary care.

Research agenda

• Determine which (changes in) autoantibody characteristics can be used in the clinic to 
predict the risk of future RA.

• Extend the recent studies on ACPA characteristics to other autoantibody responses, 
e.g., RF and anti-CarP.

• Determine the combined pathological effect of the autoantibodies and the influence of 
interactions between different antibodies.

• How and when to use autoantibody testing in primary care to detect persons at high 
risk for RA.
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ABSTRACT

Background: Accurate measurements of rheumatoid factors (RFs), 
autoantibodies binding IgG, are important for diagnosing rheumatoid 
arthritis (RA) and for predicting disease course. Worldwide, various RF 
assays are being used that differ in technique and target antigens. We 
studied whether assay choice leads to clinically important discrepancies 
in RF status and level.

Methods: RF measurements using four commercial RF assays were 
compared in 32 RF+ samples. Using enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assays (ELISAs), the influence of the target antigen source –human IgG 
(hIgG) versus rabbit IgG (rIgG)– on measured RF levels was investigated 
in arthralgia patients and RA patients.

Results: Substantial discrepancies were found between RF levels measured 
in the four commercial assays. Six samples (19%) with RF levels below 
or slightly above the cutoff in the rIgG-based Phadia assay were RF+ in 
three assays using hIgG as the target antigen, some with very high levels. 
Direct ELISA comparisons of RF reactivity against hIgG and rIgG estimated 
that among 173 ACPA+ arthralgia patients, originally RF negative in rIgG-
based assays, up to 10% were single positive against hIgG. Monoclonal 
RFs binding to hIgG and rIgG or hIgG only supported these findings. In a 
cohort of 69 early RA patients, virtually all RF responses reacted with both 
targets, although levels were still variable.

Conclusions: The use of RF assays that differ in technique and target 
antigen, together with the different specificities of RF responses, leads to 
discrepancies in RF status and levels. This has important consequences 
for patient care if RA diagnosis and disease progression assessments are 
based on RF test results.
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INTRODUCTION

Rheumatoid factors (RFs) are autoantibodies that bind to epitopes within 
the constant region (Fc) of IgG. The first evidence for their existence was 
found in 1937 when sera from patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) were 
shown to cause agglutination of sheep red blood cells opsonized with 
rabbit IgG (rIgG) [1, 2]. Presently, both RF status and level are part of the 
classification criteria for RA [3], and while the more recently discovered 
anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPAs) have a higher specificity for 
RA [4, 5], RFs are still considered to have value in predicting development 
of disease in patients at-risk for RA and predicting disease course in RA 
patients [6–9]. 

Many different assays are used in the clinic to detect RF. Nephelometry 
and turbidimetry assays are based on the originally observed phenomenon 
of RF-induced agglutination of IgG-coupled particles [10]. Enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assays (ELISAs), including manual or automatic assays 
such as the widely used EliA™ system (Phadia), use isotype-specific 
secondary antibodies to detect RF bound to coated IgG [11]. The use of 
these different assays for detection and quantification of RF introduces 
potential sources of variability at multiple levels.

First, although ELISA-based assays specifically detect one RF isotype 
(IgM-, IgA- or IgG-RF), the exact contribution of the different RF isotypes 
to the agglutination measured in nephelometry and turbidimetry assays is 
unclear. Most likely, IgM-RFs are primarily responsible for the agglutination, 
as their polyvalent penta/hexameric structure makes them superior to IgA- 
and IgG-RF in crosslinking IgG-Fcs [12]. It is even possible that IgG-RF and/
or IgA-RF could have an inhibitory effect on agglutination by competing 
with IgM-RF for IgG-Fc binding sites.

Second, different assays use different sources of IgG as the target antigen 
to which the RFs bind. Some assays, including the Phadia EliA™ system, 
use rIgG, analogous to the experiments in which RF was first discovered. 
Other assays use human IgG (hIgG) or human Fc domains. Although 
rIgG contains a histidine residue at amino acid (aa) position 435 that is 
critical in the “Ga epitope”, which is an important binding site for RFs 
[13, 14], homology between rabbit and human CH2-CH3 domains is only 

3
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74%. A third factor likely to cause intertest variability is the polyclonal and 
polyspecific nature of the RF response. Although some RF responses seem 
to have restricted reactivity to one epitope on IgG-Fc, others are composed 
of various RF clones specific for different epitopes [15, 16].

Finally, the concentration of the target IgG-antigen used may influence 
measurement of RF levels. IgM-RFs are generally considered to be of low 
affinity compared to IgG antibodies against recall antigens [17, 18]. Their 
binding depends on making a polyvalent interaction with multiple target 
IgGs using multiple of their 10 (pentameric IgM) or 12 (hexameric IgM) 
antigen binding domains. At low concentrations of target IgG, with the 
IgG-Fcs too far apart to facilitate sufficiently multivalent interaction, only 
the higher affinity fraction of an RF response may bind. Two sera with the 
same amount of RF but different RF affinities may show the same level of 
RF in a test with a high target IgG density and yet significantly differ in a 
test with a low target density.

Because RF status and RF level can have clinical consequences for 
diagnosing RA, predicting disease course and treatment determination [19, 
20], it is essential to determine the extent of intertest variability between 
the different RF assays used in the clinic and to understand the causes of 
this variability. Here we analyze data from the Dutch Foundation for Quality 
Assessment in Medical Laboratories (SKML) comparing RF measurements 
between four internationally used RF assays each differing in technique, 
isotypes measured and target-IgG-antigen used (Table 1). Furthermore, 
we examined in different clinical cohorts the occurrence of RF responses 
specific for hIgG that are potentially missed by RF assays using rIgG as 
the target antigen.
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Table 1: Characteristics of the RF assays 
Name and technique of RF assay Manufacturer Antigen RF Istoype
EliA™ RF IgM: 
Fluoroenzymimmunoassay

Phadia Aggregated rabbit 
IgG

IgM

RF II Tina-quant: 
Immunoturbidimetry

Roche Human IgG coated 
latex particles

Total

AUTOSTAT II: ELISA HYCOR Human IgG IgM
Rate nephelometry Beckman 

Coulter
Particle bound 
human IgG

Total

Sanquin IgM RF ELISA Sanquin Human IgG IgM

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

RF measurements by commercial assays: analysis of variation
For analysis of variation in RF measurements between different 
commercially available assays, 32 RF+ samples were selected from leftover 
sera that had been sent to Sanquin Diagnostics Services for RF testing. 
This panel included a wide range of RF levels as determined by an in-
house IgM-RF ELISA: 19–837 IU/mL. For the in-house IgM-RF ELISA, 96-well 
flat-bottom plates coated with 25 µg/mL hIgG were used. Serum samples 
were put at 37 °C for 30 min, diluted in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) 
supplemented with 0.1% Tween-20 and incubated after washing the plates 
4x 100 µL/well for 30 min (shaking) at room temperature. After washing, 
IgM-RF was detected by incubating the wells for 30 min with 100 µL 
horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated mouse monoclonal antihuman 
IgM (µ-chain-specific) antibodies diluted 1:1500 (0.5 mg/mL, MH15; Sanquin) 
and visualized with Uptima TMB ELISA peroxidase substrate (Interchim) 
diluted 1:1 with distilled water. The reaction was stopped with 2 M H2SO4, 
and the optical density (OD) was read at 450 nm. IgM-RF levels were 
calculated against a calibration curve of a reference sample (Reference 
Laboratory for Rheumatologic Serology [RELARES]) with a defined IgM-RF 
level of 200 IU/mL [21]. The 32 selected samples were aliquoted and sent 
to laboratories in the Netherlands that use different assays for RF testing 
(Table 1). All samples were tested in triplo on the Phadia EliA™ system 
and with HYCOR ELISAs at the Erasmus MC University Medical Center 
in Rotterdam, with immunoturbidimetry (Roche RF II Tina-quant) at the 
Onze Lieve Vrouwe Gasthuis in Amsterdam and with rate nephelometry 
(Beckman Coulter) at the Queen Beatrix Hospital in Winterswijk.

3
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Direct comparison of RF reactivity against hIgG and rIgG in ELISA
Nunc MaxiSorp 96-well flat-bottom plates (Thermo Scientific) were used 
for all ELISAs. Target antibodies – hIgG and rIgG – were diluted in PBS to 
15 or 25 µg/mL, or 1 µg/mL for the experiments with monoclonal RFs, and 
coated overnight at 4 °C. Polyclonal hIgG was obtained from Intravenous 
immunoglobulin (IVIG, Nanogam, Sanquin). Polyclonal rIgG was purified 
from rabbit plasma using protein G affinity chromatography (HiTrap Prot 
G HP; GE Healthcare Life Sciences). After overnight coating, plates were 
washed 5x with 0.02% Tween 20-PBS. All subsequent washing steps were 
identical. One hundred microliters of serum samples, controls, monoclonal 
IgM-RFs or reference serum diluted in 0.1% Tween 20-PBS was added to 
the wells and incubated for 30 min, shaking, at room temperature. After 
washing, IgM-RF was detected by incubating the wells for 30 min with 
MH-15 and visualized with 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (100 µg/mL) in 
0.11 M acetate buffer, pH 5.5, containing 0.003% H2O2 (Merck). The reaction 
was stopped with 2 M H2SO4, and OD was read at 450 nm and 540 nm 
for background correction using a BioTek microtiter plate reader. IgM-RF 
levels were calculated against a titration curve of the RELARES reference 
sample. For the hIgG-based ELISAs, which are performed similarly to the 
Sanquin IgM-RF ELISA, the same cutoff of 19 IU/mL was used. Testing 54 
healthy donor samples showed that using the same cutoff for the rIgG-
based ELISAs results in the same percentage of positive samples (3.7%) 
as for the hIgG-based ELISAs.

Serum samples used in the ELISAs
Three sets of serum samples were used in the ELISAs. The first set 
consisted of 51 leftover samples from sera that had previously tested RF+ 
using the in-house IgM-RF ELISA at Sanquin Diagnostic Services. This 
set excluded but was comparable to the set of 32 samples used for the 
comparison between the commercial assays. The second set of serum 
samples consisted of 173 ACPA+ arthralgia patients who originally tested 
RFneg. in an in-house IgM-RF ELISA or the Phadia EliA, both of which use 
rIgG as the target antigen. These samples were selected from a previously 
described [6] cohort of ACPA+ and/ or IgM-RF+ patients with (a history of) 
arthralgia recruited since 2004 at the Jan van Breemen Research Institute, 
Reade (Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The third set consisted of 69 serum 
samples from disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug (DMARD)-naïve RA 
patients based in the Amsterdam region. These patients fulfilled the 1987 
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RA classification criteria of the American College for Rheumatism (ACR) 
[22]. For all RA samples, the original RF assay was an in-house IgM-RF 
ELISA with rabbit target-IgG. Both the hIgG-based original assay in the 
diagnostics cohort and the rIgG-based original assays in the patient cohorts 
introduce a selection bias. Samples with RF specific for rIgG but not hIgG 
would not have been included in the diagnostics cohort; ACPAneg. patients 
with RF specific for hIgG but not rIgG would not have been included in 
the arthralgia cohort and would have had to score more points on other 
classification criteria to be diagnosed with RA and included in the RA 
cohort.

Ethics approval
Arthralgia patients and RA patients signed informed consent forms for use 
of their serum samples. No informed consent was obtained for the sera 
from Sanquin Diagnostic Services because these were the leftover samples 
from sera obtained for routine diagnostic purposes. These materials were 
used anonymously without any connection to clinical or patient-specific 
data. The study complies with the World Medical Association Declaration 
of Helsinki regarding ethical conduct of research involving human subjects.

Monoclonal IgM-RF
Two monoclonal IgM rheumatoid factors (mRFs), RF61 [17, 23] and RF-AN 
[24], were produced as described previously [18].

RESULTS

Comparing RF levels determined with four commercial assays
To analyze intertest variability of RF measurements, RF levels were 
determined in 32 serum samples with four commercially available 
techniques (Table 1) and plotted in xy graphs and Bland-Altman plots 
(Figure 1). All samples had previously been determined RF+ in an in-house 
IgM-RF ELISA at Sanquin Diagnostic Services, and the panel was selected 
to encompass a wide range of RF levels (19– 837 IU/mL, median 120 IU/
mL). It is immediately apparent that some samples are RFneg. in the Phadia 
assay but have high RF levels in the other three commercial assays and 
the Sanquin ELISA (Figure 1A, upper panels). The Table in Figure 1 shows 
that for six samples (18%), all four assays that use hIgG as the target 
antigen detected RF, also at high levels, whereas the rIgG-based Phadia 
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detected levels below or just above its cutoff point. This suggests that 
some RF+ samples have an RF response that is specific for hIgG and cannot 
be detected in an assay that uses rIgG as the target antigen. The Bland-
Altman plots in the lower panels show that apart from these Phadianeg. 

samples also many other samples had much higher levels in the other four 
assays. This is especially true for those with relatively low average levels, 
which was partly compensated by the lower cutoff value for positivity in 
the Phadia assay. 

Although there appears to be a better correlation between RF levels 
measured with the different hIgG-based assays (Figure 1B), there was still 
substantial variation. No samples were found to be both positive in the 
assays detecting “total RF” (Beckman and Roche) and negative in both 
commercial assays that specifically detect IgM-RF (Phadia and HYCOR). 
This was expected, as the samples were selected from a panel of sera 
previously determined RF+ in the Sanquin ELISA that measures IgM-RF. 
Because it is likely that not all tested samples also had IgA- and/ or IgG-
RF, the fact that there was only one sample RFneg. in the Roche assay and 
no samples in the Beckman assay suggests that, in these turbidimetry 
and nephelometry assays, the IgM isotype is sufficient for causing the 
agglutination.

To test whether the discrepancies between the results from the different 
assays would also be found when pooled samples are used to compare 
assays, the 32 samples tested in Figure 1 were divided into quartiles based 
on their RF level, pooled and tested in the four commercial RF assays. 
Figure 2 shows that when comparing pooled samples, the discrepancies 
seen for the individual samples level out, seemingly improving agreement 
between the assays.
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Figure 2. Discrepancy between assays for individual versus pooled samples.
The 32 samples tested in the four commercial RF assays – representative example in (A) – 
were divided into quartiles based on their RF level, pooled and also tested in the four RF 
assays – representative example in (B). For reference, a straight (dotted) line was fitted 
through the data points with nonlinear regression.

Comparison of RF reactivities to hIgG and rIgG
To further investigate the possibility that the RF response has a strong 
preferential binding to hIgG over rIgG in certain individuals, a direct 
comparison of RF reactivity against the two targets was performed for 
the additional 51 RF+ samples sent to Sanquin Diagnostic Services for RF 
testing (the diagnostics cohort). The majority of these samples showed 
comparable reactivity against both targets in ELISA (Figure 3A). Some 
samples, especially among those with lower RF levels, bound much better 
to hIgG than rIgG. Conversely, there were no samples with substantially 
higher reactivity against rIgG. Because we do not have access to the clinical 
data of this cohort, we cannot determine which samples came from RA 
patients.

To determine if hIgG- or rIgG-specific RF responses also influence RF status 
and/or levels in better defined (at risk for-) RA cohorts, the same direct 
ELISA comparison of RF reactivity against hIgG and rIgG was performed 
in two patient cohorts. The first cohort consisted of patients with (a history 
of) arthralgia, i.e. joint pain but no clinical arthritis, tested positive for 
ACPA and/or IgM-RF originally determined in rIgG-based assays. From 
this cohort 173 ACPA+ RF

neg. patients were selected and retested for RF 
reactivity against hIgG and rIgG. Figure 3B shows that reactivity against 
hIgG was higher than what would be expected for this patient group, which 
had originally tested RF

neg.
. Although most of the samples with reactivity 
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above the cutoff for positivity in the ELISA with hIgG targets (x-axis) also 
showed reactivity against rIgG (y-axis), a considerable proportion of the 
total cohort – 18/173 (10.4%) – 42% of the anti-hIgG RF+ samples, showed 
substantially higher (>2x) reactivity against hIgG than against rIgG. This 
is not only true for samples with very low levels, where small absolute 
differences translate into large ratio differences in the Bland-Altman plots 
(Figure 3B, lower panel), but also for samples with anti-hIgG RF levels 
well above the cutoff. This suggests that these samples may have been 
incorrectly classified as RF

neg. because their RF response is specific for 
hIgG. Indeed, if we use the 19 U/mL cutoff also for the rIgG-based ELISAs, 
10% of samples (18/173) would be classified anti-hIgG positive anti-rIgG 
negative.

Next, we analyzed RF reactivities in 69 DMARD-naïve patients with active 
early RA, either RFneg. or RF+ in their initial rIgG-based RF assay. In contrast 
to the diagnostics cohort and the arthralgia cohort, few RA patients showed 
a large discrepancy between RF reactivity against hIgG and rIgG (Figure 
3C), only one or two originally classified RFneg. samples shows high anti-
hIgG reactivity with low anti-rIgG reactivity and one RF+ assigned sample 
shows the opposite pattern.
To further substantiate possible hIgG specificity of RFs, we tested target-
specific binding of two recombinantly produced monoclonal IgM-RFs 
originally isolated from two RA patients [23–26]. Monoclonal RF-AN 
was reported to bind an epitope at the CH2-CH3 interface of IgG, with 
an important role for His435 [24, 27], which is identical in hIgG and rIgG. 
Regarding the contact residues between RF-AN and hIgG1, there is just one 
amino acid difference with rIgG, within the 15 aa comprising the epitope. 
By contrast, RF61 binds hIgG at epitopes in the CH3 domains, close to the 
C-terminus [17]. Arg355 is crucial for RF binding, and although conserved 
in rIgG, there are four residue differences at the interaction interface with 
the IgG-CH3 domains out of a total of 13 Fc contact residues. As illustrated 
in Figure 4, monoclonal RF-AN binds hIgG and rIgG equally well, whereas 
monoclonal RF61 binds to hIgG but not to rIgG. Although it is unknown 
what percentage of the RF response comprises these individual RF clones, 
the results show that RFs binding both targets or only hIgG can be present 
in RA patients. 
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Figure 4. Binding profiles of two monoclonal IgM-RFs.
Binding to rIgG and hIgG was analyzed in ELISAs for two recombinantly produced 
monoclonal IgM-RFs originally isolated from RA patients, RF-AN (A) and RF61 (B) at different 
concentrations of mRF. OD, optical density.
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DISCUSSION

RF status and level are important factors in the most recent classification 
criteria for RA [3]. The presence of RF is a predictor for the development 
of RA in at-risk individuals, signals a more severe disease course in RA 
patients and can influence treatment decisions. Here we show that there 
can be large discrepancies in measured levels between commercial RF 
assays and even disagreement on whether individual samples are RF 
positive. The choice of the target antigen, human versus rabbit IgG, was 
identified as one important potential cause of this disagreement. In a cohort 
selected on IgM-RF reactivity against hIgG, multiple samples with low or 
undetectable reactivity against rIgG were identified. These would likely 
be incorrectly classified as RFneg. in rIgG-based assays. Because rIgG- and 
hIgG-based assays have not been compared head to head on clinical value, 
we cannot yet determine the clinical consequences of missing these hIgG-
specific RF responses. It is clear however that diagnostic and therapeutic 
decisions based on RF results will be affected.

Problems with comparability between RF levels determined with 
nephelometry and turbidimetry were reported previously by Ameratunga 
et al. [28]. Van der Linden showed that RF levels measured in two high-
level samples varied considerably between ELISA and nephelometry and 
turbidimetry and between different labs using the same method [29]. 
Comparing enzyme immunoassays, large discrepancies in qualitative as 
well as quantitative RF test results have been reported. A study by Bas et 
al. [30] found the same qualitative result in only 33% of samples when six 
IgM-RF ELISAs were compared. Agreement was 51% and 61% when results 
were stratified for the three rIgG- and the three hIgG-based assays. The 
authors concluded that quantitative results could not be compared across 
assays. This conclusion is supported by our data that show substantial 
discrepancies when comparing RF levels measured in the different 
commercial assays. There is disagreement on RF positivity in five samples 
(17%). Similar to the experiments described in the present study, Bas et al. 
also performed a direct comparison for RF reactivity against rabbit and 
human target antigen, using rFc and hFc instead of the entire IgG molecule. 
Reported sensitivity was slightly higher for IgM-RF and significantly higher 
for IgA-RF when using hFc compared to rFc.
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Because RFs are classified as autoantibodies, one would expect that 
testing for RF reactivity against hIgG has more value than against rIgG. An 
early study by Tuomi [31] found that the RF response in most RA patients 
bound both hFc and rFc in ELISA. However, some RA sera (4/93) that were 
RFneg. in agglutination tests using rIgG as well as in ELISAs with rFc did 
bind to hFc. Conversely, 3/37 RA sera with a positive agglutination test 
recognized only rFc, albeit at low levels. Notably, in non-RA subjects, 
Tuomi found a much larger proportion to be single+ for rFc or hFc when 
retested against both targets. The data from the present study are in line 
with these earlier results. In the diagnostics cohort (Figure 3A), most likely 
a mix of early RA patients and non-RA subjects, a significant proportion 
of the samples contains an RF response that binds much better to hIgG 
than to rIgG. From the arthralgia cohort, we retested the subgroup that 
was ACPA+ and RFneg. according to the original rIgG-based RF tests used 
for this cohort. We expected a better chance to find missed hIgG-specific 
RF responses in this group than in the originally ACPAneg. RFneg. arthralgia 
patients group because ACPA and RF often co-occur [32]. Some samples 
showed high reactivity against both hIgG and rIgG when retested. This 
may have been due to errors in the original RF assay or could have been 
caused by differences in the method of preparation of the rIgG, method of 
coating the rIgG (directly versus biotinylated rIgG on streptavidin-coated 
plates) or by differences in coating concentration. Strikingly, a substantial 
proportion of the arthralgia patients showed high anti-hIgG RF reactivity 
with low or almost no detectable anti-rIgG RF reactivity (Figure 3B). We 
estimate that up to 10% of these patients could have an anti-rIgG negative 
but anti-hIgG positive RF test result. It is important to note that the cutoff 
for anti-rIgG reactivity was not extensively validated for our assays and 
that these results cannot be directly translated into discrepancies between 
other rIgG- and hIgG-based assays.

Accurately classifying RF status is important in the arthralgia patient group 
because RF positivity is associated with a higher risk of progressing from 
arthralgia to RA in ACPA+ patients [6, 8]. The early RA cohort, consisting 
exclusively of confirmed RA cases included based on the presence of bad 
prognostic factors, showed reactivity between virtually all RF+ samples 
and both targets (Figure 3C). Still, many samples showed higher levels 
against hIgG, with six anti-hIgG+ samples showing RF levels >2x higher 
against hIgG than against rIgG. Based on the data obtained in the RA 
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cohort that shows just one sample with much lower anti-hIgG than anti-
rIgG RF reactivity, the risk of false positivity appears low when using 
rIgG as the target antigen. Instead, the data from the diagnostics cohort 
and the arthralgia cohort, showing RF responses with much higher anti-
hIgG than anti-rIgG RF reactivity, indicate that there is a significant risk of 
false negativity especially among samples with relatively low RF levels. 
However, it may not be justified to speak of “false positivity” and “false 
negativity” until the clinical value of hIgG- and rIgG-specific RF responses 
has been determined. Using a hIgG-based assay with potentially higher 
sensitivity would be important particularly in the arthralgia phase, as 
discussed above.

The fact that, in all three cohorts, samples that show equal RF reactivity 
against hIgG can differ extensively in reactivity against rIgG suggests that 
RF responses can contain a mix of RF clones that recognize both targets 
and clones that solely recognize hIgG. This was further illustrated by 
monoclonal IgM-RF RF-AN reacting with both targets and RF61 exclusively 
reacting with hIgG (Figure 4). A number of previous studies [33–35] 
describe monoclonal RFs with restrictive reactivity against hIgG, whereas 
few studies suggest the presence of monoclonal RFs that bind to rIgG but 
not hIgG [36, 37]. When hIgG-specific RF clones such as RF61 constitute a 
large part of an RF response, measured levels will be much lower in rIgG-
based assays. RF responses consisting exclusively of such RF clones will 
go undetected in rIgG-based assays. Misclassifying a patient with such an 
RF response as RFneg. can have real-life consequences in the clinic and it 
is therefore important that both clinical chemists and rheumatologist are 
aware of this issue.

The findings presented here also have important implications for 
harmonization of RF assays. The RF response is a very polyspecific 
response, and different individuals will have a different mix of RFs 
composing their RF response, with distinct contributions of RFs binding 
rIgG and/or hIgG and RFs binding with high or low affinity. Every assay 
detects these distinct characteristics of an RF response differently. The 
resulting discrepancies between assays are only detected when individual 
samples are compared between the assays, as has been done in the 
present study. When pooled samples are used to compare assays, these 
discrepancies level out, and are therefore overlooked, as illustrated in 
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Figure 2. Here the 32 samples tested in Figure 1 were divided into quartiles 
based on their RF level, pooled and tested in the four RF assays. It is clear 
from Figure 2B that the pools give much better agreement between the 
assays. These data show that at the current state of art, harmonization is 
feasible for pooled sera, but not for individual samples. Articles referring 
directly or indirectly to RF should report the characteristics of the assay 
used for the measurements [38], and authors should be aware that both 
qualitative and quantitative results cannot be reliably compared across 
different assays.

In conclusion, there is substantial discrepancy in detected RF levels 
between the different RF assays used in the clinic. This is clinically relevant 
because the discrepancies are large enough to affect classification of RA 
using the ACR/EULAR classification criteria and can affect diagnosis of 
RA patients, prediction of their disease course and treatment decisions 
(if dependent on RF levels). Others have suggested ignoring RF level and 
looking solely at RF status [29], or leaving out the RF test in the work-
up of a suspected RA patient [39]. We propose to focus on improving 
RF tests by further dissecting the RF response to identify the clinically 
most relevant RF reactivities. The next step could be validation of our 
findings in other cohorts from different countries, followed by international 
consensus meetings about standardization of RF tests. Eighty years after 
the first RF tests by Waaler, the rheumatology field should collaborate in 
the optimization of this still valuable test.
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ABSTRACT

Objective: To investigate the presence and patterns of specific IgG subclass 
recognition by IgM rheumatoid factor (IgM-RF) and IgA-RF with a newly 
developed enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), which can 
discriminate between polyspecific and restricted RF responses.

Methods: Polyspecific and restricted RF responses were determined with 
our ELISA, which uses individually coated recombinant IgG subclasses 
instead of polyclonal IgG as target antibodies. Fine specificity was 
determined using target antibodies with single amino acid mutations in 
the Fc region.

Results: In a screening panel of 93 sera that were previously found to be 
IgM-RF positive in a conventional RF assay, we were able to discriminate 
between sera with polyspecific IgM-RF responses (i.e., RF responses 
directed against all 4 IgG subclasses) and those with restricted IgM-RF 
responses, with low or absent relative reactivity against IgG2, IgG3, or 
IgG4. We found the largest variation for anti-IgG3 reactivity. Samples 
without detectable anti-IgG4 reactivity formed an independent group from 
the other restricted RF responses and the polyspecific RF responses. The 
specificity of these anti-IgG4-negative sera could be pinpointed to single 
amino acid differences between IgG1 and IgG4. Polyspecific RF responses 
more often showed signs of RF response maturation, with more isotype 
switching to IgA-RF, as compared to restricted RF responses. In a cohort 
of IgM-RF+ and/or anti-citrullinated protein antibody (ACPA)–positive 
arthralgia patients, we found restricted RF responses in 35% (49 of 140) of 
RF+/ACPA– patients, while RF+/ACPA+ patients, who have a much higher 
risk of developing rheumatoid arthritis, virtually always (123 of 128 [96%]) 
showed a polyspecific RF response.

Conclusion: IgG subclass–specific RF distinguishes between immature 
restricted RF responses and potentially more pathogenic, ACPA-associated 
polyspecific responses.
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INTRODUCTION

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a complex inflammatory disorder in which 
autoantibodies play a prominent role. Several types of autoantibodies, 
including rheumatoid factors (RFs), anti–citrullinated protein antibodies 
(ACPAs), and anti–carbamylated protein antibodies, have predictive value 
for RA onset and severity (1–3). RFs, which are autoantibodies that bind the 
Fc portion of IgG, were the first autoantibodies found to be associated with 
RA, but their exact role remains ill-defined. Although ACPAs appear to be 
more specific for diagnosing RA, RFs are still a hallmark of the diagnosis, 
severity, and progression of RA. Furthermore, the improved probability 
of clinical benefit after B cell depletion in RF+ RA patients as compared 
to RF– patients suggests a pathogenic role of RF (4). Evaluation of the RF 
response is often limited to the crude measurement of serum levels of 
IgM-RF that recognize polyclonal human or rabbit IgG. This leads to an 
oversimplification of the multispecificity of RF and may represent a missed 
opportunity to distinguish pathologic RA-associated RF from RF that is 
present in the context of other (rheumatic) diseases or from nonpathologic 
RF that is present in healthy individuals, which may be gained by assessing 
the RF response in more detail. Limited evaluation of the RF response may 
also limit the value of RF testing in the prediction of arthritis development 
in patients with arthralgia and in the prediction of the disease course in 
patients with RA.

Although the pathophysiologic role of RFs in RA is not clear, RFs most likely 
contribute to inflammation and tissue damage by forming large immune 
complexes and inducing complement activation (5). It has been shown 
in vitro that IgM-RF can amplify the proinflammatory cytokine response 
induced in macrophages by RA-specific ACPA immune complexes (6). 
Since ACPAs of all 4 IgG subclasses (IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4) are 
present in RA (7), formation of complexes by the binding of RF to ACPA 
would be enhanced most readily by a polyspecific RF response against 
IgG-Fc, enabling crosslinking of antibodies from different IgG subclasses. 
Development of a polyspecific or restricted RF response may therefore 
be associated with the presence or absence of ACPAs. Furthermore, 
maturation of the RF response from IgM-RF to IgA-RF, which was shown 
to have predictive value for the development of RA and radiologic outcome 
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(damage in the hands and feet) (8,9), may occur preferentially in the context 
of a polyspecific RF response.

By determining the reactivity of RF with the individual IgG subclasses 
instead of polyclonal IgG, it should be possible to classify the RF response 
present in an individual not only in a quantitative (concentration) way, 
but also in a qualitative way (i.e., polyspecificity for all subclasses versus 
restricted specificity for only some subclasses). It has been suggested that 
polyspecificity of RF as defined as recognition of all 4 IgG subclasses is 
a specific feature of an RA-associated RF response and that restricted RF 
responses not only are present in RA patients, but are frequently found 
in individuals without arthritis (10,11). Being able to make a distinction 
between polyspecific and restricted RF responses could therefore be a 
useful tool for discriminating between pathologic and nonpathologic RF 
responses and could have value in predicting the onset and disease course 
of RA.

The goal of the present study was to set up an enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay (ELISA) that would allow the screening of large cohorts of samples 
for the presence and patterns of specific IgG subclass recognition by 
IgM-RF and IgA-RF, thereby discriminating polyspecific and restricted 
RF responses. Instead of the conventionally used polyclonal human or 
rabbit IgG, we used monoclonal IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4 antibodies 
with identical antibiotin specificity as the coated target antibodies. With 
this approach, we classified the RF response as a polyspecific response 
reactive with all IgG subclasses or as a restricted response with very low 
or absent relative reactivity against IgG2, IgG3, or IgG4.

We show herein that the anti-IgG reactivity of restricted RF responses 
sometimes depends on a single amino acid present in the target IgG 
subclasses. We further show that restricted RF responses generally have 
not undergone isotype switching to IgA-RF. In a cohort of IgM-RF+ and/or 
ACPA+ arthralgia patients, more than one-third of the RF+/ACPA– patients 
had a restricted RF response, while almost all of the RF+/ ACPA+ patients, 
who have a much higher risk of developing RA, had a polyspecific RF 
response, thus illustrating the capacity of anti–subclass-specific RF testing 
to distinguish between immature restricted RF responses and potentially 
more pathogenic, ACPA-associated polyspecific responses.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Target antibody production
Recombinant chimeric IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4 antibodies, all specific 
for biotin, were produced as described previously (12) by cloning synthetic 
constructs coding for the variable domains (13,14) and IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, 
and IgG4 and k constant domains (GeneArt; Invitrogen) into a pcDNA3.1 
expression vector (Invitrogen). Recombinant chimeric IgG1 and IgG4 
antibodies (against cat antigen Fel d1 and birch pollen antigen Bet v1) 
and mutants (IgG1-CH3[IgG4], IgG1-R355Q, IgG1-K409R, IgG1-Q419E, IgG1-
P445L) used for pinpointing specific anti-IgG4–negative RF reactivity were 
produced as described previously (15,16). Antibodies were produced under 
serum-free conditions (FreeStyle 293 expression medium; Invitrogen) by 
cotransfecting relevant heavy-chain– and light-chain–expressing vectors in 
HEK 293F cells using 293fectin according to the manufacturer’s instructions 
(Invitrogen), as described previously (16).

IgG was purified by protein G affinity chromatography. Cell culture 
supernatants were filtered over a syringe filter with a pore size of 0.20 µm 
(Whatman Puradisc 30; Sigma-Aldrich), followed by loading on a protein 
G column (rProtein G FF; GE Healthcare) and elution of the IgG with 0.1M 
citric acid–NaOH, pH 3. The eluate was immediately neutralized with 2M 
Tris HCl, pH 9, and dialyzed overnight against 12.6 mM sodium phosphate, 
140 mM NaCl, pH 7.4 (B Braun). After dialysis, samples were sterile filtered 
over a 0.20-µm syringe filter. The concentration of the purified IgG was 
determined by absorbance at 280 nm. Purified proteins were analyzed by 
sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and Western 
blotting (anti-k light chain, anti-IgG heavy chain).

ELISAs
Nunc MaxiSorp 96-well flat-bottomed plates (Thermo Scientific) were used 
for all ELISAs. Target coating antibodies were diluted in phosphate buffered 
saline (PBS) and coated overnight at 4°C. The coating concentration of IgG3 
target antibodies was multiplied by 1.16 to correct for its higher molecular 
weight (due to its longer hinge). Plates were incubated for 30 minutes with 
serum samples diluted in 0.1% Tween 20–PBS. IgM-RF was detected with 
horseradish peroxidase (HRP)–conjugated mouse monoclonal anti-human 
IgM (µ-chain–specific) diluted 1:1,500 (0.5 mg/ml, MH15; Sanquin), and 
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IgA-RF was detected with HRP-conjugated mouse monoclonal anti-human 
IgA (CH3 domain–specific) diluted 1:3,000 (0.5 mg/ml, MH14; Sanquin). RFs 
were visualized with 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (100 µg/ml) in 0.11M 
acetate buffer, pH 5.5, containing 0.003% H2O2 (Merck). The reaction was 
stopped with 2M H2SO4, and the optical density (OD) was read at 450 nm.

Levels of IgM-RF were calculated using a calibrator curve of a national 
reference serum normally used in the standard IgM-RF ELISA. This 
reference serum has a defined IgM-RF level of 200 IU/ml (17). We arbitrarily 
defined the reference serum as containing 200 arbitrary units (AU)/ml 
of anti-IgG1–reactive IgM-RF and calculated the levels of anti-subclass 
reactivity on the linear part of the anti-IgG1 reactivity curve of the 
reference serum diluted 1:100–1:512,000 in 2-fold dilution steps. A lower 
limit of quantification for IgM-RF reactivity against the 4 IgG subclasses 
was determined by the lowest level that could be quantified based on the 
titrated standard sample. Accuracy was ~20% for all subclasses as well as 
for all ratios of 2 subclasses, except for IgG4, where accuracy was ~40%. 
Positive signals in the IgA-RF assays were defined as signals greater than 
3 times that of the buffer control. All incubation steps were performed for 
30 minutes at room temperature, with shaking. All washing steps were 
carried out 5 times with 0.02% Tween 20–PBS.

Serum samples
Three sets of serum samples were used in this study. The first set consisted 
of 93 IgM-RF+ sera that had been sent to the Diagnostic Department at 
Sanquin for IgM-RF testing with the standard ELISA (the screening panel). 
IgM-RF levels in these 93 selected samples ranged from 25 units/ml to 1,600 
units/ml. ACPA levels were determined by second-generation anti–cyclic 
citrullinated peptide (anti-CCP) automated ELISA (EliA system; Thermo 
Scientific).

The second set of serum samples was obtained from a previously described 
(1) cohort of ACPA+ and/or IgM-RF+ patients with arthralgia recruited since 
2004 at the Jan van Breemen Research Institute|Reade (Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands). Autoantibodies were re-measured at least 1 month after the 
first positive sample. For cohort inclusion, the results had to be positive 
on both occasions. Patients with arthritis, as identified by chart review 
or baseline physical examination or treatment with disease-modifying 
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antirheumatic drugs, were excluded. Joint symptoms were recorded at 
baseline and yearly followup visits. Extra visits were planned if the patient 
developed arthritis. ACPA and IgM-RF levels were determined batchwise 
using baseline serum samples, by second-generation anti-CCP ELISA (Axis 
Shield) and in-house ELISA, respectively. For the current study, we used 
serum or plasma samples (in EDTA) that had been obtained at baseline 
from 140 patients previously determined to be RF+/ACPA– and from 128 
patients who were RF+/ACPA+.

As a healthy control cohort, we used serum samples from 76 healthy 
volunteer donors who received multiple booster injections of tetanus 
toxoid.

Ethics approval
The arthralgia study was approved by the local ethics committee, and all 
participants gave informed consent. No informed consent was obtained 
for the samples from the screening panel and the healthy control group, 
since materials used for this study were leftovers from samples obtained 
for routine diagnostic purposes. Materials were used anonymously without 
any connection to clinical or patient-specific data.

Statistical analysis
Differences between groups were analyzed with a nonparametric Mann-
Whitney test or Kruskal-Wallis test, analysis of variance, and Dunn’s 
multiple comparisons test using GraphPad Prism software version 6. P 
values less than 0.05 were considered significant.

RESULTS

Assay development
Optimal testing conditions for the anti-IgG subclass RF ELISA were 
determined by testing the RF+ reference sample, RF– controls, and RF+ 
sera with different IgM-RF titers in several dilutions at various target 
antibody coating concentrations. Based on the results of these experiments 
(data available upon request from the corresponding author), a coating 
concentration of 1 µg/ml proved to be the most informative, with low 
background signals for all 4 coated IgG subclasses. At a serum dilution of 
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1:400, RF+ sera with a wide range of RF levels in a standard IgM-RF ELISA 
showed their individual distinctive pattern of IgG subclass recognition. 
Samples were therefore tested first at a 1:400 dilution and subsequently at 
additional dilutions if necessary. The observed patterns were reproducible 
at different serum dilutions.

To test whether orientation of the coating antibodies and possible 
conformational changes induced by directly coating the target antibodies 
to the ELISA plate influenced IgG subclass recognition by RF, we tested a 
selection of samples in an alternative setup in which plates were coated 
overnight at 4°C with 10 µg/ml of biotinylated human serum albumin before 
incubation for 2 hours at room temperature with the antibiotin antibodies 
of the different IgG subclasses. This strategy ensures unidirectional 
coating of the target antibodies and, possibly, induces less conformational 
change compared to direct coating. Recognition of IgG subclasses was not 
significantly influenced by directional coating or conformational changes 
caused by direct coating on ELISA plates (data available upon request from 
the corresponding author). We therefore decided to use directly coated 
target antibodies in further experiments.

Specific IgG subclass recognition by IgM-RF
To investigate the occurrence of IgG subclass–restricted IgM-RF responses, 
we first tested a panel of 93 sera that had previously tested positive for RF 
in a conventional IgM-RF assay (the screening panel). As expected, since 
the samples were selected according to their positivity in a standard RF 
ELISA that uses intravenous immunoglobulin as coated target antibodies, 
which contains mostly IgG1 and IgG2, sera without detectable anti-IgG1 
reactivity were not found in this panel (Figure 1A). In almost all samples, 
reactivity against IgG1 was highest. Anti-IgG2 reactivity was also present 
in almost all samples, but nearly always at lower levels than anti-IgG1 
reactivity.

We analyzed the occurrence of subclass-specific reactivity and the relative 
contribution of the subclass-specific RF reactivity to the RF response by 
calculating the relative anti-IgG2, anti-IgG3, and anti-IgG4 reactivity as a 
ratio of anti-IgG1 reactivity. Only samples with anti-IgG1 values >5 AU/ml 
were taken into account when calculating the ratios, since quantification 
was less accurate below this threshold. Three samples with anti-IgG1 
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levels <5 AU/ml were excluded. For the remaining 90 samples, we plotted 
the relative anti-IgG2, anti-IgG3, and anti-IgG4 reactivities against the 
anti-IgG1 level (Figure 1B). The relative anti-IgG2 IgM-RF reactivity of 
most samples fell within a relatively distinct range of anti-IgG2:anti-IgG1 
ratios, independent of their anti-IgG1 IgM-RF level. A small number of 
samples showed a significantly lower relative anti-IgG2 reactivity, with 
anti-IgG2:anti-IgG1 ratios <0.1.

Relative anti-IgG3 reactivity was more diverse (Figure 1B), with a wide range 
of anti-IgG3:anti-IgG1 ratios. Diversity in anti-IgG4 reactivity was more than 
that for anti-IgG2, but less than that for anti-IgG3. A significant number of 
samples lacked detectable anti-IgG4 reactivity. Based on these findings, 
we defined samples with an anti-IgG2:anti-IgG1, anti-IgG3:anti-IgG1, or 
anti-IgG4:anti-IgG1 ratio of <0.1 as having low relative levels of IgG2, IgG3, 
or IgG4 subclass-specific IgM-RF reactivity, respectively. Collectively, they 
were defined as samples with restricted IgM-RF responses.

Samples with a low relative IgM-RF response to IgG4 had significantly 
lower levels of anti-IgG1 as compared to samples containing IgM-RF that 
recognized all subclasses (i.e., polyspecific samples) (Figure 1C). Thus, in 
this screening panel, only the anti-IgG4–low reactivity was dependent on 
the anti-IgG1 RF level.

4
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Figure 1. IgG subclass–specific IgM rheumatoid factor (IgM-RF) reactivity with polyspecific 
and restricted RF responses. 
A, Levels of anti-IgG1 (a-IgG1), anti-IgG2, anti-IgG3, and anti-IgG4 IgM-RF were determined 
in 93 sera previously found to be IgM-RF positive on conventional IgM-RF enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay. B, To illustrate the relative IgG subclass–specific reactivity, the ratios 
of anti-IgG2:anti-IgG1, anti-IgG3:anti-IgG1, and anti-IgG4:anti-IgG1 were plotted against the 
anti-IgG1 IgM-RF levels (top). Samples with an anti-IgG2:anti-IgG1 ratio of <0.1 (solid black 
circles), an anti-IgG3:anti-IgG1 ratio of <0.1 (open gray circles), and an anti-IgG4:IgG1 ratio 
of <0.1 (crosses) were defined as having low relative IgG2, IgG3, or IgG4 subclass–specific 
IgM-RF reactivity, respectively, and were defined collectively as having restricted IgM-RF 
responses. The diversity of anti-IgG2, anti-IgG3, and anti-IgG4 IgM-RF reactivity is depicted 
in the bar graphs (bottom). Solid bars indicate anti-IgG2–low, open bars anti-IgG3–low, and 
crosshatched bars anti-IgG4–low IgM-RF reactivity. C, Levels of anti-IgG1 are compared in 
samples with polyspecific RF (i.e., IgM-RF recognizing all 4 IgG subclasses) and in samples 
with low relative levels of anti-IgG2 (anti-IgG2–low), anti-IgG3 (anti-IgG3–low), and anti-IgG4 
(anti-IgG4–low) IgM-RF reactivity. Each symbol represents an individual serum sample; 
horizontal lines show the median. Broken line in A represents the limit of detection. P values 
were determined by Kruskal-Wallis analysis of variance and Dunn’s multiple comparisons 
test.
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IgG subclass recognition of different restricted IgM-RF responses
To evaluate whether anti-IgG2–low, anti-IgG3–low, and anti-IgG4–low RF 
responses form 3 independent groups or whether they also show mutual 
low or absent reactivity against another subclass, we plotted the anti-
IgG2:anti-IgG1 ratio against the anti-IgG3:anti-IgG1 ratio and the anti-
IgG4:anti-IgG1 ratio. As shown in Figure 2A, there was some overlap 
between IgM-RF responses with low anti-IgG2 and anti-IgG3 reactivity. 
Samples with low anti-IgG2 or anti-IgG3 reactivity generally had anti-IgG4 
reactivity, and samples with low anti-IgG4 reactivity had anti-IgG2 and 
anti-IgG3 reactivity (Figures 2A and B).

Next, we determined whether these 3 groups of samples with subclass-
restricted IgM-RF responses differed from the rest of the cohort in 
reactivity to the IgG subclasses they recognized. As shown in Figure 3, 
samples with low anti-IgG3 reactivity had significantly lower anti-IgG2 
reactivity (P = 0.0003) and normal anti-IgG4 reactivity (P not significant) as 
compared to samples with a polyspecific IgM-RF response that recognized 
all subclasses. Samples with low anti-IgG2 reactivity had normal anti-
IgG3 and anti-IgG4 reactivity. Samples with low anti-IgG4 reactivity had 
normal anti-IgG2 reactivity, but significantly higher anti-IgG3 reactivity 
(P = 0.0003) as compared to samples that recognized all subclasses. Anti-
IgG3 reactivity appeared to be a more dominant reactivity in anti-IgG4–low 
samples as compared to all other groups, being almost equivalent to anti-
IgG1 reactivity. Samples with low anti-IgG4 reactivity clearly constituted 
a separate group.

4
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Figure 2. Identification of a distinct group of samples without detectable anti-IgG4 IgM-RF 
reactivity. 
Overlap between samples with low relative anti-IgG2, anti-IgG3, or anti-IgG4 IgM-RF 
reactivity was analyzed by plotting the relative anti-IgG2 reactivity (the anti-IgG2:anti-IgG1 
ratio) against A, the relative anti-IgG3 reactivity (anti-IgG3:anti-IgG1 ratio) and B, the relative 
anti-IgG4 reactivity (anti-IgG4:anti-IgG1 ratio). Open black circles represent samples that are 
both anti-IgG2–low and anti-IgG3–low; the crossed solid black circle represents the sample 
that recognizes only IgG1. There is some overlap between IgM-RF responses with low anti-
IgG2 and low anti-IgG3 reactivity (A). Samples with low anti-IgG2 or anti-IgG3 reactivity 
generally have anti-IgG4 reactivity, and samples without detectable anti-IgG4 reactivity 
have anti-IgG2 (B) and anti-IgG3 reactivity. Each symbol represents an individual serum 
sample. See Figure 1 for definitions.

Fine-specificity of anti-IgG4–negative RF responses
To more precisely define the apparently restricted reactivity of sera with 
an IgM-RF response without detectable anti-IgG4 reactivity, we tested 
a selection of these sera for reactivity against recombinant IgG1 target 
antibodies in which single amino acid mutations were introduced in the 
CH3 domains, making the Fc region resemble IgG4-Fc, and against target 
antibodies in which the IgG1 CH3 domain was replaced with the IgG4 CH3 
domain (Figure 4A). Of 9 samples tested, IgM-RF reactivity of 1 sample 
depended solely on the presence of arginine at position 355 in the IgG1 
CH3 domain, 1 sample depended on arginine at position 355 and proline 
at position 455, and 2 depended on proline at position 455 for the binding 
of IgM-RF. Two samples recognized an epitope outside the CH3 domain, 
as demonstrated by their reactivity against recombinant IgG1 with an IgG4 
CH3 domain (IgG1-CH3[G4]). (Figure 4B).
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Figure 3. Differing restricted RF and polyspecific RF reactivities against other IgG sub-
classes. 
The relative anti-IgG2 reactivity (anti-IgG2:anti-IgG1 ratio) (A), anti-IgG3 reactivity (anti-Ig-
G3:anti-IgG1 ratio) (B), and anti-IgG4 reactivity (anti-IgG4:anti-IgG1 ratio) (C) was compared 
for samples with polyspecific IgM-RF reactivity and samples with low relative anti-IgG2, 
anti-IgG3, and anti-IgG4 IgM-RF reactivity. Compared to polyspecific samples, anti-IgG3–low 
samples have significantly lower anti-IgG2 reactivity and IgG4–low samples have normal 
anti-IgG2 reactivity (A), anti-IgG2–low samples have normal anti-IgG3 reactivity and an-
ti-IgG4–low samples have significantly higher anti-IgG3 reactivity (B), and both anti-IgG2–
low and anti-IgG3–low samples have normal anti-IgG4 reactivity (C). Each symbol represents 
an individual serum sample; horizontal lines show the median. P values were determined 
by Kruskal-Wallis analysis of variance and Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. See Figure 1 
for definitions.

RF response maturation
To determine whether restricted RF responses with low relative anti-IgG2, 
anti-IgG3, or anti-IgG4 reactivity differed in their maturation stage from 
polyspecific RF responses that recognized all subclasses, we tested the 
screening panel of IgM-RF+ sera for IgA-RF reactivity. As shown in Figure 
5, sera containing IgA-RF that was reactive with any of the 4 IgG subclasses 
were found primarily among the polyspecific samples, illustrating a higher 
frequency of RF response maturation in this group. In the 1 IgG3-low 
sample and the 1 IgG4-low sample that were found to have high IgA-RF 
levels, the IgG subclass that was not recognized by IgM-RF was also not 
recognized by IgA-RF (data not shown).

Restricted and polyspecific RF responses in RF+/ACPA+ and RF+/ACPA– 
arthralgia patients
To validate our findings in a separate cohort, we investigated whether 
polyspecific and restricted IgM-RF responses could be identified in a 
population at risk of developing RA. We took baseline serum or plasma 
samples from a cohort of arthralgia patients positive for ACPA and/or 

4
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IgM-RF and tested the subgroups that were IgM-RF+ and either ACPA+ 
or ACPA–, as previously determined in standard assays (1), for subclass-
specific IgM-RF in our ELISA. Figure 6 shows that polyspecific and restricted 
RF responses could also be identified in this at-risk population. Diversity 
of IgG subclass–specific RF reactivity was far greater in the RF+/ACPA– 
group, most prominently for anti-IgG3 reactivity (Figures 6A and B). A 
restricted RF response with low or absent relative reactivity against 1 of 
the subclasses was found in more than one-third of RF+/ACPA– patients (49 
of 140 [35%]), whereas almost all patients positive for both RF and ACPA 
had polyspecific RF responses that were reactive with all 4 IgG subclasses 
(123 of 128 [96%]).

Since RF+/ACPA– arthralgia patients have a much lower risk of progression 
to RA than do RF+/ACPA+ arthralgia patients, we tested a group of 76 
healthy donors to determine whether they had a frequency of restricted 
RF responses similar to that of the RF+/ ACPA– patients. We found an 
RF response against the IgG subclasses in 11 of these 76 donors, with 5 
having a restricted response and 6 having a polyspecific response (data 
not shown).

To further validate the association between ACPA status and RF response 
pattern, we measured ACPA levels in the screening panel. Of 47 samples 
found to be ACPA–, 26 (55%) had a restricted IgM-RF response, whereas 
only 3 (7%) of the 43 ACPA+ samples showed a restricted IgM-RF response.
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Figure 4. Differential specificity of anti-IgG1 IgM rheumatoid factor (IgM-RF) in sera without 
detectable anti-IgG4 IgM-RF. 
Sera with IgM-RF responses without detectable anti-IgG4 reactivity were tested for 
binding of wild-type recombinant IgG1 (rIgG1), recombinant IgG1 where the CH3 domain 
was replaced with the CH3 domain of IgG4 (rIgG1-CH3[G4]), and recombinant IgG1 with 
defined amino acid mutations in the CH3 Fc region to make the Fc region resemble IgG4. A, 
Crystal structure of an IgG4 CH3 dimer (Protein Data Bank code 4B53) (28). The positions 
where the IgG1-specific amino acids were replaced with IgG4-specific amino acids in the 
recombinant IgG1 antibodies used as targets in B are indicated: K409R (lysine replaced with 
arginine at position 409), Q419E (glutamine → glutamic acid); P445L (proline →leucine), 
and R355Q (arginine → glutamine). B, Representative binding profiles. In serum 18, the 
binding of IgM-RF was dependent on the presence of arginine at position 355. In serum 20, 
the binding was dependent on both arginine at position 355 and proline at position 445. In 
serum 31, the binding was at least partly dependent on proline at position 455. In serum 24, 
the binding was partly dependent on an epitope(s) outside IgG1-CH3, since IgG1, where the 
CH3 domain was replaced with the CH3 domain of IgG4 (rIgG1-CH3[G4]), showed binding. 
Values are the mean. PBS = phosphate buffered saline.

4
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In contrast to the findings in the screening panel, the anti-IgG4–low samples 
from the arthralgia cohort had higher anti-IgG1 levels than did samples 
with a polyspecific RF response (Figure 6C). There was very little overlap 
between the 3 groups of samples with low relative reactivity against 
IgG2, IgG3, or IgG4 (data available upon request from the corresponding 
author). Similar to the findings in the screening panel, the anti-IgG2–low 
samples had normal anti-IgG3 reactivity and normal anti-IgG4 reactivity as 
compared to the polyspecific samples. Anti-IgG3–low samples had lower 
anti-IgG2 reactivity and normal anti-IgG4 reactivity. In contrast, anti-IgG4–
low samples showed significantly higher anti-IgG2 and anti-IgG3 reactivity 
as compared to the polyspecific samples.

We conclude that in both the screening panel and the cohort of arthralgia 
patients at risk of RA, polyspecific and restricted RF responses can be 
found and that in both groups, restricted RF responses are present far 
more frequently in the ACPA– patients.

RF response pattern and arthritis development in arthralgia patients
Of the 268 arthralgia patients tested, 92 (34%) developed arthritis after 
followup of various durations. A restricted RF response was found in 
6 (6.5%) of 92 patients who developed arthritis and 48 (27.5%) of 176 
patients who did not develop arthritis during followup. Because arthritis 
development was strongly linked to ACPA positivity in this cohort (almost 
60% of the RF+/ACPA+ group developed arthritis, compared to only 11% 
of the RF+/ACPA– group) and because our data showed that a restricted 
RF response was predominantly a feature of RF+/ACPA– patients, the RF 
response pattern and ACPA status are too interconnected to address the 
former as an individual variable in predicting arthritis development.
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Figure 5. Occurrence of isotype switching from IgM-RF to IgA-RF predominantly in sera 
with polyspecific RF responses. 
The presence of IgA-RF recognizing IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4 was determined in serum 
samples with polyspecific RF responses (i.e., IgM-RF recognizing all 4 IgG subclasses) 
and samples with a restricted IgM-RF response (i.e., low/absent IgM-RF reactivity against 
IgG2, IgG3, or IgG4). IgA-RF against any of the 4 subclasses was found more frequently in 
samples with polyspecific IgM-RF, illustrating a higher frequency of RF response maturation 
in this group. The cutoff for positivity was 0.2 OD units (3x that of the buffer control). The 
table shows the percentages of IgA-RF+ samples for the indicated categories. Each symbol 
represents an individual serum sample; horizontal lines show the median. P values were 
determined by the nonparametric Mann-Whitney test. See Figure 1 for definitions.

4
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Figure 6. Different restricted and polyspecific RF responses between RF+/ACPA– and RF+/
ACPA+ arthralgia patients. 
A and B, Ratios of anti-IgG2 to anti-IgG1, anti-IgG3 to anti-IgG1, and anti-IgG4 to anti-IgG1 
IgM-RF levels were plotted against anti-IgG1 IgM-RF levels in the 2 patient groups (top). 
Samples with anti-IgG2:anti-IgG1, anti-IgG3:anti-IgG1, or anti-IgG4:IgG1 ratios of <0.1 were 
defined as having low relative IgG2, IgG3, or IgG4 subclass–specific IgM-RF reactivity, 
respectively, and were defined collectively as having restricted IgM-RF responses. A 
restricted RF response with low or absent relative reactivity against 1 of the subclasses was 
found in 35% (49 of 140) of the RF+/ACPA– patients, whereas almost all of the RF+/ACPA+ 
patients (123 of 128 [96%]) had polyspecific RF responses reactive with all 4 IgG subclasses. 
The diversity of anti-IgG2, anti-IgG3, and anti-IgG4 IgM-RF reactivity is depicted in the bar 
graphs (bottom). C, Levels of anti-IgG1 IgM-RF in the RF+/ACPA– group are compared in 
samples with polyspecific and restricted RF responses. Each symbol represents an individual 
serum sample; horizontal lines show the median. P values were determined by Kruskal-
Wallis analysis of variance and Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. See Figure 1 for other 

definitions.
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DISCUSSION

We describe herein an ELISA system that separately measures IgG 
subclass RF reactivity by using individually coated IgG subclasses instead 
of polyclonal IgG as target antibodies. In a screening panel of 93 sera 
previously found to be IgM-RF positive in a conventional RF assay, we were 
able to discriminate between samples with polyspecific IgM-RF responses 
(i.e., RF responses directed against all 4 IgG subclasses) and those with 
restricted IgM-RF responses with low or absent relative reactivity against 
IgG2, IgG3, or IgG4.

Subclass-specific IgM-RF reactivity varied the most for anti-IgG3 reactivity. 
Between sera with low IgM-RF reactivity against IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4, there 
was little overlap in anti-subclass reactivity pattern. Samples with low or 
absent anti-IgG4 reactivity formed an independent group from the other 
restricted RF responses and the polyspecific RF responses. The specificity 
of these anti-IgG4–low sera could be pinpointed to the various single amino 
acid differences between IgG1 and IgG4 CH3 Fc domains. Polyspecific RF 
responses more often showed signs of RF response maturation, with more 
isotype switching to IgA-RF, as compared to restricted RF responses.

Also in our validation cohort of arthralgia patients positive for IgM-RF and/
or ACPA, we found restricted RF responses in a large proportion of the RF+/
ACPA– patients, with the RF+/ACPA+ patients, who have the highest risk 
of developing RA (1), virtually always showing a polyspecific RF response. 
This association between the RF response pattern and the ACPA status 
was further confirmed in the screening panel.

While routine testing for RF in the clinical setting is mostly limited to 
crude measurement of IgM-RF binding to polyclonal human or rabbit 
IgG, a more extensive evaluation of the RF response by determining RF 
reactivity against the different IgG subclasses may be informative in 
patients who have, or are at risk of developing, RA. Different profiles of 
IgG subclass recognition by RF have been attributed to RA-associated and 
non–RA-associated RF responses (10,11). The 2 profiles of IgG subclass 
recognition most often described—reactivity against all 4 subclasses and 
reactivity against IgG1, IgG2, and IgG4 with absent or lower reactivity 
against IgG3 (historically called Ga reactivity [18])—were also identified in 
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both our cohort of sera sent for conventional RF testing and our validation 
cohort of IgM-RF+ and ACPA+ or ACPA– arthralgia patients. The finding 
that reactivity against IgG3 was the most diverse anti-subclass reactivity 
suggests that in the majority of patients, RF with Ga reactivity is part of 
the RF response.

Being able to determine the contribution of anti-IgG3 reactivity to the RF 
response in a given patient could be clinically important, since it has been 
shown that the presence of anti-IgG3–reactive RF is associated with the 
severity of arthritis in patients with RA (19). Our discovery of sera with 
very low or absent relative reactivity against IgG2 or IgG4 shows that 
testing for IgG subclass–specific RF reactivity can identify other restricted 
RF responses besides anti-IgG3–low responses.

The anti-IgG4–low responses form an especially distinct group, since they 
also differ in anti-IgG2 and anti-IgG3 reactivity from the other restricted or 
polyspecific responses. This suggests that RF reactivity profiles could be 
markers of distinct immune responses with different pathophysiologies.

Our finding that the binding of IgG1 by IgM-RF without detectable anti-IgG4 
reactivity is, in some cases, dependent on 1 or 2 amino acids suggests that 
these responses can be very specific and may require epitope spreading 
to develop pathogenic potential. One example of these highly restricted 
RF responses (Figure 4) depended solely on the presence of arginine at 
position 355 in IgG1 for the binding of IgM-RF, which was the exact epitope 
bound in the IgM-RF–IgG complex visualized by Duquerroy et al using x-ray 
crystallography (20). It is possible that isotype switching of an RF response 
is dependent on epitope spreading, since IgA-RF against any IgG subclass 
was found far more often in samples with polyspecific responses than in 
those with restricted IgM-RF responses.

In addition to IgA-RF, we attempted to investigate the presence and 
patterns of subclass-specific IgG-RF reactivity. However, this uncovered 
false positivity caused by Fc–Fc interactions between IgG4 present in the 
test sera and the IgG-Fc used as coating (21–23). Kanmert et al (24) reported 
high levels of IgG-RF directed against IgG1-Fc and IgG2-Fc in IgM-RF+/ 
IgA-RF+/ACPA+ RA sera, but it was also present in controls. Elson et al (25) 
reported IgG-RF reactivity against IgG1-Fc and IgG2-Fc in RA sera. They 
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used Fc fragments for measuring anti-IgG1 and anti-IgG2 reactivity, but 
intact IgG for measuring anti-IgG3 and anti-IgG4 reactivity and an anti-CH1 
detection antibody that bound 2 of 4 IgG3 samples tested and 3 of 5 IgG4 
samples tested. In our opinion, the influence of Fc–Fc interactions between 
coated Fc fragments and IgG4 cannot be ruled out in either study.

Recent studies have shown interactions between RF and ACPA in immune 
complexes, resulting in potentiation of ACPA-mediated inflammation 
(6,26,27). Immune complexes containing IgG ACPAs of different subclasses 
(or other primary disease-related antibodies, such as anti–carbamylated 
protein antibodies) present in RA could serve as antigenic IgG targets for 
RF-producing B cells, thereby inducing epitope spreading and maturation 
of the RF response. The data from our experiments with the screening 
panel and the arthralgia cohort support this hypothesis, since virtually all 
RF+/ACPA+ patients showed polyspecific RF responses, whereas more 
than one-third of RF+/ACPA– arthralgia patients and more than one-half of 
RF+/ACPA– patients in the screening panel had a restricted RF response. 
Since ACPA+ patients with arthralgia have a much higher risk of developing 
RA (1), it is possible that their polyspecific RF response is part of a more 
pathogenic autoantibody response.

We postulate that polyspecific and restricted RF responses may occur 
in different phases of disease or may be markers of different diseases 
altogether. To determine whether the qualitative analysis of the RF 
response described herein can be a clinically useful tool for the prediction 
and classification of disease and the prediction of treatment outcome, we 
plan to validate the assay in longitudinal preclinical and clinical RA cohorts 
and correlate the findings with clinical outcomes.
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ABSTRACT

Background: Rheumatoid factors (RFs), anti-IgG autoantibodies strongly 
associated with rheumatoid arthritis (RA), are also found in other diseases 
and healthy individuals. RFs bind various IgG epitopes; therefore, disease-
specific reactivity patterns may exist. 

Method: We analyzed RF reactivity patterns in seropositive arthralgia, RA 
and primary Sjögren’s syndrome (pSS), using engineered, natively folded 
IgG-Fc targets with selective RF binding. 

Results: Specific reactivity against the IgG-CH3 tail region was associated 
with less positivity for anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPAs) and less 
arthritis development in arthralgia and was found far more frequently in 
RA than in pSS. RF responses primarily bound the CH2-CH3 elbow region 
while the Fc receptor-binding region was hardly targeted.

Conclusions: Engineered IgG targets enable serological characterization of 
RF reactivity patterns and reveal patterns associated with ACPA detection 
and arthritis development in arthralgia patients. They separate RA patients 
from pSS patients. This new methodology improves clinical value and 
pathophysiological understanding of RFs. 
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INTRODUCTION

Rheumatoid factors (RFs) represent the first autoantibody response to be 
identified and associated with pathology. RFs were discovered in 1937 by 
Erik Waaler, who observed that sheep red blood cells sensitized with rabbit 
anti-sheep serum agglutinated after adding serum from a patient with 
rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (1, 2). RFs were later identified as autoantibodies 
that bind to other antibodies, specifically the constant domain (or fragment 
crystallizable [Fc]) of immunoglobulin G (IgG) (3, 4) and can be of any 
isotype (5). IgM RF is the most extensively studied isotype and is present in 
about 70% of RA patients, with prevalence varying widely between studies 
(6). However, IgM-RFs are also found in other autoimmune conditions 
including primary Sjögren’s syndrome (pSS), as well as in Waldenström’s 
macroglobulinemia, during chronic infections such as viral hepatitis, and 
even at low frequencies (increasing with age) in the healthy population 
(5, 7-9). Testing for presence of RFs is standard practice in the diagnostic 
workup of individuals suspected of RA and is included in the 2010 ACR/
EULAR classification criteria for RA, as is testing for anti-citrullinated 
protein antibodies (ACPAs), the other major class of autoantibodies in RA 
(10). Establishing RF status is not just important for diagnosing RA, but 
also for predicting development of RA in at-risk individuals and predicting 
disease course in RA patients (11-15). Surprisingly, despite its strong link 
to RA, a mechanism for how RF contributes to pathology has thus far not 
been established. A current hypothesis is that in the joint RFs enhance 
complement activation and production of pro-inflammatory cytokines by 
macrophages, through complex formation with ACPA-IgGs and non-ACPA 
IgG molecules (16, 17). In healthy individuals RFs may play a physiological 
role in binding and clearing immune complexes (ICs). These physiological 
RFs are thought to arise from so-called natural antibodies, ill-defined low 
affinity IgM antibodies that supposedly act as a first line of defense against 
various pathogens and reduce inflammation by clearing debris created by 
dead cells (18, 19). Whether RFs contributing to pathology in the pre-clinical 
and clinical stages of RA arise from this pool of natural antibody-like RFs, 
or separately through an antigen driven immune response induced by 
ACPA-ICs, is currently unknown. 

To measure RFs, commercially available RF assays used in the clinic 
quantify agglutination of IgG coated particles by RF or detect IgM-RFs 
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binding to immobilized IgG with isotype-specific antibodies. However, 
it is known that, even in an individual patient, RFs are a heterogeneous 
pool of autoantibodies binding to multiple epitopes on the Fc region of 
human IgG (20-22). Studies have identified different RF reactivity patterns, 
for example by testing for reactivity against the four IgG subclasses, 
which differ slightly in their Fc region at the amino acid level (23, 24). 
Specifically, IgG3-reactive RF responses were suggested to represent more 
pathogenic responses in RA (25, 26). From analyzing single B cell clones 
isolated from RA patients, as well as healthy immunized donors (HIDs) and 
Waldenström’s macroglobulinemia patients, it was found that RFs derived 
from RA patients more often showed ‘pan’ reactivity, i.e. reactivity towards 
all four subclasses (20, 21).  Furthermore, monoclonal RFs with similar 
overall binding characteristics were found to display subtly different fine-
specificities. In other words, these studies indicate more heterogeneity in 
reactivity of RA-derived RFs compared to RFs in healthy donors or other 
diseases. If the RF response could be dissected into multiple individual 
reactivities, disease-specific RFs or patterns of RF reactivities might be 
identified. Despite its great potential, characterization of RF reactivity 
patterns directly in serum has thus far not been explored as a method to 
improve the clinical value of RF assays. 

A major obstacle in doing so is the requirement of target molecules to 
which a single type of RF would bind at a time. Earlier studies attempted 
epitope mapping using linear peptide fragments (27, 28), but such an 
approach cannot identify discontinuous epitopes, which require correctly 
folded proteins and which form the overwhelming majority of protein 
epitopes (29). For the analysis of RF repertoires directly in sera, individual 
IgG targets with correctly folded epitopes are required, to which only a 
specific portion of the RFs will bind.

From detailed binding studies of monoclonal RFs, several individual 
molecular determinants have been identified as being important for RF 
binding. The ‘Ga’ reactivity pattern, the first reactivity pattern described 
(30), is characterized by binding of RF to IgG1, 2 and 4, with low or absent 
binding to IgG3. It was shown that the histidine (H) amino acid residue 
located at position 435 (H435) in IgG1, 2 and 4 is a crucial determinant in 
the epitopes bound by many (monoclonal) RFs with Ga reactivity (21). Other 
amino acids in the CH2 and/or CH3 domains of IgG were also found to be 
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important for binding of monoclonal RFs showing a Ga binding pattern, 
and the contributing amino acids can differ between RFs (21). However, 
knowledge of a few determinants that are important for RF binding is in 
itself insufficient to arrive at a method to identify clinically relevant RF 
reactivity patterns. 

In this work, we present a novel approach to break down the RF response 
and its epitopes in more detail, to identify clinically relevant RF binding 
patterns in different patient cohorts. For this goal, we designed a human 
IgG molecule with minimal residual RF binding, which formed the basis 
for a set of targets where RF binding was essentially confined to a specific 
region of the Fc domain. These IgG targets were used to evaluate directly 
in serum the repertoire of polyclonal RF responses for patients with RA, 
seropositive arthralgia patients at risk of developing RA and patients with 
pSS. Our results illustrate that this approach is feasible and that certain 
patterns of reactivity are more strongly associated with RA and with 
presence of ACPA and development of arthritis in arthralgia patients. The 
improved characterization of the RF response using our new methodology 
may enhance our understanding of the potential pathophysiological roles 
of RF in various disease settings, for example through immune complex 
formation. Furthermore, our findings can be used to improve RF assays 
by selecting for clinically relevant RFs. 

RESULTS

IgG targets 
To develop RF assays that can classify RF responses according to their 
specificities for different IgG-Fc epitopes, several recombinant IgG1 
molecules with various amino acid replacements in the Fc domain were 
engineered. First, a ‘parent’ target was designed: an IgG1 molecule with 
most RF reactivity removed. Our starting point was the observation that 
RFs are cross-reactive to different animal IgGs to vastly different degrees. 
In particular, cross-reactivity to rabbit IgG is high, whereas cross-reactivity 
towards mouse IgG is low (31), and particularly low towards mouse IgG2b 
(Fig. 1A). Comparing the sequences of human IgG1, rabbit IgG, and mouse 
IgG2b yields multiple positions shared by the former two but not the 
latter. We selected a subset of these, based – amongst others – on solvent 
exposure, and a human IgG construct was designed and produced with 15 
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amino acid replacements in the Fc domain where the ‘human amino acid’ 
was replaced with the ‘mouse amino acid’ as well as an additional P445L 
mutation (Fig. 1B) (See Fig. S1 for amino acid sequences). In a pooled RF 
serum standard (see M&M), RF reactivity towards this partially ‘murinized’ 
IgG, designated IgG-Bare, was indeed found to be much reduced, with circa 
2% RF reactivity remaining compared to wild-type IgG1 (IgG1-WT), which 
corresponds to a conventional RF assay (Fig. 1C). 

Next, with IgG-Bare as the starting point, three additional recombinant 
IgG targets were produced where we reintroduced human amino acids in 
three different clusters, to determine if specific RF reactivity towards these 
individual clusters could be evaluated: cluster A located in the CH2 domain 
(‘IgG-CH2’); cluster B at the CH2-CH3 elbow region (‘IgG-ER’); cluster C in 
the tail region of the CH3 domain (‘IgG-Tail’) (Fig. 1D, Fig. S1). All targets 
were able to induce complement activation to a similar degree (Fig. S2), 
indicating that all targets were correctly folded.

Binding properties of the IgG targets were first tested with two monoclonal 
IgM-RFs: RF61 and RF-AN. The IgG-Fc epitopes bound by RF61 and RF-AN 
have previously been determined in crystal structure studies (32, 33), 
which showed that RF-AN binds epitopes in cluster B and RF61 in cluster 
C. Indeed, while reactivity was lower than against IgG-WT, RF61 bound 
IgG-Tail but not IgG-ER and vice versa for RF-AN (Fig. 1E), demonstrating 
differential recognition of specific epitopes on the different targets. 

Reactivity against engineered IgG targets in seropositive arthralgia 
patients 
To test whether the IgG targets could be used to identify distinct RF 
responses, IgM reactivity against these targets was tested for 639 patients 
from the Reade seropositive arthralgia cohort. This cohort contains 
prospectively monitored patients with (a history of) arthralgia who had 
tested IgM-RF and/or IgG-ACPA positive in conventional assays. In this 
cohort the development of arthritis is strongly linked to ACPA positivity 
(11). Of the 639 patient samples used in the present study, 214 had tested 
RF positive, 179 ACPA positive and 187 double-positive; 59 patients 
had ambiguous antibody status, with levels around the cut-off in the 
conventional assays or inconsistent results from multiple measurements. 
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Figure 1. Development of recombinant IgG targets
(A) IgM-RF reactivity against human IgG, rabbit IgG, and all four mouse IgG subclasses was 
tested with different dilutions of a pooled RF standard serum (RELARES). OD: optical density. 
(B) Front, side and rear views of the ‘parent’ IgG target, designated IgG-bare, with 15 amino 
acid replacements in the IgG1 Fc domain where the ‘human amino acid’ was replaced with 
the ‘mouse IgG2b amino acid’ as well as an additional P445L mutation, all indicated in 
yellow. Note that the molecule is symmetrical and that in reality the mutations are present 
in both chains. See Fig. S1 for amino acid sequences. (C) IgM-RF reactivity against the IgG-
Bare target, and control IgG-WT and mouse IgG2b (IgG-2b) targets, tested with RELARES. 
OD: optical density. (D) Front views of three additional recombinant IgG targets, based on 
IgG-bare, with different clusters of human amino acids reintroduced, indicated in blue. 
Cluster A located in the CH2 domain (‘IgG-CH2’); cluster B at the CH2-CH3 elbow region 
(‘IgG-ER’); cluster C at the tip of the CH3 domain (‘IgG-Tail’). (E) Binding properties of the IgG 
targets analyzed using two monoclonal IgM-RFs: RF61 and RF-AN. The middle panel shows 
where the two monoclonal RFs interact with IgG-Fc, based on previously published crystal 
structures (32, 33), and was created with Discovery Studio 4.5 software, using structures 
2J6E and 1ADQ from the RSCB Protein Data Bank (44). 
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These samples were considered ACPA negative for analyses regarding 
ACPA status (see below). 

As shown in Figure 2A, RF levels in the arthralgia cohort are highest 
against the wild-type IgG1 target (IgG-WT). Minimal reactivity is seen 
against the control mouse IgG2b target designated ‘IgG-2b’ (note the 
logarithmic scale). Compared to IgG-WT, reactivity against IgG-Bare is 
also low, indicating that the most important hotspots for RF binding on 
IgG-Fc were successfully disrupted with the 16 amino acid mutations and 
that the number of RF epitopes on IgG-Fc is limited. Nevertheless, there is 
more residual reactivity against IgG-Bare than against IgG-2b on a group 
level and a small number of patients show substantially more anti-Bare 
than anti-2b reactivity (Fig. S3), primarily in samples with high RF (anti-
IgG-WT) levels.  

Reactivity against cluster A (IgG-CH2) – which  overlaps with the region 
where most Fc receptors bind to IgG – was low in most patients, and 
since there is a tight correlation between reactivity against IgG-CH2 and 
IgG-Bare it may be concluded that the Fc receptor binding region is hardly 
specifically targeted by RF responses (Fig. 2B). Reactivity towards cluster 
B (IgG-ER) comprises the largest part of the overall RF binding, which is 
expected given that this is the largest cluster. Reactivity towards cluster C 
(IgG-Tail) is variable and correlation with the overall reactivity towards WT 
is much weaker than for cluster B with WT (Fig. S3). Since cluster B and 
C are spatially separated from each other we hypothesized that we would 
be able to find separate RF responses against these two clusters. Indeed, 
when we compare anti-IgG-ER and anti-IgG-Tail reactivity we find samples 
with RF reactivity skewed towards either one target, but also many samples 
with RF reactivity against both (Fig. 2B).

Cluster B is situated at the CH2-CH3 elbow region and putatively 
corresponds to those parts of the Fc region that are important for Ga 
reactivity (or reactivities). To be able to determine how much of the 
reactivity against cluster B corresponds to ‘classic’ (i.e., H435-dependent) 
Ga reactivity, an additional IgG target was produced that differs from 
IgG-ER only at position 435, with an arginine (R) — present in wildtype IgG3 
at position 435 —, replacing the histidine (H): IgG-H435R (Fig. 2C). Figure 
2D shows that for almost all arthralgia patients with anti-IgG-ER reactivity 
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(i.e. anti-IgG-ER levels ≥1), this reactivity is at least partly dependent on the 
presence of H435 in the Fc domain, with a median loss of reactivity of 76% 
when H435 is mutated compared to IgG-ER. These data suggest that classic 
Ga reactivity is an important part of the RF response in almost all patients. 

Taken together, these results demonstrate the feasibility of dissecting 
reactivity patterns of RF responses using our new methodology. 

Figure 2. Reactivity against IgG targets in seropositive arthralgia patients
(A) Levels of IgM-RF reactivity against six recombinant IgG targets, measured in 639 
seropositive (RF and/or ACPA) arthralgia patients. The Fc domains depicted below the 
X-axis show the area’s with mouse IgG2b amino acids in yellow. Bars show medians and 
interquartile range. Values below the cut-off of 1 AU/mL are depicted at 0.5 AU/mL.  (B) The 
left X-Y plot shows the tight correlation between levels (AU/mL) of anti-IgG-CH2 reactivity 
and anti-IgG-Bare reactivity. Right panel: comparison of RF levels against IgG-Tail and IgG-
ER. While many samples show reactivity against both targets, some specifi cally react with 
either Tail or ER. (C) Design of the recombinant IgG target ‘IgG-H435R’, which is identical to 
IgG-ER, except for a histidine → arginine mutation at position 435 (blue). (D) Comparison of 
RF reactivity against targets IgG-ER and IgG-H435R in the seropositive arthralgia patients. 
(p<0.0001; Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test)

5
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Association of RF reactivity pattern with ACPA status and clinical out-
come
Next, we investigated whether in the arthralgia patients RF reactivity 
patterns could be identified that are associated with ACPA status and 
clinical outcome. First, we analyzed whether levels of reactivity against 
the individual targets correlated with ACPA (i.e. anti-CCP2) levels. A rather 
weak correlation was found for RF reactivity against IgG-WT versus ACPA 
(Spearman’s r = 0.12, p = 0.002), with a stronger correlation for the IgG-ER 
and IgG-Tail targets (ER vs ACPA r = 0.16 p < 0.0001, Tail vs ACPA r = 0.24 
p < 0.0001) (Fig. S4A). 

As mentioned, earlier studies suggested that a broader RF response 
indicates a more pathogenic, RA-associated RF response (20-23). In line 
with these studies, comparison of two smaller datasets, one consisting 
of RF+ healthy donors, the other of established RA patients, indicated 
that RF responses in RA patients show a broader anti-IgG reactivity than 
in HDs, with substantial reactivity against both IgG-ER and IgG-Tail in 
many RA patients, compared to reactivity against mainly one of these 
targets in many HDs (Fig. S4B). Therefore, we hypothesized that in our 
seropositive arthralgia cohort a similarly skewed, ‘HD-like’ RF reactivity 
pattern associates with low ACPA positivity and little arthritis development. 

Association with ACPA status was tested by plotting the Tail/ER ratio, to 
visualize skewedness of RF reactivity towards either target, versus WT, 
and comparing ACPA positive and negative patients. Figure 3A shows that 
strong skewing of the RF response towards either Tail or ER is indeed 
associated with ACPA negativity. For example, the subsets of patients with 
either a high (>2) or low (≤0.1) Tail/ER ratio predominantly belong to the 
ACPA negative group, whereas the majority (70%) of patients that have 
reactivity against both targets are ACPA positive. Furthermore, we find 
significantly less ACPA positivity in patients with an RF reactivity pattern 
dominated by classic Ga reactivity (defined as H435R/ER ratio ≤0.1) (25/93= 
27% ACPA positivity versus 299/474= 63%) (Fig. S4C). This is in accordance 
with earlier studies suggesting that RFs from RF-positive healthy donors 
mainly show classic Ga reactivity. 

Next, we determined whether RF reactivity pattern is associated with 
development of arthritis. We analyzed 465 arthralgia patients with an RF 
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level against IgG-WT ≥1 and a follow-up of two years. Of these, 139 patients 
(30%) developed arthritis within two years, with a median time to arthritis 
of 6.9 months. As may be judged from Figure 3B, an RF reactivity pattern 
skewed towards anti-Tail or anti-ER is associated with a lower risk of 
progression to arthritis. Using the same example as above (i.e., arbitrarily 
defining skewedness as Tail/ER ≤ 0.1 or Tail/ER > 2), 198/465 patients (43%) 
show a skewed RF response. Of these 198 patients, 39 (=20%) developed 
arthritis within 2 years, versus 100/267 (=37%) in the patients with a Tail/
ER ratio between 0.1 and 2. 

Logistic regression was carried out to evaluate the association between 
autoantibody status and development of arthritis within 2 years (Ar2yrs) 
in more detail. RF reactivity against IgG-WT on its own is significantly 
associated with Ar2yrs (p<0.0001) and ROC analysis yields an AUC of 
0.603 (Fig. 3C). Individually, ER and Tail are also significantly associated 
with Ar2yrs (p<0.0001). Using ER, an AUC of 0.646 is obtained, suggesting 
an improved association with Ar2yrs over WT; this association becomes 
stronger for the combination of ER and Tail. Combining ER titer and a 
normalized Tail/ER ratio (TE) as a measure of skewness towards one of 
these targets results in an AUC of 0.697; both parameters are significantly 
correlated (p<0.001). ACPA on its own yields an AUC of 0.718 (p<0.0001) 
(Fig. 3D). Combination of ACPA with WT results in enhanced association 
with Ar2yrs (AUC 0.732; p<0.001); combination of ACPA with ER and TE 
results in a further enhanced association with Ar2yrs (AUC 0.753; p<0.001 
& p = 0.016 for TE); the latter model has significantly improved predictive 
power over the former as evaluated using the Vuong test (p = 0.007). 

Although ‘classic Ga reactivity’ (H435R/ER ratio ≤ 0.1) was associated with 
low ACPA positivity (see above), this reactivity pattern did not associate 
with a lower rate of arthritis development within 2 years (Supp. Fig.4D). 

Overall, these data suggest that a broader RF response, characterized 
by substantial reactivity against more epitopes, is associated with the 
presence of ACPAs and a higher probability of developing arthritis. 

5
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Differential RF patterns in RA and Sjögren’s syndrome
To further determine the clinical potential of the engineered IgG targets, 
we looked for differences in RF reactivity pattern between the cohort of 
patients with established RA and a cohort of patients diagnosed with pSS. 
The most striking fi nding was an apparent lack of RF reactivity against 
the Tail epitopes in pSS patients (Fig. 4A). Figure 4A shows that levels of 
RF reactivity against IgG-WT, ER and Tail are lower in pSS compared to 

Figure 3. RF reactivity patterns and clinical outcomes in arthralgia patients
(A) The degree of skewing of the RF reactivity pattern towards either the IgG-Tail or the 
IgG-ER target is compared for ACPA positive and ACPA negative arthralgia patients by 
plotting the Tail/ER reactivity ratio against RF reactivity towards IgG-WT. Comparing patients 
with at least 1 AU/ml of anti-IgG-WT RF (n=567, shaded area), there is 43% ACPA positivity 
in the group with an RF reactivity pattern skewed towards Tail (Tail/ER ratio >2) and 38% 
in those with RF reactivity skewed toward ER (Tail/ER ratio ≤0.1) compared to 70% in the 
rest of the cohort. (B) Showing the same analysis of RF reactivity patterns as in (A), but 
with development of arthritis within 2 years as the outcome. Data were analyzed for 465 
patients with an RF level against IgG-WT ≥1 and a follow-up of two years. (C, D) ROC analyses 
showing the association between autoantibody status and development of arthritis within 2 
year. ROC analysis of RF reactivity against IgG-WT yields an AUC of 0.603. Using ER, an AUC 
of 0.646 is obtained. Combining ER titer and a normalized Tail/ER ratio (TE) results in an AUC 
of 0.697. ACPA on its own yields an AUC of 0.718 (p<0.0001) (D). Combination of ACPA with 
WT results in enhanced association with arthritis development (AUC 0.732); combination of 
ACPA with ER and TE results in a further enhanced association (AUC 0.753).
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RA. However, while the difference in median IgG-WT level is less than a 
factor 2 and not statistically signifi cant, anti-IgG-Tail levels are more than 
a factor 3.5 lower in pSS than in RA. Moreover, in the pSS samples that 
do show reactivity against the Tail target, this reactivity is likely residual 
reactivity towards the Bare target rather than specifi c reactivity towards the 
Tail cluster. This becomes apparent when anti-Tail reactivity is corrected 
for anti-Bare reactivity by plotting the Tail/Bare ratio and from the tight 
correlation between Tail and Bare (Fig. 4B).

Figure 4. RF reactivity patterns in RA and primary Sjögren’s syndrome
(A) Levels of RF reactivity against IgG-WT, IgG-ER and IgG-Tail in a cohort of 97 patients with 
established RA (red dots) compared with samples from 63 patients diagnosed with primary 
Sjögren’s syndrome (pSS) (black dots). Levels of anti-Tail reactivity are signifi cantly lower 
in pSS patients (p<0.0001, Mann Whitney test). Bars show medians and interquartile range. 
(B) Comparison of reactivity against IgG-Bare and IgG-Tail shows that for pSS patients most 
anti-Tail reactivity is likely residual reactivity towards the Bare target rather than specifi c 
reactivity towards IgG-Tail, as evidenced by a low Tail/Bare ratio and the tight correlation 
between Tail and Bare. 

5
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DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to characterize RF reactivity patterns on 
a molecular level and identify clinically relevant RF reactivity patterns 
in different patient groups. The present study is the first to dissect RF 
reactivity patterns to different regions of the IgG Fc domain in a targeted 
manner using appropriately engineered IgG molecules, and on a large 
scale directly in patient sera, instead of characterizing a limited number of 
isolated RF clones. We show that mutating three groups of predicted RF 
epitopes, comprising 16 amino acids in total, was sufficient to eliminate 
binding of a substantial part of the RF responses. Selective reversal of only 
a subset of these mutations generated a set of targets that made it possible 
to identify specific RF reactivity patterns in patients with either arthralgia, 
RA, or pSS. The approach presented here ultimately allows discrimination 
of RF responses to many different epitopes.

Generally speaking, we find that a broader RF response appears to signal 
a more pathogenic RF response. The data show that significant skewing 
of an RF response towards either the Tail or the ER epitopes is associated 
with a lower risk of arthritis development in arthralgia patients and less 
ACPA positivity. ‘Epitope spreading’ (a broadening of an antibody response 
over time) is seen as an important factor in sustaining and exacerbating 
autoimmune disease and has been well documented for ACPAs in 
individuals at risk of RA (34-36). Our data suggest that epitope spreading 
may be of equal importance in the RF response. Interestingly, RF responses 
in pSS patients seem to lack reactivity against Tail altogether. A recent 
paper suggested differential expression of disease-associated RFs in pSS 
(37). Our current methodology might provide additional insight into the 
pathophysiological role of RFs in pSS.

Mechanistically, a broader RF response against multiple epitopes could 
have a greater potential to form large immune complexes (ICs), thereby 
triggering complement activation in the joint as well as inducing pro-
inflammatory responses by macrophages because of increased IC-
mediated signaling through Fcγ-receptors. Furthermore, the relative 
absence of observable reactivity to the IgG-CH2 cluster, which overlaps 
with Fc receptor binding regions, suggests that when RFs bind to IgGs, the 
IgG targets may theoretically still be able to interact with Fcγ-receptors. 
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Indeed, RF binding to IgG appears to be only partially blocked by soluble 
Fcγ-receptor IIa (38). Our data thus may support the hypothesis that RF can 
increase the pathogenic potential of ACPA-IgGs by forming RF-ACPA ICs 
that bind complement through IgM-RF and engage Fcγ-receptors through 
ACPA-IgGs. 

It is unknown why the CH2-CH3 elbow region, which appears to capture the 
majority of the previously identified ‘Ga’ reactivity, is the site most targeted 
by RFs, but it is a dominant epitope for RF responses in both RA patients 
and non-RA patients, as well as in healthy donors. We further investigated 
these Ga reactivities using an H435R mutant of IgG-ER. The comparison 
of reactivity against the ER and H435R targets in the arthralgia cohort (Fig. 
2D) shows that not all RF responses binding in the CH2-CH3 elbow region 
are the same and a further dissection of this reactivity is feasible. The 
association of the H435R/ER ratio with ACPA status suggests that such a 
dissection may provide additional clinical value. 

The difference in reactivity against the target with the fully murinized Fc 
domain (IgG-2b) compared to IgG-Bare suggests that there are still minor 
RF specificities to be detected outside the ER and Tail epitopes. Our method 
may need refinement (i.e., an improved version of the IgG-Bare target) 
to enhance resolution for measuring these reactivities. This was also 
illustrated by the pSS data, where much of the reactivity measured against 
the IgG-Tail appeared to actually represent reactivity against epitopes still 
present in IgG-Bare. Nonetheless, the available targets already demonstrate 
that combining RF binding data results in much more specific information 
about multiple RF reactivities. 

Besides providing insight into the pathogenic potential of RF responses, our 
findings may also be of practical use for optimizing RF assays. Measuring 
RFs is important for diagnosing RA and predicting disease severity, but the 
assays currently used in the clinic are not standardized and lack specificity 
(39). Here we showed that RF reactivity patterns associate with clinical 
outcomes in arthralgia patients. By using these novel IgG-targets, instead 
of the current wildtype human or rabbit IgGs, clinically non-relevant RF 
responses can potentially be eliminated from RF assays. For example, by 
using IgG-ER as the target antibody, RF responses exclusively directed 
against the Tail epitopes would not be detected. Since these RF responses 

5
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are virtually restricted to arthralgia patients that do no develop arthritis, 
RF assays would gain in specificity. Based on the current data the gain 
in specificity from replacing IgG-WT with IgG-ER would not result in a 
lower sensitivity for diagnosing RA, since the sole patient that developed 
arthritis with a Tail/ER ratio >4 (Fig. 3B) had only one swollen joint and was 
diagnosed with undifferentiated arthritis rather than RA. IgG-ER may thus 
replace IgG-WT as a primary target to measure RF, alone or in combination 
with IgG-Tail, which yields additional discriminatory potential for predicting 
development of arthritis (Fig. 3C; Fig. S5) and between RA and pSS (Fig. 
4). Currently, equal weight is given to RF and ACPA status and level in 
the RA classification criteria, despite the lower specificity of RF testing. 
Standardizing RF assays by using better defined, more specific RF targets 
could improve the value of the classification criteria. 

A clinical limitation of the current study is that the inclusion of patients 
in the seropositive arthralgia cohort was based on positivity for RF and/
or ACPA in conventional assays. Conventional RF assays generally use a 
relatively high cut-off value for positivity to avoid picking up low levels 
of RF in non-RA individuals and thus maintain a reasonable specificity. 
By specifically measuring RA-related RF reactivity patterns, our new 
methodology is expected to achieve a lower cut-off. This may enable 
detection of clinically relevant RF reactivity in individuals with RF levels 
that currently fall below the detection limit and are thus not included in the 
currently analyzed seropositive arthralgia cohort. 

In conclusion, the present study demonstrates the validity of an approach 
to molecularly dissect RF responses into individual specificities using novel 
engineered IgG-targets and shows that there is clinical value in serologically 
characterizing RF reactivity patterns in different patient groups. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Production of recombinant IgG targets
To characterize RF binding to predicted IgG epitopes, seven different IgG 
molecules were produced to use as targets in RF assays. Six different 
human IgG1-based constant heavy chain (CH) constructs were designed: 
one coding for the human wildtype amino acid sequence of IgG1-CH  (IgG-
WT) and five with nucleotide mutations resulting in replacement of pre-
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determined human IgG1-CH amino acid sequences with their mouse IgG2b-
CH analogs (see Fig. S1 for sequence details). The nucleotide replacements 
were selected by comparing the structure of human and rabbit IgG, to 
which most RFs bind, with mouse IgG, to which almost no RFs bind, or 
were based on data from previous binding studies of monoclonal RFs and 
studies of  crystal structures of monoclonal RFs in complex with IgG (20, 
21, 32, 33). The mutated IgG targets were designated as follows: IgG-Bare, 
with 16 amino acid replacements divided over 3 clusters: one in the CH2 
domain (3 amino acid replacements), one in the CH2-CH3 elbow region (9 
replacements) and one at the tail end of the CH3 domain (4 replacements); 
IgG-CH2, with the CH2 cluster non-mutated; IgG-ER, with the elbow region 
cluster non-mutated; IgG-Tail, with the CH3 cluster non-mutated; IgG-
H435R, identical to IgG-ER, but with an additional H435R replacement; 
IgG-2b, with fully mouse IgG2b CH domains (Fig. S1).  

The targets were produced as full recombinant chimeric IgG antibodies, 
all specific for biotin, by cloning synthetic constructs coding for anti-biotin 
variable domains (40, 41) into a pcDNA3.1 expression vector, together with 
one of the six designed IgG1-CH constructs, a mouse IgG2b-CH construct 
or human k constant domains. All antibodies were produced under serum-
free conditions (FreeStyle 293 expression medium; Invitrogen) by co-
transfecting relevant heavy-chain– and light-chain–expressing vectors in 
HEK 293F cells using 293fectin according to the manufacturer’s instructions 
(Invitrogen). The cells were cultured at 37°C, 8% CO2, while shaking at 125 
RPM. At day 5 of transfection, the cultures were centrifuged, supernatant 
was harvested, filtered over a syringe filter with a pore size of 0.20 µm 
(Whatman Puradisc 30; Sigma-Aldrich) and loaded on a Hitrap α-kappa 
column (ÄKTA prime). IgGs were eluted with 0.1M glycine pH 2.5–3. The 
eluate was immediately neutralized with 2M Tris HCl, pH 9, dialyzed and 
concentrated by multiple rounds of spinning down the sample using a 10kDa 
spin column (Amicon Utra-4 Centrifugal Filter Unit) and resuspending in 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS). The concentration of the purified IgG was 
determined by measuring absorbance at 280 nm (NanoDrop 1000; Thermo 
Fischer Scientific) and the samples were aliquoted and stored at -20 °C. 

Serum samples
Serum samples from three different patient cohorts were used. The first 
consisted of 639 baseline serum samples from patients included in the 
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Reade seropositive arthralgia cohort, which has been enrolling patients 
with (a history of) arthralgia and a positive IgM-RF and/or IgG-ACPA test 
since 2004. These patients did not have arthritis at the time of first physical 
examination and had no history of being diagnosed with arthritis. Patients 
were followed for five years, or until arthritis diagnosis, to determine 
arthritis development, with yearly visits to the clinic and extra visits in case 
of suspected arthritis. Presence of at least one swollen joint on physical 
examination of 44 joints by a trained medical doctor was defined as 
evidence of arthritis. The second set consisted of baseline serum samples 
from 97 rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients just before starting therapy 
with the TNF-blocker adalimumab (62% RF+ in a conventional RF assay). 
A third set consisted of 62 patients diagnosed with pSS included in the 
Register Sjögren UMCG Longitudinal (RESULT) cohort of the University 
Medical Center Groningen (UMCG) (68% RF+ in a conventional RF assay). 
All RA and pSS patients fulfilled the ACR-EULAR classification criteria 
for their respective diseases. To obtain RF+ healthy control samples, 268 
sera from in-house volunteers and residual samples from donors who 
were frequently boosted with tetanus toxoid were tested for RF reactivity 
against human IgG. 34 RF+ healthy controls were selected based on an RF 
reactivity level >5 AU/ml.

ELISAs
RF reactivity against the individual IgG targets was analyzed in enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs). All target antibodies were diluted 
in PBS to 1µg/ml and coated overnight at 4°C on Nunc MaxiSorp 96-wells 
flat-bottom plates (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Plates were washed 5x with 
0.02% Tween 20-PBS and one hundred microliters of serum samples, 
controls, or reference serum diluted in 0.1% Tween 20-PBS was added to 
the wells and incubated for 60 min, shaking, at room temperature. After 
washing, IgM-RF was detected by incubating the wells for 30 min with 
100 μL horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated mouse monoclonal 
anti-human IgM (μ-chain-specific) antibodies diluted 1:1500 (0.5 mg/mL, 
MH-15; Sanquin) and visualized with 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (100 μg/
mL) in 0.11 M acetate buffer, pH 5.5, containing 0.003% H2O2 (Merck). The 
reaction was stopped with 2 M H2SO4, and optical density (OD) was read 
at 450 nm and 540 nm for background correction using a BioTek microtiter 
plate reader. Levels of IgM-RF were calculated using a calibrator curve of 
a national reference serum normally used in the standard IgM-RF ELISA 
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(‘RELARES’). This reference serum has a defined IgM-RF level of 200 IU/ml 
(42). We arbitrarily defined the reference serum as containing 200 arbitrary 
units (AU)/ml of anti-IgG1–reactive IgM-RF and calculated the levels of 
reactivity against the recombinant IgG-targets on the linear part of the anti-
IgG1 WT reactivity curve of the reference serum diluted 1:6400–1:409,600 
in 2-fold dilution steps. To arrive at a cut-off value for the different assays, 
we analyzed a panel of 31 randomly selected healthy individuals.  The 
median signals for 2b, Bare, and WT were 0.40 (IQR 0.25 – 0.55), 0.38 (IQR 
0.30 – 0.59), and 0.46 (IQR 0.33 – 1.34) AU/mL, respectively. For both 2b 
and Bare, but not for WT, signals were log-normally distributed, and no 
correlation was found between 2b and Bare. Based on these results, we 
chose a conservatively low cut-point as mean + 2 SD of the log-transformed 
signals for the 2b target for all targets, i.e. 1.14, which was rounded to 1 
AU/mL. This resulted in 1/31, 3/31, and 10/31 positive samples for 2b, Bare, 
and WT, respectively.

Additional target antibodies and monoclonal RFs
Polyclonal human IgG was obtained from Intravenous immunoglobulin 
(IVIG, Nanogam, Sanquin). Polyclonal rabbit IgG was purified from rabbit 
plasma using protein G affinity chromatography (HiTrap Prot G HP; GE 
Healthcare Life Sciences). Purified wildtype mouse subclass IgG antibodies 
were purchased from BD Biosciences. 

Two monoclonal IgM-RFs, RF61 and RF-AN, were produced as described 
previously (43).

Statistical analysis
Logistic regression was carried out using R v3.4.3, using log-transformed 
values of antibody levels as continuous input variables, and development of 
arthritis within 2 years as categorical response variable. For some analyses, 
the ‘skewedness’ towards mostly either ER or Tail reactivity was used as 
additional input variable, expressed as a ‘normalized ratio’: TE = ifelse(Tail/
ER < 1, 0.2/(Tail/ER), Tail/ER); the factor 0.2 accounts for the asymmetry 
in both stems of the dataset. Additional statistical analyses were carried 
out using Graphpad Prism 7; details can be found in the respective figure 
legends.

5
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Study approval
Studies involving patients with arthralgia or RA were approved by the 
Ethics Committee of Slotervaart Hospital and Reade, Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands, and studies involving the pSS patients were approved by 
the Medical Research Ethics Committee of the UMCG. Written informed 
consent was obtained from all study participants and from in-house 
volunteers. No informed consent was needed for samples from donors 
who were frequently boosted with tetanus toxoid, because materials were 
anonymized, residual samples taken for routine diagnostic purposes.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

Figure S1. CH2-CH3 domain amino acid sequences of the IgG targets
Amino acid sequences of CH2 and CH3 domains of the engineered recombinant IgG targets 
are depicted, with human → mouse amino acid mutations in blue and two additional 
mutations in red. Numbering is EU-numbering. 
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Figure S2. IgG-target complement activation
Complement activation by the various IgG targets at different IgG concentrations, 
determined by measuring C3 deposition in ELISA. 

Figure S3. RF reactivity correlations in arthralgia
X-Y plots showing correlations between RF levels in arthralgia patients against various 
engineered recombinant IgG targets. r = Spearman’s r. 
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Figure S4. RF reactivity against the various IgG-targets in arthralgia, RA and HDs
(A) Correlations between RF reactivity against IgG-targets IgG-WT, IgG-ER and IgG-Tail and 
ACPA (anti-CCP) levels in the arthralgia cohort. (B) X-Y plots comparing RF reactivity (in AU/
ml) against IgG-ER and IgG-Tail for 32 RF+ healthy donors (left) and 97 RA patients. (C) The 
degree to which reactivity against IgG-ER depends on the presence of a histidine at position 
435 is compared for ACPA positive and ACPA negative arthralgia patients by plotting the 
H435R/ER reactivity ratio against RF reactivity towards IgG-ER for patients with at least 1 AU/
ml of anti-IgG-WT RF. An RF reactivity pattern where H435 is crucial for RF reactivity against 
the ER region (H435R/ER ratio ≤0.1) is associated with less ACPA positivity (27% versus 63%). 
(D) Showing the same analysis of RF reactivity patterns as in (C), but with development of 
arthritis within 2 years as the outcome. Data were analyzed for 465 patients with an RF level 
against IgG-WT ≥1 and a follow-up of two years.
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Figure S5. RF reactivity and development of arthritis in arthralgia patients
Comparison of RF reactivity against IgG-ER and IgG-WT (A) and IgG-ER and IgG-Tail (B) for  
465 arthralgia patients with an RF level against IgG-WT ≥1 and a follow-up of two years. Red 
dots represent patients that developed arthritis within two years. 
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Recent reports describe interactions between the two most 
prominent RA-related autoantibodies, RFs and ACPAs. The main aim of 
the present study was to investigate whether RFs preferentially interact 
with ACPA-IgG over non-ACPA IgG. Additionally, interactions of RFs with 
IgG with altered galactose content in the Fc domain were examined, since 
ACPA-IgGs have been shown to have decreased Fc galactose content in 
RF+ patients.

Methods: (Auto)antibody interactions were studied in a surface plasmon 
resonance imaging assay and with ELISA. Target antibodies were 
isolated from RA patient plasma (polyclonal ACPA- and non-ACPA-IgG) 
or recombinantly produced to obtain monoclonal IgG with well-defined 
Fc galactose content. Interacting autoantibodies were studied using 
autoantibody positive patient sera and two recombinantly produced IgM-
RFs.

Results: The sera from 41 RF+ RA patients showed similar RF binding 
to ACPA- and non-ACPA-IgG and no differences in binding to IgG with 
normal, high or low levels of Fc galactosylation. Two monoclonal IgM-RFs, 
one interacting with the CH2-CH3 interface and one binding close to the 
C-terminal end of the CH3 domain showed no influence of the Fc glycan 
on IgG binding by IgM-RF.

Conclusion: Although interactions between RF and ACPA may play a role 
in inflammatory processes in RA, RFs do not preferentially interact with 
ACPA-IgG over non-ACPA-IgG nor with agalatosylated IgG over IgG with 
normal or high galactosylation.
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INTRODUCTION

RFs are autoantibodies, primarily of the IgM isotype, that bind to the 
constant (Fc) domain of IgG. RFs were the first autoantibodies discovered 
to be associated with RA [1], are part of the RA classification criteria [2] and 
have prognostic value [3]. ACPAs recognize arginine amino acid residues 
converted enzymatically into citrulline and were linked to RA more recently 
[4]. Both RFs and ACPAs have been implicated in the pathogenesis of 
RA. Recently there has been increased interest in the effects of RF-ACPA 
interactions [5, 6], since RF can bind IgG-ACPAs and RF and ACPA are often 
found together in RA [7]. Likewise, several studies suggest an interaction 
between ACPA and RF, as their combined presence is found in patients, 
but their presence is discordant in their (seropositive) healthy relatives [8]. 
The combined presence is associated with enhanced bone marrow oedema 
as well as with higher levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines and increased 
acute phase proteins and disease activity [7, 9]. In vitro it was shown that RF 
can enhance monocyte activation by ACPA-containing immune complexes 
[7] and unpublished data suggest that crosslinking of ACPA-Fcs by RF may 
enhance binding of ACPAs to their citrullinated targets by creating immune 
complexes with higher avidity.

However, it is unknown whether RFs preferentially bind ACPA-IgG over 
non-ACPA-IgG. We hypothesized that RFs might preferentially bind 
ACPAs over non-ACPA-IgGs based on results showing that ACPA-IgGs 
in RF+ patients have a lower galactose content of the glycans in the IgG 
Fc domain compared with ACPAs in RF- patients [10]. This is relevant 
in light of other studies showing better binding of RF to IgG with lower 
Fc galactosylation [11, 12]. Here we used ELISAs and a surface plasmon 
resonance imaging (SPRi) array to compare binding of RF to ACPA-IgG 
and non-ACPA-IgG isolated from plasma of RA patients. Furthermore, we 
investigated whether the binding of RFs is influenced by the degree of 
galactosylation of the IgG-Fc domain by evaluating the binding of serum 
RF and recombinant monoclonal RFs to recombinant monoclonal IgG with 
different galactosylation levels.

6
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METHODS

Detailed methods are described in the supplementary methods. All patients 
signed informed consent forms for use of their samples; study approval 
was obtained from the local ethics committee Slotervaartziekenhuis and 
Reade.

Isolation of ACPA-IgG and non-ACPA-IgG from plasma
ACPA-IgG and non-ACPA-IgG were isolated from plasma of three RA 
patients by affinity chromatography, as previously reported [13]. The ACPA-
IgG fractions showed high anti-citrulline reactivity in ELISA, whereas the 
non-ACPA-IgG fractions showed anti-citrulline reactivity at background 
(anti-arginine) levels (supplementary Table S1).

Production of mAbs with different galactosylation levels
Anti-human rhesus D heavy and light chain were sequenced from a single 
human B cell clone from a hyperimmunized donor [14]. A single-gene 
vector containing anti-D or anti-2,4,6-trinitrophenol (TNP) IgG1 heavy and 
kappa light chain encoding sequences was cloned as described previously 
[15]. IgGs were produced in human embryonic kidney freestyle cells. 
Glycoengineering of IgGs and analysis of Fc glycans (supplementary Table 
S2) by mass spectrometry was performed as previously described [16].

Production of monoclonal RFs
Two monoclonal IgM-RFs (mRFs) were produced. Variable heavy and 
variable light chain amino acid sequences for mRFs RF 61 [17] and RF-AN 
[18] were retrieved from the Protein Data Bank [19] (accession codes 2J6E 
and 1ADQ).

SPRi
For the SPRi experiments the IBIS MX96 imager was used. ACPA-IgG 
and non-ACPA-IgG isolated from three patients and the three differently 
galactosylated monoclonal anti-D antibodies were spotted at 30, 10 and 3 
nM spotting concentrations onto pre-activated Easy2Spot G-type sensors. 
Samples were flowed over the sensor for 5 or 10 min in the association 
phase, followed by a 5 min dissociation phase and regeneration of the 
sensor with a 12 s pulse of 10 mM glycine-HCl.
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Serum samples
Serum from 46 early RA patients from the Amsterdam region was used in 
the SPRi experiments, 41 RF+ and 5 RF-, determined by commercial assays. 
All patients signed informed consent forms for use of their samples. The 
RF+ standard sample RELARES used in the experiments is a national 
reference serum with a defined IgM-RF level of 200 IU/ml [20].

ELISAs
For the ELISAs, target anti-TNP antibodies were diluted to 1 µg/ml and 
incubated for 2 h on 96-well flat-bottom plates that had been coated 
overnight at 4 oC with 10 µg/ml TNP-ylated human serum albumin in PBS.

RESULTS

RFs do not preferentially bind ACPA-IgG over non-ACPA-IgG
To compare the interactions of serum RFs with ACPA-IgG and non-ACPA-
IgG, serum from three RF+ ACPA+ RA patients was flowed over a sensor 
to which ACPA-IgG and non-ACPA-IgG isolated from these same three 
patients had been coupled. The sensorgrams in Fig. 1 show that the 
RF response in the patient sera, as well as in the RF+ reference serum, 
bound the ACPA-IgG and non-ACPA-IgG targets similarly. No binding 
was observed when RF- serum was used. Comparing the two targets, the 
association and dissociation phases were similar. The shapes of the binding 
curves were not different for the RFs in the sera binding to autologous vs 
allogenic (non-)ACPA-IgG.

To determine whether differential binding of RFs to ACPA-IgG or non-
ACPA-IgG could be a feature of a subpopulation of RF+ RA patients, we 
next flowed diluted serum from 41 RF+ and 5 RF- RA patients over the 
sensor. The change in refractive index, expressed as response units in the 
sensorgrams, caused by binding of RF to the IgG ligands was compared 
for ACPA- and non-ACPA-IgG at one time point (350 s) at the end of the 
association phase (Fig. 2A). Fig. 2B shows that for the 38 RF+ sera that 
gave a sufficient SPR shift, the relative binding to ACPA-IgG vs non-ACPA-
IgG is virtually constant, despite an almost 20-fold variation in RF level, 
suggesting that it is unlikely that RFs preferentially binding to one over 
the other target make up a significant part of the RF response in sera of 
RA patients.

6
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Figure 1. Interactions of RF with ACPA-IgG and non-ACPA IgG 
Sensorgrams show the interaction of RFs in sera from three different RF+ RA patients (A-I), 
RF+, (J-L) or RF- (M-O) reference sera with ACPA-IgG and non-ACPA-IgG isolated from the 
same three RA patients. The association phase of the curves represents RF in sera (diluted 
either 1:50 as dotted lines or 1:200 as solid lines) binding under flow to IgG (ACPA, grey lines; 
non-ACPA, black lines) spotted on the SPR sensor. The dissociation phase starts when the 
flow of diluted serum is exchanged for buffer and RFs start to dissociate from their targets. 
Similar coupling of ACPA-IgG and non-ACPA-IgG was confirmed using an anti-CH1 llama 
antibody fragment flowed over the sensor (P-R). pt: patient.
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RFs do not preferentially bind to IgG with altered galactosylation
To specifically investigate the influence of the degree of galactosylation 
of the IgG Fc glycan in the interaction with serum RFs, we analysed the 
binding characteristics of the RF+ reference serum and the RA patient 
sera to recombinant monoclonal IgG1 antibodies, glyco-engineered to 
have different levels of Fc galactosylation, previously determined by 
mass spectrometry [16] (supplementary Table S2). Similar to the findings 
for the ACPA vs non-ACPA comparison, there were no major differences 
in RF association with or RF dissociation from IgG with normal, low or 
high galactose content of the Fc glycan (supplementary Fig. S1A and B). 
None of the RF responses appeared to have a significant proportion of 
RFs exclusively binding to one of the three different glycoforms (Fig. 2C).

Interaction of two monoclonal IgM-RFs with ACPAs and differentially 
galactosylated IgGs
Two monoclonal IgM-RFs were used to investigate whether the specific 
localization of the RF-IgG interaction site on IgG-Fc influences RF binding 
of ACPA-IgG and non-ACPA-IgG and differently galactosylated IgGs. 
Monoclonal RF 61 binds IgG close to the C-terminal end of the CH3 domain 
[17], at a distance from the Fc glycosylation site, whereas RF-AN binds at 
the CH2-CH3 interface [18], where the glycan structure might influence the 
conformation of the RF epitopes and thereby RF binding (Fig. 2D). Both 
monoclonal RFs bound ACPA- and non-ACPA-IgG similarly (Fig. 2E). The 
observations in Fig. 2E that more RF 61 binds in the association phase 
compared with RF-AN and RF 61 dissociates faster are most likely caused 
by the higher affinity of RF 61 (KD: ca. 5 x 10-7 M vs ca. 5 x 10-4 M for RF-AN 
(supplementary Fig. S2)). Due to its higher affinity, RF 61 can probably 
bind to one or two IgG-Fcs using just one or two Fab domains, whereas 
RF-AN would need to make a more polyvalent connection for efficient 
binding, interacting with more IgG-Fcs, resulting in binding with a higher 
total avidity and slower dissociation.

Binding of RF 61 and RF-AN to three IgG targets with different 
galactosylation content was evaluated by ELISA. Since coating IgG targets 
directly to the plate might induce conformational changes and non-specific 
binding, we used anti-TNP antibodies specifically binding to TNP-coated 
plates as targets. Both RF-AN and RF 61 showed equal binding between 
the three differently galactosylated antibodies at different dilutions of mRF 
(Fig. 2F).

6
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Figure 2. Serum RF and monoclonal RFs binding to ACPA-IgG, non-ACPA IgG and differently 
galactosylated IgG
(A) Representative sensorgram of RF+ RA patient serum (1:200 dilution) binding to ACPA 
(grey line) and control IgG (black line). (B) The response at 350 s was recorded and plotted. 
Comparison of RF responses generated by incubating 38 RF+ RA sera with an SPR sensor 
equipped with control IgG and ACPA-IgG isolated from three different patients as targets. (C) 
Comparison (as in B) of RF binding to IgG with low to IgG with high (upper panel) or normal 
Fc galactosylation. (D) Interaction sites of mRF 61 (purple) and mRF-AN (orange) Fab domains 
with IgG-Fc (green). Figure was created with Discovery Studio 4.5 software, using structures 
2J6E and 1ADQ from the RSCB Protein Data Bank. (E) Interaction of monoclonal RFs with 
ACPA-IgG and non-ACPA-IgG. Representative examples of experiments with ACPA-IgG and 
non-ACPA-IgG from three patients. (F) Monoclonal RFs binding to monoclonal anti-TNP 
antibodies with low, normal or high galactosylation.
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DISCUSSION

RF and ACPA are the two major classes of autoantibodies assumed to 
play a role in RA. Both have predictive value for RA onset and severity. 
Interestingly, their combined presence is a better marker for severe 
disease than the presence of only RF or only ACPA [7]. While pathogenic 
properties of RF and ACPA in isolation have been studied in detail, only 
recent studies have investigated the combination [5-7]. In the present study 
we investigated whether RFs would preferentially interact with ACPA-IgG 
compared with non-ACPA-IgG. This hypothesis is supported by the finding 
that ACPA-IgG is highly agalactosylated, especially in RF patients [10]. 
This may expose epitopes for RFs by inducing conformational changes in 
IgG-Fc [21]. Using a biosensor system, we found that serum RF showed 
comparable binding profiles when interacting with ACPA-IgG or non-
ACPA-IgG. Among 41 RF+ RA patients there were none with a dominant 
RF response preferentially binding to ACPA-IgG or non-ACPA-IgG. We 
conclude that ACPA-IgGs are not inherently bound better by RF than non-
ACPA-IgGs. Still, RF-ACPA-IgG complexes may preferentially form over 
RF-non-ACPA-IgG complexes because of high local synovial production 
and the fact that a multiplicity of ACPAs binding to their citrullinated targets 
provides RFs with multiple Fc targets, facilitating a multivalent, high-avidity 
interaction. Furthermore, since our SPR setup measures total RF and our 
monoclonals are IgM-RF, it remains possible that IgA- or IgG-RF responses 
have a different fine specificity.

The importance of Fc galactosylation for binding of RF has been studied 
before with differing results. Soltys et al. [12] analysed the binding of 
synovial tissue-derived monoclonal RFs to polyclonal IgG preparations of 
varying galactosylation status. They found that some RFs bound better to 
IgG preparations with lower galactosylation content, whereas others bound 
independently of galactosylation content. Newkirk et al. [22] reported that 
monoclonal RFs bound equally to the Fc of polyclonal IgG from normal 
controls and polyclonal IgG with a lower galactosylation content from 
RA patients. Limited information is available on the binding properties 
of polyclonal IgM-RFs. Imafuku et al. [11] found higher IgM-RF reactivity 
in three of nine RA patients against agalactosyl IgG. The present study 
involved the serum of > 40 RF+ RA patients and used defined targets to 
evaluate the binding of RF to differently galactosylated IgG. The glycans on 

6
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the recombinant monoclonal IgGs used as targets have been analysed by 
mass spectrometry to accurately define their galactosylation percentage 
[16].

Using an SPRi setup, RF-IgG interactions were studied in real-time. A 
limitation of the SPRi is that the amount of IgG target coupled to the 
sensor during the spotting procedure can vary. Therefore only sensor 
spots showing comparable signals with control anti-IgG-CH1 antibodies 
were used for comparing RF-IgG and RF-ACPA interactions. Since frequent 
regeneration of the sensor can affect the coupled IgG targets, we ran a 
standard sample before and after the experiments with the patient sera 
(supplementary Fig. S1) to ensure signal stability. Using these tools we 
found that the degree of galactosylation of the Fc domain does not appear 
to influence binding dynamics of polyclonal RF responses in RA patients. 
Furthermore, no patients showed a dominant RF response recognizing 
only IgG with low, normal or high Fc galactosylation. Moreover, using two 
recombinant monoclonal IgM-RFs, one (mRF 61) that binds far away from 
the glycosylation site and one (mRF-AN) that binds much closer at the CH2-
CH3 interface, we show that potential conformational changes induced by 
regulating Fc galactosylation did not influence RF binding.

While changes in Fc glycosylation have been suggested to increase the 
pathological potency of ACPAs [23], a potential amplifying effect of RF 
through binding to the ACPAs does not seem to be dependent on these 
changes. This suggests that in the pathophysiology of RA, amplification 
of ACPA-mediated inflammation by RF can occur before ACPAs acquire a 
more pro-inflammatory phenotype.

In conclusion, although recent literature suggests that interactions between 
RF and ACPA have a catalytic effect on inflammation, the present study 
demonstrates that RFs do not preferentially bind to ACPAs over non-ACPA-
IgG or agalatosylated IgG over IgG with normal or high galactosylation.

Funding: This work was supported by ZonMw, the Netherlands 
Organisation for Health Research and Development, in the program 2Treat 
(grant 436001001).
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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Galactosylation – Supplementary Methods
Isolation of ACPA-IgG and non-ACPA-IgG from plasma
ACPA-IgG and non-ACPA-IgG were isolated from plasma of three RA 
patients by affinity chromatography (ÄKTA, GE Healthcare), as previously 
reported [1]. Before isolation, plasma samples were treated with 1.8 mg/
ml EDTA and centrifuged for 10 min at 3000g. Supernatants were filtered 
over a 0.45 μm filter and loaded on biotinylated cyclic citrullinated peptide 
2 (CCP2) or control (arginine) coupled HiTrap Streptavidin HP 1 ml columns 
(GE Healthcare). Flow through fractions containing the non-ACPA-IgG were 
collected and the ACPA-IgG fraction bound to the CCP2 column eluted 
with 0.1M glycin HCl, pH 2.5 and directly neutralized with 2M Tris. Flow 
through and elution fractions were further isolated to (non-) ACPA-IgG1, 2 
and 4 with HiTrap Protein G and Protein A 5 ml columns (GE Healthcare). 
Afterwards, ACPA-IgG and non-ACPA-IgG samples were concentrated 
by centrifugal ultrafiltration (Amicon Ultra-15, 50K MWCO, Millipore) and 
desalted using Zeba desalt spin columns (7K MWCO, Thermo Scientific) 
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Protein concentrations were 
measured at 280 nm with a NanoDrop Spectrophotometer. The ACPA-
IgG fractions showed high anticitrulline reactivity in ELISA, whereas the 
non-ACPA-IgG fractions showed anti-citrulline reactivity at background 
(anti-arginine) levels (Supplementary Table S1).

Production of monoclonal antibodies with different galactosylation 
levels
Variable (V) genes for anti-human rhesus D (anti-D clone 19A10) heavy 
and light chain were sequenced from a single human B cell clone from 
a hyper immunized donor [2]. A single-gene vector containing anti-D or 
anti-2,4,6-trinitrophenol (TNP) IgG1 heavy- and kappa-light chain encoding 
sequences was cloned as described previously [3]. IgGs were produced by 
transient transfection of HEK-freestyle cells (Thermo Scientific) [3]. Glyco-
engineering of IgGs and subsequent determination of the composition 
of Fc-glycans (Supplementary Table S2) by mass spectrometry was 
performed as described by Dekkers et al. [4].

6
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Production of monoclonal rheumatoid factors
Two monoclonal IgM rheumatoid factors (mRFs) were produced. 
Variable heavy (VH) and variable light (VL) chain amino acid sequences 
for monoclonal RFs “RF 61” [5] and “RF-AN” [6] were retrieved from 
the Protein Data Bank [7], accession codes 2J6E and 1ADQ. Synthetic 
constructs coding for the variable domains and IgM and lambda constant 
domains were cloned into a pcDNA3.1 expression vector (Invitrogen) 
and mRFs were produced under serum-free conditions (FreeStyle 293 
expression medium; Invitrogen) by co-transfecting the heavy-chain– and 
light-chain–expressing vectors in HEK 293F cells using 293fectin according 
to the manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen). The cells were cultured at 
37°C, 8% CO2, shaking. Supernatant was harvested at day 5 and filtered 
over a syringe filter with a pore size of 0.45 µm. mRFs were isolated by 
loading the filtered supernatant onto a column with a Capture Select IgM 
affinity matrix (life technologies). After isolation, the mRF were analyzed 
with high performance size exclusion chromatography (HP-SEC) and the 
fraction containing the hexameric/pentameric mRF was separated from the 
monomer fraction with a Superose 6 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare) 
for use in the experiments.

Surface Plasmon Resonance imaging
For the Surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRi) experiments the 
IBIS MX96 imager (IBIS Technologies, Enschede, the Netherlands) was 
used. ACPA-IgG and non-ACPA-IgG isolated from three patients and 
the three differently galactosylated monoclonal anti-D antibodies were 
spotted at 30nM, 10nM and 3nM spotting concentrations in 10mM MES 
(2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid) buffer with 0.075% Tween-80, pH 
6, onto pre-activated Easy2Spot G-type sensors (Ssens, Enschede, the 
Netherlands) containing active ester groups to covalently immobilize 
the target antibody, using a Continuous Flow Microspotter (Wasatch 
Microfluidics, Salt Lake City, USA). Serum samples, monoclonal RFs 
and control antibodies were diluted in PBS with 0.075% Tween-80 and 
10mM EDTA. Samples were flowed over the sensor for 5 or 10 minutes 
in the association phase, followed by a 5-minute dissociation phase and 
regeneration of the sensor with a 12-second pulse of 10mM Glycine-
HCl buffer, pH 2.4, with 1M NaCl and 0.075% Tween-80. Anti-CH1 llama 
antibody fragments (Thermo Fisher) were used to control for the amount 
of IgG coupled to the sensor-spots without interference by Fc-glycans.
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Serum samples
Serum samples from 46 early RA patients from the Amsterdam region 
were used in the SPRi experiments, 41 RF-positive and 5 RF-negative, 
determined by commercial RF assays. The RA patients fulfilled the 1987 
criteria of the American College for Rheumatism (ACR) [8]. These patients 
had not been previously treated with disease modifying anti-rheumatic 
drugs (DMARDs). All patients signed informed consent forms for use of 
their serum samples. The RF-positive standard sample RELARES used in 
the experiments is a national reference serum with a defined IgM-RF level 
of 200 IU/ml [9].

ELISAs
Target anti-TNP antibodies were diluted to 1 µg/ml in 0.1% Tween 20–PBS 
(PBS-T) and incubated for 2 hours on Nunc MaxiSorp 96-well flat-bottom 
plates (Thermo Scientific) that had been coated overnight at 4ºC with 10 
µg/ml TNP-ylated human serum albumin (HSA-TNP) in PBS. Plates were 
washed 5x with wash buffer (PBS/0.02%Tween-20) and incubated for 
60 minutes with the mRFs diluted in PBS-T. RF binding was detected by 
incubation for 30 minutes with horseradish peroxidase (HRP)–conjugated 
mouse monoclonal anti-human IgM (µ-chain–specific, MH-15, Sanquin) 
diluted to 0.33 µg/ml in PBS-T and visualized by adding substrate solution 
containing 0.1 M NaAc pH 5.5, 10 µg/ml tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) and 
0.0003% H2O2 (all from Merck, Germany) in distilled water. The reaction 
was stopped with 2M H2SO4 and the optical density (OD) was read at 450 
nm.

Supplementary Table S1. Anti-citrulline and anti-arginine reactivity of patient-derived 
ACPAs and non-ACPA IgGs

IgG 
pt 1

IgG 
pt 2

IgG 
pt 3

ACPA 
pt 1

ACPA 
pt 2

ACPA 
pt 3

ACPA-IgG ELISA 
CITRULLINE

AU/
ml

348.6 1029.0 487.2 12569.5 >8000 15178.8

ACPA-IgG ELISA 
ARGININE

AU/
ml

679.4 na 1329.5 18.7 na 52.7

Protein concentration mg/
ml

69.1 53.1 76.0 1.1 4.0 1.1

Ratio CIT reactivity/
mg protein

AU/
mg

5.0 19.4 6.4 11747.2 >2000 13552.5

na: not available
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Supplementary Table S2. Fc-glycan composition as determined by mass spec-
trometry

Glycan content Fc domain in %

galactose sialic acid fucose bisection

 anti-D IgG1

normal galactose 29.0 2.3 94.2 5.1

low galactose 10.5 0.9 94.4 3.3

high galactose 84.8 14.9 92.7 6.1

 anti-TNP IgG1

normal galactose 19.3 1.9 93.6 4.1

low galactose 9.5 1.7 88.0 4.7

high galactose 82.9 14.2 92.8 4.2

Supplementary Figure S1. Serum RF binding kinetics to differently galactosylated 
IgG targets
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A) Sensorgrams showing association to and dissociation from IgG-targets with low (green 
lines) or high (purple lines) galactosylation for RF in 1:200 diluted sera from 41 RF-positive 
RA patients, of which 38 showed interpretable SPR-shifts. RF-positive reference serum 
RELARES was fl owed over the sensor as the fi rst and last sample to show stability of signals. 
B) As in (A), but with red lines representing binding kinetics with IgG-targets with normal 
galactosylation. Y-axes: SPR-shift in response units; X-axes: time in seconds.
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Supplementary Figure S2. Affinity measurements for two monoclonal IgM rheu-
matoid factors

Recombinant monoclonal IgM rheumatoid factors, RF-AN (A) and RF 61 (B), were flowed at 
30, 10, 3 and 1nM concentrations over a sensor to which mouse monoclonal anti-human IgM 
antibodies (MH15, Sanquin) had been coupled at 100-30-10-3nM. After a 5 minute association 
phase the flow was replaced with buffer and subsequently incubated with the depicted 
concentrations of IgG1 (adalimumab). Affinity constants were determined after subtracting 
the signal generated in the PBS condition (C) with SPRINT Software (IBIS technologies) by 
equilibrium analysis using Scrubber software (BioLogic Software) with interpolation to 
Rmax=100 RU.
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ABSTRACT

Anti-hinge Abs (AHAs) target neoepitopes exposed after proteolytic 
cleavage of IgG. In this study, we explored the diversity of protease- 
and IgG subclass–restricted AHAs and their potential as immunological 
markers in healthy donors (HDs) and patients with rheumatoid arthritis 
(RA) or systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). AHA reactivity against IgG-
degrading enzyme of Streptococcus pyogenes (IdeS)– or pepsin-generated 
F(ab’)2 fragments of all four human IgG subclasses was determined. AHA 
reactivity against one or more out of eight F(ab’)2 targets was found in 
68% (68 of 100) of HDs, 69% (68 of 99) of SLE patients, and 81% (79 of 
97) of RA patients. Specific recognition of hinge epitopes was dependent 
on IgG subclass and protease used to create the F(ab’)2 targets, as 
confirmed by inhibition experiments with F(ab’)2 fragments and hinge 
peptides. Reactivity against IdeS-generated F(ab’)2 targets was found most 
frequently, whereas reactivity against pepsin-generated F(ab’)2 targets 
better discriminated between RA and HDs or SLE, with significantly higher 
AHA levels against IgG1/3/4. In contrast, AHA levels against pepsin-cleaved 
IgG2 were comparable. No reactivity against IdeS-generated IgG2-F(ab’)2s 
was detected. The most discriminatory AHA reactivity in RA was against 
pepsin-cleaved IgG4, with a 35% prevalence, ≥5.8-fold higher than in 
HDs/SLE, and significantly higher levels (p < 0.0001). Cross-reactivity for 
F(ab’)2s generated from different IgG subclasses was only observed for 
subclasses having homologous F(ab’)2 C termini (IgG1/3/4). For IgG2, two 
pepsin cleavage sites were identified; anti-hinge reactivity was restricted 
to only one of these. In conclusion, AHAs specifically recognize IgG 
subclass– and protease-restricted hinge neoepitopes. Their protease-
restricted specificity suggests that different AHA responses developed 
under distinct inflammatory or infectious conditions and may be markers 
of, and participants in, such processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is an autoimmune disease characterized by the 
presence of different autoantibodies. Autoantibodies targeting the constant 
(Fc) domain of IgG, the first to be described (1), are known as rheumatoid 
factors. More recently, anti-citrullinated protein Abs (ACPAs) (2), as well 
as anti-carbamylated protein Abs (3, 4), were found to be associated with 
RA. These autoantibodies target neoepitopes induced in the joint during 
inflammation by posttranslational modification of proteins. In the inflamed 
RA joint, increased activity of proteases contributes to tissue damage by 
degrading matrix proteins (5–8). Proteases can also cleave IgG molecules 
at specific sites in the hinge region, generating Fab or F(ab’)2 fragments 
and exposing neoepitopes composed of C-terminal amino acid residues 
(9–11). Autoantibodies that recognize these neoepitopes, but not intact IgG, 
known as anti-hinge Abs (AHAs) (12), are found both in healthy individuals 
and in RA, with higher levels in the latter (13, 14).

It is unclear what the biological roles of AHAs are and whether they are 
beneficial or harmful. AHAs may be involved in very diverse mechanisms, 
ranging from pathological immune complex formation to physiological 
clearance of degraded Abs and restoring effector function to IgGs cleaved 
by protease-producing microbes (12).

Recently, our group reported the presence of AHAs specifically targeting 
the pepsin-cleaved hinge of IgG4 in a subset of RA patients (15). The 
frequency of these subclass-specific AHAs as well as of total AHAs was 
low compared with previous studies, probably because the RIA used 
only detects high-affinity Abs (16). Nonetheless, the data suggested that 
AHA reactivity can be very specific and can be associated with disease. 
It is unclear how specific AHAs are for protease- and IgG subclass–
restricted neoepitopes and whether determining their specificity can be 
used to discriminate between AHAs from healthy individuals and AHAs 
associated with specific (autoimmune) diseases such as RA or systemic 
lupus erythematosus (SLE).

The objective of the present study was to investigate the presence of AHA 
reactivity and specificity of AHAs for protease- and IgG subclass–restricted 
neoepitopes in healthy donors (HDs) and patients with RA or SLE, both 
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autoantibody-associated autoimmune diseases, using a newly developed 
ELISA system with greater sensitivity than the RIA.

Our ELISA setup measures reactivity against the exposed hinge of F(ab’)2 
fragments generated from all four IgG subclasses with the proteases 
pepsin and IgG-degrading enzyme of Streptococcus pyogenes (IdeS). 
Pepsin was used in most earlier investigations and cleaves IgG1 at the 
same location in the hinge as does matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-7 (9, 
10). MMPs play an important role in physiological and pathophysiological 
tissue remodeling, and their increased levels in RA may contribute to joint 
damage (6, 8). IdeS is a bacterial protease that cleaves the IgG hinge 2 aa 
closer to the C terminus (11, 17) and was chosen to be able to compare 
reactivity against targets generated in an inflammation setting with those 
generated in an infectious, bacterial setting. Whereas the site where IdeS 
cleaves the different IgG subclasses is well defined (11, 18, 19), the pepsin 
cleavage site can be variable in IgG1 (20) and has not been well defined 
in IgG2 and IgG4. Using native mass spectrometry we now define these 
sites more clearly.

Our results suggest that anti-hinge reactivity against pepsin- and IdeS-
generated F(ab’)2s are multiple independent AHA responses and that AHAs 
specifically bind to protease- and IgG subclass– restricted neoepitopes. 
AHA responses containing reactivity against pepsin-cleaved IgG4 were 
found much more frequently in RA compared with HDs, and SLE and AHA 
responses specifically targeting pepsin-cleaved IgG4 were found almost 
exclusively in RA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Serum samples
Three sets of serum samples were used. The first set consisted of serum 
samples from 100 HDs who were frequently boosted with tetanus toxoid. 
The second set consisted of baseline serum samples from 97 patients 
with active early RA included in the “COBRA-light” trial (21) and treated 
at various hospitals in the Amsterdam area. RA was diagnosed according 
to the 1987 criteria of the American College for Rheumatism (22). These 
patients had not been previously treated with disease-modifying anti-
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rheumatic drugs. The third set consisted of baseline serum samples 
from 99 unselected patients included in the Amsterdam SLE cohort (23). 
Patients included in this open cohort fulfill the 1997 American College for 
Rheumatism classification criteria for SLE (24).

Ethics approval
All RA and SLE patients gave informed consent for use of serum samples 
and clinical data. No informed consent was obtained for the samples from 
the healthy controls, because materials used for this study were leftovers 
from samples taken for routine diagnostic purposes. HD materials were 
used anonymously without any connection to clinical or person-specific 
data.

Abs used
Two sources of Abs were used: recombinant chimeric Abs of the four 
different IgG subclasses (IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, IgG4), all specific for biotin, 
and the therapeutic Ab formulations adalimumab (IgG1) (Humira; AbbVie), 
panitumumab (IgG2) (Vectibix; Amgen), and natalizumab (IgG4) (Tysabri; 
Biogen Idec International). The anti-biotin Abs were produced as described 
before (25) by cloning synthetic constructs coding for the variable domains 
(26, 27) and IgG1/IgG2/IgG3/IgG4 and k constant domains (GeneArt; 
Invitrogen) into a pcDNA3.1 expression vector (Invitrogen). IgGs were 
purified by protein G affinity chromatography: Cell culture supernatants 
were filtered over a syringe filter, pore size of 0.20 µm (Whatman Puradisc 
30; Sigma-Aldrich), followed by loading on a protein G column (HiTrap 
Protein G HP; GE Healthcare) and elution of the IgG with 0.1 M citric acid–
NaOH (pH 3). The eluate was immediately neutralized with 2 M Tris-HCl (pH 
9) and dialyzed overnight to 12.6 mM sodium phosphate, 140 mM NaCl (pH 
7.4) (B. Braun, Oss, the Netherlands). After dialysis, samples were sterile 
filtered over a 0.20-µm syringe filter. Concentration of the purified IgG was 
determined by measuring absorbance at 280 nm.

Proteolysis to create F(ab’)2 fragments
To create F(ab’)2 targets and inhibitors for the anti-hinge ELISAs, IgGs 
were subjected to proteolysis by pepsin or IgG-degrading enzyme of 
Streptococcus pyogenes (IdeS). Optimal pepsin cleaving times were 
determined to be different for the IgG subclasses. Proteolysis by pepsin 
was performed by incubating Abs overnight (IgG1, IgG4), for 2 h (IgG2), 
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or for 1 h (IgG3) at 37˚C, 1:100 (w/w), at pH 3.5 (IgG1–3) or pH 4 (IgG4). The 
reaction was stopped by adding 1 M Tris until pH was 7.5. Proteolysis 
by IdeS was performed by incubating Abs at a concentration of 1 mg/ml 
for 2 h at 37˚C in 5 ml of PBS (pH 6.6) with IdeS (FabRICATOR; Genovis). 
Undigested IgG was removed with a HiTrap protein G column. Purified 
F(ab’)2 fragments were dialyzed against PBS and analyzed by gel 
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE).

Analysis of F(ab’)2 fragments by native mass spectrometry
F(ab’)2s were analyzed by native mass spectrometry at AbLab (Utrecht, 
the Netherlands). Fifty micrograms of each F(ab’)2 sample was exchanged 
into 150 mM ammonium acetate buffer (pH 7.5), using 10-kDa molecular 
mass cut-off spin-filter columns (Vivaspin 500 centrifugal concentrators; 
Sartorius). Two microliters of a 5 µM sample was sprayed on an electrospray 
ionization–time-of-flight mass spectrometer (LCT Mass Spectrometer; 
Waters, Manchester, U.K.) using gold-coated borosilicate capillaries made 
in-house (using a Sutter P-97 puller [Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA] and 
an Edwards Scancoat Six sputter-coater [Edwards Laboratories, Milpitas, 
CA]). Mass calibration was performed using 25 mg/ml cesium iodide. 
MassLynx V4.1 (Waters) was used for experimental mass determination.

Synthetic peptides for inhibition assays
Synthetic 6- or 7-mer peptide analogs of the IgG hinge were designed 
based on the potential C-terminal amino acid epitopes exposed by the 
F(ab’)2s and produced by GenScript (Table I). For use in inhibition assays 
the peptide analogs were dissolved in assay buffer (PBS/0.1% Tween 20), 
and pH was checked and corrected to pH 7–8 by titrating in a 4 M NaOH 
solution. Peptides were mixed with the sera before the sera were added 
to the ELISA wells.

AHA ELISAs
Nunc MaxiSorp flat-bottom 96-well plates (Thermo Scientific) were used 
for all ELISAs. Plates were coated overnight at 4˚C with 100 µl/well IgG-
depleted biotinylated human serum albumin (HSA-biotin) diluted to 10 µg/
ml in PBS, then washed five times with wash buffer (PBS/0.02% Tween 20). 
Anti-biotin F(ab’)2s were diluted to 0.25 µg/ml in PBS/0.1% Tween 20 and 
HSA-biotin–coated plates were incubated with 100 µl/well diluted anti-biotin 
F(ab’)2 for 2 h at room temperature. Serum samples were diluted 1:400 in 
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PBS/0.1% Tween 20 and plates were incubated with 100 µl/well diluted 
samples for 60 min at room temperature. Plates were washed five times and 
incubated with 100 µl/well monoclonal mouse anti-human IgG Abs labeled 
with HRP (MH16-1 HRP; Sanquin Reagents, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) 
diluted to 1 µg/ml in PBS/0.1% Tween-20. After 30 min incubation at room 
temperature, plates were washed five times and developed with 100 µl/
well tetramethylbenzidine substrate solution (Interchim, Montluc¸on Cedex, 
France) diluted 1:1 in distilled water. The reaction was stopped with 100 
µl/well 2 M H

2
SO

4
. Absorbance was measured at 450 and 540 nm using 

a BioTek microtiter plate reader, and AHA concentrations were calculated 
relative to a titration curve of a reference serum tested for reactivity against 
pepsin-generated F(ab’)2s from IgG1 on every plate and expressed in 
arbitrary units (AU) per milliliter. The reference serum used was from an HD 
that showed the highest AHA titers in the previously published RIA (15) and 
was defined to contain 200 AU/ml of AHAs against pepsin-generated IgG1 
F(ab’)2s. The limit for positivity was determined in an inhibition experiment 
using 50 µg/ml IVIG-F(ab’)2 (Fig. 1C). For most subjects tested, a serum 
dilution of 1:400 gave AHA levels within the dynamic range of the assays, 
and samples were therefore tested first at a 1:400 dilution and subsequently 
at additional dilutions when necessary. Most sera were negative for at least 
one target. However, a subset of sera showing reactivity against all eight 
F(ab’)2 targets (19 of 296) was tested for reactivity against HSA-biotin, and 
in all cases these sera were found to generate a (slightly) positive signal on 
the HSA-biotin coat. Their AHA levels were corrected for the background 
anti–HSA-biotin levels.

Surface plasmon resonance imaging
For the surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRi) experiments the IBIS 
MX96 imager (IBIS Technologies, Enschede, the Netherlands) was used.

F(ab’)2s were spotted in duplicate at a spotting concentration of 100 nM 
in 10 mM MES buffer with 0.075% Tween 80 (pH 6) onto preactivated 
Easy2Spot G-type sensors (Ssens) using a continuous flow microspotter 
(Wasatch Microfluidics, Salt Lake City). Serum samples were diluted in PBS 
with 0.075% Tween 80 and 10 mM EDTA. Samples were flowed over the 
sensor for 10 min in the association phase, followed by a 5-min dissociation 
phase and regeneration of the sensor with two 6-s pulses of 100 mM H

3
PO

4
.
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Statistical analysis
Differences between groups were analyzed with a Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA 
and a Dunn posttest for multiple comparisons or a z-score test for two 
population proportions, and correlations were analyzed with a Spearman 
test using GraphPad Prism software version 6. A p value <0.05 was 
considered significant.

RESULTS

Development of AHA ELISAs
Fig. 1A schematically shows the set-up of the anti-hinge ELISAs developed 
in the present study. ELISA plates were coated with biotinylated HSA (HSA-
biotin) and subsequently opsonized with anti-biotin F(ab’)2s serving as 
targets for AHA binding. The F(ab’)2 targets were generated from IgG1, 
IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4 anti-biotin Abs with the proteases pepsin and IdeS. 
The specific binding of the anti-biotin F(ab’)2s to the coated HSA-biotin 
should provide optimal positioning of the F(ab’)2 targets for binding 
by AHAs and prevent interference of any Fc fragments remaining after 
proteolysis. Fig. 1B depicts the amino acid sequences of the hinge regions 
and upper CH2 regions of the four IgG subclasses and the sites where 
pepsin and IdeS cleave the IgG molecules to create F(ab’)2 fragments. IdeS 
specifically cleaves the IgG subclasses proximal to amino acid G237 (EU 
numbering) (18). Putative sites where pepsin cleaves the anti-biotin IgG1 
and IgG4 Abs were confirmed by analyzing the generated F(ab’)2 targets 
with native mass spectrometry. IgG1-F(ab’)2 was shown to terminate at 
L234 and IgG4-F(ab’)2 at F234 (Supplemental Fig. 1). For IgG2, two dominant 
cleavage products were found: F(ab’)2 with a symmetrically cleaved hinge 
terminating in F241, and F(ab’)2 where the hinge was asymmetrically 
cleaved between V240 and F241 on one side and between F241 and L242 
on the other side.

Prevalence and levels of AHAs targeting IgG-subclass hinge epitopes
The AHA ELISAs described above were used to compare presence and 
levels of anti-hinge reactivity between cohorts of HDs, early RA patients 
with active disease, and established SLE patients. In all three groups 
the AHA ELISAs were able to quantify levels of AHAs binding to pepsin-
generated F(ab’)2s [pepsin-F(ab’)2s] from IgG1–4- and IdeS-generated 
F(ab’)2s [IdeS-F(ab’)2s] from IgG1, IgG3, and IgG4 (Fig. 2). No AHAs binding 
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to IdeS-IgG2-F(ab’)2s were detected. Fig. 2A shows that AHAs targeting 
pepsin-IgG1-, IgG3-, and IgG4-F(ab’)2s were found more frequently 
in RA compared with HDs, and RA patients more frequently showed 
reactivity against IgG1 and IgG4-F(ab’)2s than did SLE patients. The most 
discriminatory AHA reactivity in RA, setting it apart from HDs and SLE, was 
against pepsin-cleaved IgG4, with a prevalence of 35% in RA, which was 
at least 5.8-fold higher compared with HDs and SLE, and with significantly 
higher levels (p < 0.0001). Levels of AHAs against pepsin-cleaved IgG1 and 
IgG3 were also significantly higher in RA compared to HDs, and against 
IgG1 compared with SLE. In contrast, AHAs targeting pepsin-IgG2-F(ab’)2s 
were found at comparable (not significantly different) frequencies in all 
three groups.

Compared to AHA reactivity against pepsin-F(ab’)2s, reactivity against 
IdeS-F(ab’)2s was more common in all groups, with the highest frequencies 
in RA (Fig. 2B). Levels of AHA reactivity against IgG1- and IgG3-F(ab’)2s 
was significantly higher in RA patients compared with SLE, but only for 
IgG3-F(ab’)2s compared with HDs. No reactivity was found against IdeS-
IgG2-F(ab’)2s in all three groups. Collectively, reactivity against at least one 
of eight F(ab’)2 targets was found in 68% of HDs, 69% of established SLE 
patients, and 81% of early RA patients.

Specificity of AHA responses for protease-restricted hinge neoepitopes
To determine whether binding of AHAs is dependent on the specific site 
where proteases cleave the IgG hinge, we analyzed co-occurrence of AHA 
reactivity against F(ab’)2 targets generated from the same IgG subclass 
with different proteases (pepsin or IdeS). The x,y plots in Fig. 3 show that in 
all three cohorts single positivity for AHA reactivity against pepsin-F(ab’)2s 
or IdeS-F(ab’)2s generated from the same IgG subclass was found more 
frequently than double positivity. Whereas AHA reactivity against both 
pepsin-F(ab’)2s and IdeS-F(ab’)2s was found frequently in individual sera, 
for example for IgG1 and IgG3 targets in RA (Fig. 3D, 3E), the AHA levels 
appeared not to be correlated. These data suggest that AHAs specifically 
recognize protease-restricted neoepitopes and that anti-hinge reactivity 
against pepsin-F(ab’)2s and anti-hinge reactivity against IdeS-F(ab’)2s are 
two separate responses.

7
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To further investigate the specificity of AHAs for protease-restricted hinge 
neoepitopes, inhibition experiments were performed using the ELISA 
system and the results were confirmed using a an SPRi array. In both 
set-ups anti-hinge reactivity was only clearly inhibited by adding IgG-
derived F(ab’)2s generated with the same protease (Fig. 4). As evidenced 
by Fig. 4A–D, two independent AHA reactivities against the same IgG 
subclass, that is, AHAs specifically targeting pepsin-IgG1-F(ab’)2s and 
AHAs specifically targeting IdeS-IgG1-F(ab’)2s, can be present in the same 
individual.

Specificity of AHA responses for IgG subclass–specific hinge neoepi-
topes
Because the C-terminal amino acid residues exposed after cleavage of the 
IgG1 and IgG3 hinge, and to a lesser extent also the IgG4 hinge, by the 
same protease (pepsin or IdeS) are similar (Fig. 1B), we expected to find 
cross-reactivity in AHA+ sera for F(ab’)2s generated from different IgG 
subclasses with the same protease.

To investigate this potential cross-reactivity, we analyzed co-occurrence 
of anti–IgG1-F(ab’)2 reactivity with reactivity against other IgG subclasses 
cleaved with the same protease. Fig. 5A–C show that the vast majority of 
samples with anti-hinge reactivity against pepsin-cleaved IgG1 and/or IgG2 
is reactive with either IgG1-F(ab’)2s or IgG2-F(ab’)2s, not with both. The 
C-terminal amino acid residues exposed by IgG2-F(ab’)2s after proteolysis 
with pepsin, determined in the present study by native mass spectrometry 
(Fig. 1B, Supplemental Fig. 1B), are very different from those exposed by 
IgG1-F(ab’)2s, and the infrequent co-occurrence of anti–pepsin-IgG1-F(ab’)2 
reactivity and anti– pepsin-IgG2-F(ab’)2 reactivity suggests that in HDs as 
well as in RA and SLE patients these are two separate AHA responses. In 
contrast, IgG1- and IgG3-F(ab’)2s created by pepsin cleavage should have 
similar exposed C-terminal amino acid residues (Fig. 1B) with a one amino 
acid difference from the core hinge to the C terminus (CPPCPAPEL in IgG1 
versus CPRCPAPEL in IgG3). In the RA and SLE cohorts most AHA+ sera 
showed AHA reactivity against both pepsin-IgG1- and pepsin-IgG3-F(ab’)2s 
(Fig. 5E, 5F). The quantitative correlation between AHA levels against IgG1- 
and IgG3-F(ab’)2s was statistically significant for the RA group, and there 
was a statistically significant association between anti–pepsin-IgG1-F(ab’)2 
and anti–pepsin-IgG3-F(ab’)2 reactivity for all three groups (Fisher exact 
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test two-tailed p value <0.001). Analogous to IgG1- and IgG3-F(ab’)2s, the 
C-terminal amino acid residues exposed by IgG1- and IgG4-F(ab’)2s after 
pepsin cleavage are also similar, but with two amino acid differences from 
core hinge to C terminus (CPPCPAPEL in IgG1 versus CPSCPAPEF in IgG4), 
including the C-terminal residue. As noted above, the prevalence of anti–
pepsin-IgG4-F(ab’)2 reactivity was much higher in the RA group compared 
with the HD and SLE cohorts (35 versus 6 and 5%). In the HD cohort and 
the SLE cohort most sera contained only reactivity against IgG1-F(ab’)2s 
(Fig. 5G, 5I), whereas in the RA cohort there were as many double-positive 
sera as there were single-positive sera (Fig. 5H). The correlation between 
levels of AHA reactivity against pepsin-IgG1- and pepsin-IgG4-F(ab’)2s 
was not statistically significant when taking into account the many single-
positive samples. Interestingly, single positivity for IgG4-F(ab’)2s was not 
seen in HDs, whereas seven sera in the RA cohort, and one SLE patient, 
contained AHA reactivity specifically against IgG4-F(ab’)2s. Of the anti-
IgG1/IgG4 double-positive sera, some probably contain two separate 
AHA responses against IgG1- and IgG4-F(ab’)2s, whereas others contain 
one AHA response that is cross-reactive. Inhibition experiments with 
F(ab’)2s generated from IgG1, IgG2, and IgG4 therapeutic Abs (Fig. 6A–D) 
further illustrate that crossreactivity can play a role in anti–pepsin-F(ab’)2 
reactivity. In an HD with AHA reactivity against pepsin-IgG1-, IgG3-, and 
IgG4-F(ab’)2s, the anti–IgG4-F(ab’)2 reactivity was more efficiently inhibited 
with IgG1-F(ab’)2s than with IgG4-F(ab’)2s. AHA reactivity against pepsin-
IgG2-F(ab’)2s did not cross-react with other IgG subclasses, as it was only 
inhibited by IgG2-F(ab’)2s (Fig. 6B).

7
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Figure 1. Setup of newly developed anti-hinge ELISAs. (A) F(ab’)2s specific for biotin were 
created by cleaving recombinant anti-biotin IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4 molecules with 
the proteases pepsin or IdeS. The anti-biotin F(ab’)2s were then used to opsonize ELISA 
plates coated with biotinylated human serum albumin (gray triangles). AHAs binding to 
the exposed hinge of the F(ab’)2s were detected with monoclonal mouse HRP-labeled anti-
human IgG detection Abs. (B) Amino acid sequences of the hinge region of the four IgG 
subclasses with the cleavage sites for pepsin (gray arrows) and IdeS (black arrows). EU 
numbering of C-terminal amino acids is shown. Pepsin cleavage sites for the IgG1, IgG2, 
and IgG4 anti-biotin Abs used in this study were determined by native mass spectrometry 
(Supplemental Fig. 1). (C) The limit of AHA positivity was determined by inhibiting AHA 
reactivity in 36 HDs by adding 50 µg/ml IVIG-F(ab’)2 to the sera before testing the sera in 
the AHA ELISA.
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Figure 2. Presence and levels of anti-hinge reactivity in 100 HDs, 97 RA patients (RA), and 99 
SLE patients (SLE). Scatter plots show levels of AHA reactivity against eight different F(ab’)2 
targets: pepsin-cleaved (A) and IdeS-cleaved (B) IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4. Cut-off level 
for positivity was 4 AU/ml (dashed line). Samples below this threshold are depicted at 2 AU/
ml. Differences in levels between groups were analyzed with a Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA and 
a Dunn posttest for multiple comparisons. Tables show the frequency of AHA positivity in 
each cohort for the eight different F(ab’)2 targets. Differences were analyzed with a z-score 
test for two population proportions: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. fold 
diff., fold difference in the percentage of positivity between the patient group (RA or SLE) 
and the HD group.

To further confirm that the anti-IgG1 and anti-IgG4 hinge reactivities were 
directed against the C termini identified in the mass spectrometric analyses 
and not against alternative pepsin cleavage sites, that is, between V240 
and F241 or between F241 and F242 (20), or against the IdeS cleavage 
site, inhibition experiments were performed with synthetic hexamer or 
heptamer peptide analogs of the C-terminal amino acid stretches of the 
identified and alternative hinge cleavage sites (Table I). Only peptide 
analogs of the IgG1-F(ab’)2 C terminus identified by mass spectrometry 
(i.e., GPAPEL) were able to inhibit anti–pepsin-IgG1-F(ab’)2 reactivity (Fig. 
6E). Anti–pepsin-IgG2-F(ab’)2 reactivity could only be inhibited by an 
IgG2-derived peptide corresponding to one of the two C termini identified 
by mass spectrometry. This experiment therefore also revealed that 
this reactivity is dependent on the presence of a phenylalanine at the C 
terminus of the IgG2-F(ab’)2 (Fig. 6F).

7
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By ELISA (Fig. 6G, 6H) or SPR (Fig. 6I, 6J), we confirmed that the anti-IgG4 
response in an RA patient can target pepsin-cleaved IgG4 specifically; 
whereas healthy serum with IgG4 reactivity was blocked by either IgG1- or 
IgG4-F(ab’)2s (Fig. 6G, 6I), the single anti-IgG4+ RA sera were only blocked 
by IgG4-F(ab’)2s (Fig. 6H,6J). The same results were seen when synthetic 
peptide analogs of the IgG1 and IgG4 hinges were used as inhibitors 
instead of F(ab’)2s (Fig. 6K, 6L).

Cleavage of IgG1, IgG3, and IgG4 with IdeS results in F(ab’)2s with longer 
exposed C-terminal amino acid residues compared with cleavage with 
pepsin (Fig. 1B), but the number of amino acid differences between the 
subclasses is the same.

Figure 3. x,y plots showing levels of AHA reactivity against F(ab’)2s generated from the 
same IgG subclass with different proteases, that is, pepsin (y-axes) or IdeS (x-axes). (A–C) 
HDs; (D–F) RA patients; (G–I) SLE patients. Dashed lines are the limit for positivity (4 AU/ml); 
numbers of single anti–pepsin-F(ab’)2– positive, double-positive, single anti–IdeS-F(ab’)2–
positive, and double-negative samples are depicted clockwise from the left upper quadrant.

One amino acid differs between IgG1 and IgG3 and two differ between 
IgG1 and IgG4 (CPPCPAPELLG in IgG1 versus CPRCPAPELLG in IgG3 and 
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CPSCPAPEFLG in IgG4), although in this case the C termini are the same. In 
all three cohorts most AHA+ sera showed AHA reactivity against both IdeS-
IgG1- and IdeS-IgG3-F(ab’)2s, whereas anti–IdeS-IgG1 single positivity was 
more prevalent than anti-IgG1/IgG4 double positivity (Fig. 7). Significant 
correlations were found between levels of AHA reactivity against IdeS-
IgG1- and IgG3-F(ab’)2s, where the C-terminal amino acid residues exposed 
in the hinge after proteolysis are more similar than between IgG1- and 
IgG4-F(ab’)2s. Anti–IdeS-IgG1-F(ab’)2 reactivity could not be compared 
with reactivity against IgG2, because no AHA reactivity was found against 
IdeS-IgG2-F(ab’)2s.

In sera with AHA reactivity against IdeS-F(ab’)2s the levels of AHAs 
measured against IgG1-F(ab’)2s were about equal to the levels measured 
against IgG3-F(ab’)2s (the samples cluster around the diagonal line in Fig. 
7A–C). Levels of AHA reactivity against IgG4-F(ab’)2s are generally lower 
(Fig. 7D–F). This suggests that for reactivity against IdeS-F(ab’)2s, IgG1 
hinge and/or IgG3 hinge are the primary targets of AHAs, and reactivity 
against IgG4 hinge may represent cross-reactivity.

7
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Figure 4. Inhibition of AHA reactivity against IgG1- or IgG2-F(ab’)2s by F(ab’)2s created from 
therapeutic Abs of the same subclass, cleaved with different proteases. Sera from HDs 
(indicated by a number above each panel) with an AHA response against pepsin-F(ab’)2s 
and an AHA response against IdeS-F(ab’)2s were incubated with F(ab’)2s from therapeutic 
Abs of the same subclass cleaved with different proteases (pepsin or IdeS) before they 
were tested in the AHA ELISAs (A–E) and in an SPRi array (F and G). Binding of AHAs to 
pepsin-F(ab’)2–coupled (F) or IdeS-F(ab’)2s–coupled (G) SPR sensor spots was measured 
as changes in refractive index in real-time and plotted as response units against time in 
seconds in sensorgrams. Samples were flowed over the sensor for 10 min in the association 
phase, followed by a 5-min dissociation phase.
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DISCUSSION

AHAs, autoantibodies that target cryptic epitopes exposed in the hinge 
of IgG molecules after cleavage by proteases, are found both in healthy 
individuals and at higher levels in patients with RA (13, 14). Recently, 
using an RIA that only detects high-affinity Abs, our group found AHAs 
specifically targeting the pepsin-cleaved hinge of IgG4 in a subset of RA 
patients (15), suggesting that AHAs can be very specific and associated 
with disease.

In the present study, we developed a more sensitive ELISA, retaining the 
high specificity we observed in the RIA (15) by using anti-biotin F(ab’)2 
fragments that were immobilized not via direct coating but via binding to 
biotinylated HSA, thereby retaining their native structure (16) and ensuring 
unidirectional presentation of the F(ab’)2 targets to the AHAs.

We show that IgG subclass– and protease-specific AHA responses are 
present in the healthy population and in patients with the autoantibody-
mediated diseases RA and SLE. We demonstrate that AHAs specifically 
recognize various hinge epitopes depending on the IgG subclass and the 
protease that are used for creating the F(ab’)2 targets bound by the AHAs. 
Only when the C-terminal amino acid residues exposed in the hinge after 
proteolysis were similar did AHAs cross-react against F(ab’)2 originating 
from other IgG subclasses. By using two proteases, pepsin and IdeS, that 
cleave the hinge at locations just two amino acids apart in IgG1, IgG3, and 
IgG4, we found that AHAs specifically recognize F(ab’)2 targets generated 
by different proteases. Reactivity against IdeS-cleaved IgG1, IgG3, and 
IgG4 and pepsin-cleaved IgG of all four IgG subclasses was found in HDs, 
established SLE patients, and generally more frequently and at higher 
levels in patients with early active RA. In agreement with earlier research 
(28), we did not detect AHAs binding to IdeS-cleaved IgG2. The relative 
resistance to proteolytic cleavage of IgG2 is a probable factor in this 
(28) by limiting the availability of IgG-F(ab’)2 products in vivo to mount 
an AHA response against. We did however find specific AHA reactivity 
against pepsin-cleaved IgG2, suggesting that proteases are active in vivo 
that can cleave IgG2 at the pepsin cleavage site. To our knowledge the 
current study is the first to show that pepsin cleaves IgG2 symmetrically 
between F241 and L242, and asymmetrically between V240 and F241 on 
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one side and between F241 and L242 on the other side (Supplemental 
Fig. 1B). In inhibition assays with synthetic peptide analogs of the IgG2 
hinge terminating at V240 or F241 we showed that anti–pepsin-IgG2-
F(ab’)2 reactivity is dependent on exposure of F241. This explains why in 
a previous study (28) anti-IgG2 hinge peptide reactivity was not observed, 
because the most downstream peptide analog that was used to test for 
AHA reactivity terminated at V240.

Figure 5. x,y plots showing levels of AHA reactivity against F(ab’)2s generated from different 
IgG subclasses with the same protease, that is, pepsin. The y-axes indicate (A–C) anti–
IgG2-hinge, (D–F) anti–IgG3-hinge, and (G–I) anti–IgG4-hinge. Dashed lines are the limit 
for positivity (4 AU/ml). Numbers of single anti–IgG2/3/4-F(ab’)2–positive, double-positive, 
single anti–IgG1-F(ab’)2–positive, and double-negative samples are depicted clockwise from 
the left upper quadrants. An r indicates a Spearman rank correlation coefficient; double-
negative samples were not included in the analyses. ***p < 0.001. ns, not significant.
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Figure 6. Inhibition of AHA reactivity against 
pepsin-generated F(ab’)2s by preincubating 
serum samples with pepsin-generated F(ab’)2s 
of therapeutic Abs of different subclasses or 
with synthetic peptide hinge analogs. (A–D) 
F(ab’)2s, generated by cleaving the therapeutic 
Abs adalimumab (IgG1), panitumumab (IgG2), 
and natalizumab (IgG4) with pepsin were 
used to inhibit AHA reactivity against pepsin-
cleaved IgG1, IgG3, and IgG4 in HD 3140 (A, 
C, and D) and against pepsin-cleaved IgG2 in 
HD 2323 (B). The sera were incubated with the 
inhibitors before they were added to the ELISA 
plates. (E) Specificity of AHA reactivity against 
pepsin-cleaved IgG1 was tested by inhibition 
with synthetic peptides representing potential 
exposed C termini of IgG1-F(ab’)2 after pepsin 
cleavage (GPAPEL, GGPSVF, GGGPSV) or IdeS 
cleavage (PAPELLG) (see also Table I). HD 3140 
represents most tested samples (four of six): 
anti–pepsin-IgG1-F(ab’)2 reactivity was inhibited 
by the peptide analog of the pepsin cleavage 
site identified in this study (i.e., GPAPEL), 
not by the peptide analogs of the alternative 
pepsin and IdeS cleavage sites. Similar to the 
inhibition experiments with the F(ab’)2s (A), the 
peptide analog of the pepsin-cleaved IgG4 hinge 
(GPAPEF) gave some inhibition of anti–pepsin-
IgG1-F(ab’)2 reactivity in some samples, but 
always far less than the IgG1 (GPAPEL) peptide 
(data not shown). Samples that could not be 
inhibited with GPAPEL (two of six) also could 
not be inhibited with the peptide analogs of the 
alternative pepsin and IdeS cleavage sites, nor 
with the peptide analog of the pepsin-cleaved 
IgG4 hinge (data not shown). (F) Specificity of 
AHA reactivity against pepsin-cleaved IgG2 
was tested by inhibition with synthetic peptides 
representing the C terminus of IgG2-F(ab’)2 after 
symmetric (VAGPSVF) or asymmetric (VAGPSV) 
pepsin cleavage. HD 2323 is representative of the 
results seen in six of six tested samples. (G–J) 
AHA reactivity against pepsin-IgG4-F(ab’)2s was 
inhibited more efficiently with IgG1-F(ab’)2s 
than with IgG4-F(ab’)2s in HD serum with AHA 
reactivity against both subclasses (HD 3140). 
AHA reactivity against pepsin-IgG4-F(ab’)2s in 
RA patients that exclusively recognize pepsin-
cleaved IgG4 hinge could only be inhibited with 
IgG4-F(ab’)2s (H-013 shows a representative 
example of four single anti-IgG4+ RA sera 
tested). In the SPR assays, serum was flowed 
over the sensor, followed by buffer, followed 
by 10 µg/ml mouse monoclonal anti-human 
IgG Abs. (K and L) As in (G) and (H), but with 
synthetic peptides as inhibitors.
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Figure 7. x,y plots showing levels of AHA reactivity against F(ab’)2s generated from different 
IgG subclasses with the same protease, that is, IdeS. The y-axes indicate (A–C) anti–IgG3-
hinge and (D–F) anti–IgG4-hinge. Dashed lines are the limit for positivity (4 AU/ml). Numbers 
of single anti–IgG3/IgG4-F(ab’)2–positive, double-positive, single anti–IgG1-F(ab’)2–positive, 
and double-negative samples are depicted clockwise from the left upper quadrants. An 
r indicates a Spearman rank correlation coefficient; double-negative samples were not 
included in the analyses. Anti–IdeS-IgG1-F(ab’)2 reactivity could not be compared with 
reactivity against IgG2, because no AHA reactivity was found against IdeS-IgG2-F(ab’)2s. 
****p < 0.0001. ns, not significant.

AHAs targeting pepsin-cleaved IgG1 and IgG3 that were cross-reactive 
with pepsin-cleaved IgG4 were found both in patients as well as in HDs. 
Although IdeS has been shown to very specifically cleave IgG between 
amino acids G236 and G237 for IgG1 and IgG4, and between A235 and 
G237 for IgG2 (G236 is deleted in IgG2) (18), producing an intact F(ab’)2 
and an intact Fc fragment, cleavage of IgG1 by pepsin was recently shown 
to produce F(ab’)2 cleaved at one of three possible sites: a major product 
resulting from cleavage between L234 and L235, as previously reported by 
Diemel et al. (9), but also two minor products corresponding to cleavage 
between V240 and F241, or between F241 and F242 (20), generating 
F(ab’)2 with different C termini. Analysis by native mass spectrometry 
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of our F(ab’)2 targets showed that the anti-biotin IgG1 had been cleaved 
between L234 and L235, and inhibition experiments performed with the 
peptide analogs representing the three possible pepsin IgG1 cleavage sites 
showed that anti–pepsin-IgG1-Fab2 reactivity was only inhibited by the 
peptide analog of this pepsin cleavage site (i.e., GPAPEL) for most of the 
samples tested, and never with peptide analogs of the alternative cleavage 
sites. Interestingly, not all sera with anti– pepsin-IgG1-Fab2 reactivity 
could be inhibited with this peptide (nor any of the other peptides). This 
finding, combined with the finding that not all sera are cross-reactive for 
pepsin-IgG3-Fab2 (Fig. 5), suggests a role of the core hinge, which differs 
between IgG1 and IgG3, as part of the primary hinge epitope for a subset 
of samples. This also implies that Abs binding to pepsin-cleaved IgG1 
represent multiple anti-hinge reactivities.

We confirmed our previous finding (15) that AHAs exclusively targeting 
pepsin-cleaved IgG4 are virtually RA specific and are not cross-reactive 
with F(ab’)2s generated from other IgG subclasses. We identified the 
exact cleavage site for pepsin in IgG4 (Supplemental Fig. 1C) and show 
that a peptide analog of this cleavage site can specifically inhibit the anti–
pepsin-IgG4-F(ab’)2 reactivity. Importantly, using the more sensitive ELISA 
described in this study, more than one third of RA patients were found 
positive for AHA reactivity against pepsin-IgG4-F(ab’)2s, whereas only 6% 
of HDs and 5% of SLE patients had AHAs binding this target.

Many proteases can cleave the IgG hinge (9–11). Considering that most HDs 
tested positive for reactivity against at least one of eight F(ab’)2 targets 
generated in this study, it seems likely that AHAs are part of the immune 
system of most individuals. This is in line with previous findings by Brezski 
et al. (29). We found AHA positivity more frequently with the AHA ELISA 
developed in this study compared with the previously described RIA, which 
is likely caused by differences in assay sensitivity, including for higher 
and lower affinity Abs, with the RIA being biased toward high-affinity 
Abs. The variable frequency of AHAs in previous studies is probably also 
caused by differences in assay sensitivity. Assays using directly coated 
F(ab’)2 fragments for AHA detection may be less specific (16), but inhibition 
experiments can be used to establish specificity. An important factor 
in binding of AHAs may be the conformational stability of the exposed 
hinge. We show that AHAs binding to cleaved IgG2 bind much more 
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distally from the stabilizing core hinge than do AHAs binding to IgG1, 3, 
or 4. That our single-strand synthetic peptide hinge analogs inhibit anti-
IgG2 reactivity at much lower peptide concentrations (micromolar versus 
millimolar) compared with anti-IgG1, 2, or 4 reactivity suggests that a 
stable conformation of the epitope is more critical for the latter reactivities.

The highly restricted specificity we observed in the present study suggests 
that AHAs develop in response to C-terminal amino acid residues exposed 
after IgG cleavage. This antigenic stimulus can theoretically occur during 
an infection with microbes producing IgG-cleaving proteases (30). Brezski 
et al. (29, 31) suggested that AHAs may play a role in the host defense 
system by binding to the proteolytically cleaved IgG hinge, thereby 
restoring Fc-mediated Ab effector functions. This would be beneficial in 
case of infection or when antitumor Abs are cleaved by tumor-related 
proteases (30). However, when IgG is cleaved by proteases in the inflamed 
joint of an RA patient, AHAs could lead to formation of immune complexes 
and activation of complement, exacerbating inflammation (11, 32). In RA, 
AHAs may crosslink proteolytically cleaved disease-specific autoantibodies 
such as ACPAs to form immune complexes, potentiating ACPA-mediated 
inflammation. Recent reports showing immune complex formation 
between rheumatoid factors and ACPAs support this possibility (33–35).

The lack of correlated AHA reactivity against F(ab’)2 targets generated 
from the same IgG subclass with pepsin and IdeS suggests that these AHA 
responses have a separate origin and developed in a different context. 
Considering that IdeS is a bacterial protease and that pepsin cleaves IgG 
at the same site where MMP-7 cleaves IgG, we might suggest that anti–
IdeS-cleaved IgG responses develop during (bacterial) infection whereas 
anti– pepsin-cleaved IgG responses develop in the context of inflammation 
and tissue remodeling that take place in the joints of an RA patient under 
the influence of proteases such as MMPs. The increased protease activity 
in RA could induce a considerable antigenic stimulus of hinge-cleaved 
IgG molecules, explaining the higher AHA levels in RA patients compared 
with HDs and SLE patients. The fact that 59% of the SLE patients were on 
immunosuppressive treatment (the RA patients had not started treatment) 
could also have had an effect on the levels in SLE patients. However, 
comparing AHA levels against the F(ab’)2 targets between SLE patients 
with or without immunosuppressive treatment did not show statistically 
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significant differences (data not shown). Because chronic inflammation is 
an important feature of RA and prolonged antigenic stimulation leads to 
IgG4 formation (36), the finding that AHAs against pepsin-IgG4-F(ab’)2s are 
specific for RA suggests that they are a marker of such processes. In RA, 
the effect of IgG4 hinge–specific AHAs binding to cleaved IgG4 could be 
especially detrimental by antagonizing the anti-inflammatory properties of 
IgG4. It was recently shown that AHAs against pepsin-IgG4-F(ab’)2s could 
trigger in vitro complement activation following binding to IgG4-F(ab’)2s 
(15).

In conclusion, AHAs target specific IgG subclass– and protease-restricted 
hinge neoepitopes and are readily detected with our sensitive AHA ELISAs 
in most HDs and SLE patients, but at elevated frequencies and at higher 
levels in RA patients. The restricted specificity of AHAs suggests that 
different AHA responses develop under distinct inflammatory or infectious 
conditions and may be markers of, and participants in, such processes. In 
the proteolytic environment of the RA joint, AHAs may promote pathogenic 
immune complex formation, leading to further tissue destruction and 
inflammation. Further research relating the various AHA reactivities to 
different immunological processes should identify specific AHAs as useful 
markers for disease prediction, diagnosis, and evaluation of treatment.
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Rheumatoid factors (RFs) are thought to play an important 
role in rheumatoid arthritis (RA), but are also found in healthy donors 
(HDs). Previous studies examined variable region sequences of these 
autoantibodies at a time when knowledge of the human germline repertoire 
was incomplete. Here we collected and analyzed RF sequence data from the 
literature to elucidate how RFs develop and whether their characteristics 
differ between RA patients and HDs.

Methods: A database was built containing nucleotide sequences of RF 
heavy and light chain variable domains and characteristics including 
affinity, isotype and specificity, all collected from published papers. Gene 
usage and mutation frequencies were analyzed using IMGT/HiV-QUEST. 
Selection strength was assessed with the BASELINe tool.

Results: Sequences were retrieved for 183 RF clones (87 RA; 67 HDs; 29 
other). No biased gene usage was observed for RA and HDs. However, 
there does appear to be skewed gene usage in RFs from patients with 
mixed cryoglobulinemia. Mutation frequency varies considerably between 
RFs, and isotype-switched clones have significantly more mutations. 
Monospecific RFs carry more mutations than polyspecific RFs; no 
difference was found for RA- versus HD-derived RFs. Overall, reported 
affinity is low (median 1 µM), with a non-significant trend toward higher 
affinity of RA-derived RFs. Mutation frequency and affinity did not appear 
to be correlated. BASELINe analysis suggests an overall lack of positive 
selection and less negative selection strength in RA-derived RFs.

Conclusions: RFs derived from RA patients have similar properties as 
those derived from HDs. The RF response can be characterized as a 
moderately matured autoantibody response, with variable levels of somatic 
hypermutation, but low affinity.
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INTRODUCTION

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is an auto-immune disease characterized by 
chronic synovitis: inflammation of the synovium, the membrane lining the 
joints. If left untreated, or when treatment is unsuccessful, it can lead to 
deformity and destruction of the joints. Multiple autoantibodies are thought 
to play a role in RA. Detection of the two most prominent autoantibodies, 
rheumatoid factors (RFs) and anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPAs), 
are important items in the RA classification criteria [1], although results can 
vary between different RF and ACPA assays [2, 3]. RFs were discovered 
in 1937 by Waaler [4, 5], and were later determined to be autoantibodies 
binding to the constant (Fc) domain of immunoglobulin G (IgG) [6, 7]. 
ACPAs are the main representatives of a group called anti-modified protein 
antibodies (AMPAs) and bind to proteins in which arginine amino acid 
residues have been enzymatically converted into citrulline residues [8]. 
Whether and how autoantibodies cause pathology in RA is still unclear. 
Recent studies suggest that RFs and ACPAs may lead to pathology through 
a synergistic effect [9-11]. In this scenario, ACPAs bind to citrullinated 
proteins in the joint, forming immune complexes (ICs) which can then serve 
as targets for RF. In vitro, it has been shown that macrophages produce 
more of the pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α when incubated with ACPA 
ICs to which RF is added [9, 11]. Moreover, since RF is often of the IgM-
isotype and IgM is efficient in binding complement [12], binding of IgM-RF 
to IgG-ACPA ICs could exacerbate inflammation in the joints by enhancing 
complement activation.

Although RFs are thus thought to have a pathological role in RA, their 
presence is not restricted to RA. RFs can be found in other rheumatic 
diseases—77% of Sjögren’s syndrome patients are IgM- and/or IgA-RF 
positive [13]—, and during bacterial and viral infections [14]. In healthy 
individuals, presence of RF increases with age to up to 26% in people 
over age 85 [15, 16]. It is not yet clear whether RFs present in RA differ in 
structure and function from those in healthy individuals or other (non-)
rheumatic diseases. It has been suggested that healthy individuals have 
physiological RFs to help clear ICs. These RFs are presumably polyreactive 
low-affinity antibodies with restricted variable (V)-gene usage and relatively 
few somatic mutations, constituting part of the natural antibody repertoire. 
As such, they might mirror e.g. IgM natural antibodies against oxidized 
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LDL which are thought to have a house-keeping role and protect against 
atherosclerosis [17, 18]. In contrast, RFs from RA patients are considered to 
be monoreactive, with a relatively higher affinity, more somatic mutations, 
more heterogeneous V-gene usage and more often isotype-switched [19].

Up to now, studies in which RF sequences were analyzed have been 
restricted to relatively low numbers of clones, and in most cases analysis of 
somatic hypermutation (SHM) was performed with incomplete knowledge 
of the human germline variable domain repertoire, which was not yet fully 
sequenced back then. Moreover, despite a reasonable number of studies 
reporting on RF variable domain sequences from both healthy subjects 
as well as RA patients, this information has never been put together for a 
more in-depth analysis. With the recently renewed interest in RF, because 
of its proposed interaction with ACPA described above, such an analysis is 
opportune and could serve as a starting point for new studies with modern 
sequencing techniques.

In the present study we collected and analyzed RF sequence data available 
in the literature to gain insight into how RFs develop and whether RFs in 
RA differ from those found in non-RA individuals. By building a database 
of previously published RF sequences we attempted to answer several 
questions [20]: (1) Is there preferential use of particular genes or families to 
encode RFs? (2) To which extent are the RFs somatically mutated, does the 
number of mutations differ between RA and HD, and is there a correlation 
between the number of mutations and the reported affinity? (3) Is there 
evidence for antigen-driven clonal expansion?

METHODS

Retrieval of sequence information & construction of the database
Nucleotide sequences of RF heavy and light variable domains were collected 
from published studies. The compiled collection of sequences is available 
as supplementary file 1 (online). In most cases, nucleotide sequences were 
deposited in the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA); accession numbers 
are included in the database. In some cases, the sequence information 
was only available in print, and was copied from the original papers. Not 
included are RFs of which only amino acid sequence information was 
available; a brief overview of these is available as supplementary file 2 
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(online). Studies reporting sequences of RF-enriched cell populations 
without a clear demonstration of RF identity at the clonal level, or obtained 
from unpaired phage display libraries, were also excluded.

Other parameters, such as affinities (Kd), specificities for IgG subclasses 
and IgG of different species, and for antigens other than IgG, were collected 
from the original papers. The level of evidence as well as methodologies 
to establish these parameters varies across studies, and this information 
should be interpreted with caution. Most studies used inhibition ELISAs 
to determine Kd, using methods described by Friguet et al. [21]. For two 
clones, affinities measured using biosensor analysis have recently been 
reported which are consistent with previous data: RF-AN: > 10

-5 M [22] vs. 
5 x 10

-4 M [23], and RF-61: 6 x 10
-7 M [24] vs. 5 x10-7 M [23]. Also collected 

was information about the isotype, and the source of the RFs, including the 
type of donor. This includes various kinds of RA patients as well as healthy 
individuals, the latter often repeatedly immunized with tetanus toxoid (TT) 
or red blood cells (RBCs). For some analyses, RFs were stratified according 
to donor source, in particular whether they were derived from RA patients 
or healthy donors. Details can be found in supplementary file 1.

Analysis
IMGT/HiV-QUEST was used to align sequences to the human germline 
repertoire, to establish V(D)J gene usage, CDR3 length, and V region 
mutation frequencies [25]. The BASELINe tool was used to analyze 
selection strength in complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) and 
framework regions (FWRs) [26, 27]. Clonality was assessed on the basis 
of identical VDJ gene usage, equal CDR3 lengths and a relative Hamming 
distance <0.15. The only clonal relationships that were found were those 
identified in the original papers and are indicated in the database. Reads 
from peripheral blood (PB) memory IgM B cells (CD27 + CD19 + ) of four 
healthy donors were obtained from Vander Heiden et al. [28]. Raw reads 
were filtered (Q > 30) and processed using Pandaseq [29] and in-house 
Perl and Awk scripts, aligned to the germ-line repertoire using IMGT/HiV-
QUEST, and a random subset of 30,000 unique reads was selected for 
further analysis.

Statistical analyses were carried out using Graphpad Prism 6; details can 
be found in the respective figure legends.

8
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RESULTS

We analyzed published RF variable domain sequences. For a total of 183 
RFs, sequences were retrieved. Sequence information was available for 
180 heavy chains (HC) and 117 light chains (LC). The majority of the RFs 
was obtained from RA patients (87 from 30 subjects) or healthy donors 
(67 from 23 subjects). Other sources were lymphoma/leukemia (14), 
cryoglobulinemia (13) and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) (2). Of the 
180 HCs, 153 are of the IgM class, 14 IgG, 12 IgA, and 1 unknown. Of the 
117 LCs, 72 are kappa and 45 lambda. Of note, whereas for RA-derived RFs 
the percentage of kappa light chains is 51%, this is 83% for non-RA RFs.

V and J gene usage
Variable (V) and Joining (J) gene usage was analyzed for HC sequences and 
V gene usage for LC sequences. We did not observe an unusual pattern 
of V or J gene usage in RA patients or healthy donors. HC VH3 family 
genes are most frequently used, followed by VH1 and VH4 family genes 
(Fig. 1A). By contrast, in the V gene usage for clones other than HD or RA 
(predominantly lymphoma and HCV-associated mixed cryoglobulinemia 
RFs), a bias towards VH1 family gene usage (mostly the IGHV1-69 gene) 
was observed (p < 0.01). The most frequently used J gene segment is IGHJ4 
(Fig. 1B). For the light chain, the most frequently used kappa and lambda 
V segments are IGKV3 and IGLV3, respectively (Fig. 1C-D).

Somatic hypermutation
There is large variation in mutation frequency in both VH and VL, ranging 
from 0 (26 RFs) to 41 mutations in the VH domain (median 9, IQR 2-15) 
and from 0 (19 RFs) to 29 mutations in the VL domain (median 4, IQR 1-8); 
(Fig. 2A). The median number of replacement mutations is 5 (IQR 1-9.8) 
and 3 (IQR 1-5.8) for VH and VL, respectively. As expected, the mutation 
frequencies of the VH and VL segments from the same RFs are correlated 
(Fig. 2A).

Of note, between studies, the mean number of mutations varied 
substantially. For the 11 studies contributing >5 RFs each (median 10, range 
6-18), the mean number of VH mutations ranged from 1.1 to 17.2 (median 
11.7, IQR 6.7-15.1). The studies with the most extreme overall mutation 
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rates contributed RFs derived both from RA patients and healthy donors. 
There were no obvious differences in procedures or source materials 
that could explain these disparate results. Switched RFs, either IgA- or 
IgG-RFs, have a significantly higher heavy chain mutation frequency than 
non-switched (i.e. IgM-) RFs, when analyzed for all available sequences 
(Supplementary Fig. 1A) or strictly for RFs from RA patients and healthy 
donors combined (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, >83% of non-switched (IgM) RFs 
have more than 1 heavy chain replacement mutation, whereas in a next-
generation sequencing (NGS) dataset of peripheral blood IgM B cells from 
healthy volunteers this is only 37% (Fig. 2C).

Many of the reports from which the sequences were derived describe 
the specificity of the RF clones as either ‘polyreactive’ or ‘monospecific’. 
Monospecific RFs bind only to IgG, whereas polyreactive RFs also show 
reactivity against other substances, such as tetanus toxoid (TT), DNA 
and cytoskeletal proteins. Curiously, (IgM) RFs that are reported to be 
polyreactive seem to be less mutated compared to those reported as 
monospecific (Fig. 2D). On the other hand, IgM RFs derived from RA 
patients do not differ from those derived from healthy donors in mutation 
frequency (Fig. 2E), with highly mutated RFs found also in healthy donors.

8
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Figure 1. VJ usage and CDR3 length. (A,B) IGHV and IGHJ usage in RFs isolated from 
rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients, healthy donors (HD), or of other origin. (C,D) IGKV and 
IGLV usage in RFs isolated from RA patients or of other origin, including healthy donors. 
(E) Distribution of heavy chain CDR3 length in IgM or class-switched RFs. In all cases, 
frequencies are based on unique clones. AA: amino acids. ** p < 0.01 (χ2 test).

Affinities
In our compiled dataset, the mean and median affinities (Kd) for RA- and 
HD-derived RFs are 0.594 vs. 0.587 µM (p = 0.7; Students t), and 0.68 vs. 
1.5 µM (p = 0.22; Mann-Whitney), respectively (Fig. 3A). In other words, 
there is a non-significant trend towards a slightly higher affinity of RFs in 
RA. Leaving out a number of RFs for which the tested antigen was rabbit 
IgG, a still non-significant difference is found (median 0.65 vs. 1.5 µM, 
p = 0.11). More importantly, the affinities are invariably low. The overall 
median affinity is around 10

-6 M, which is 4 orders of magnitude higher 
than a typical affinity-matured, class-switched, T cell dependent antibody 
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response to a proteinaceous antigen such as TT [30]; and even the highest 
reported affinity is above 10

-8 M. Furthermore, the median Kd for the 5 
class-switched RFs of which data is available is 0.49 µM.

Next, to investigate the relationship between somatic hypermutation and 
affinity maturation, RFs were stratified into quartiles based on mutation 
frequency, and affinity was compared (Fig. 3B). No significant differences 
were found between the quartiles. Direct correlation analysis between 
mutation frequency and affinity also did not reveal a significant correlation.

Selection strength
Selection strength was analyzed using the BASELINe tool. A higher or lower 
than expected rate of replacement mutations in the complementarity-
determining regions (CDRs) or framework regions (FWRs) is interpreted 
as positive or negative selection pressure, respectively. Such analyses have 
their limitations [31], even though apparent biases in mutation rates are 
computationally accounted for. We observed an overall weakly negative 
selection strength (-0.23, p = 0.017) in the CDRs and a much stronger 
negative selection strength (-0.78, p < 0.0001) for the FWRs (Supplementary 
Fig. 1B).

Similar results were obtained when specifically sequences from RA and 
HD were analyzed: (-0.23, p = 0.029) for the CDRs (-0.76, p < 0.0001) for the 
FWRs (Fig. 3C). Interestingly, there appears to be less negative selection 
pressure for RA-derived RFs compared to HD-derived RFs (p = 0.05). This 
difference does not seem to be related to the relatively higher number of 
switched RFs derived from RA, since no difference in selection strength 
was found between switched and non-switched RFs, at least not in the 
CDRs. A non-significant trend towards more positive selection pressure 
was found for monospecific compared to polyreactive RFs (p  =  0.1). 
Certain RFs seem to have a disproportionate influence on the results of the 
BASELINe analysis, which warrants caution in interpreting these results.

8
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Figure. 2. Mutation frequencies. (A) Total (Tot), silent (S), and replacement (R) mutation 
frequencies in all available variable heavy (VH) and variable light (VL) chain sequences. 
Right panels: correlation between total or replacement mutations in heavy and light chains 
for RFs of which both sequences were available. Pearson r = 0.56 (p < 0.0001), and r = 0.48 (p 
< 0.001), respectively. (B) Heavy chain mutation frequencies in switched and non-switched 
(IgM) sequences from healthy donors and RA patients, other sources of RF excluded.
(C) Distribution of heavy chain mutations for switched and non-switched (IgM) RF sequences 
and of IgM sequences obtained from circulating PBMCs or sorted CD 27 + (memory) B 
cells, not selected for specificity, of healthy donors (PB) [28, 72]. (D) Heavy chain mutation 
frequencies in IgM sequences of RFs reported to be monospecific (M) or polyspecific (P). (E) 
Heavy chain mutation frequencies of IgM RFs isolated from RA patients or healthy donors 
(HD). B,D,E) Mann-Whitney, ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05, lines represent medians.

Specificities for IgG subclasses
Both RF clones and polyclonal serum RF responses can show IgG subclass 
specific-binding patterns [32, 33]. The most frequently reported pattern 
in the present database is reactivity against IgG 1, 2 and 4, with reduced 
binding to IgG3, known as ‘Ga-reactivity’ [34]. However, other patterns were 
also observed, including pan-subclass-specific (second-most frequent) and 
several RFs appeared specific for just one IgG subclass.
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DISCUSSION

Rheumatoid factors (RFs) are autoantibodies that bind to the IgG Fc-
domain and can be present in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients, but also 
in healthy donors (HDs). It is currently still unclear what the exact role 
of RF in health and disease is, and whether RFs in RA differ from those 
present in other diseases and in HDs. By collecting and analyzing sequence 
data of RFs available in the literature, we were able to better characterize 
these autoantibodies. The overall picture that emerges is that RFs generally 
constitute a moderately matured antibody response, with various levels 
of somatic hypermutation, but with low affinity. Additionally, RA-derived 
RFs have similar properties as those derived from HDs.

To encode RFs, both RA-derived and HD-derived RFs primarily use genes 
from the VH 1, 3 or 4 families, which are also the most commonly expressed 
VH families in peripheral B cells, both for HDs and RA patients [35, 36]. RFs 
also show similar JH-gene and light chain gene usage as peripheral B cells 
from normal individuals [36-40]. Although it has been suggested in the 
past that an unusual preference for certain genes or gene families exists 
to encode RFs and that gene usage differs between HDs and RA [41-44], 
it appears that there is a skewed gene usage in hepatitis C-associated 
mixed cryoglobulinemia (MC), but not in RA [45-49]. In previous analyses, 
inclusion of MC derived clones may have skewed results on RF gene usage. 
The present analysis, including a much larger number of sequences than 
any of the previous studies, provides further evidence that in contrast 
to MC-derived RFs, which have a distinct V gene usage, there is no 
biased gene usage in HDs and RA. This suggests that MC-RFs are not 
representative for the development of the RF response in HDs and RA. 
Given the limited number of RFs in the non-RA non-HD group, this group 
could not be further stratified for analysis.

Other researchers analyzed another IgM autoantibody response, anti-
DNA antibodies, frequently present in systemic lupus erythematosus, 
and also found no evidence for skewed use of VH or VL genes [20]. In 
many other auto-immune diseases the number of available patients for 
which gene usage of autoantibodies has been analyzed is too small to 
draw conclusions [50].

8
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Figure 3. Affinities and selection. (A) Reported dissociation constants (Kd) for RFs obtained 
from healthy donors (HD) or RA patients. Lines represent medians; the difference was 
not significant (Mann-Whitney). (B) Total (Tot) and replacement (R) heavy chain mutation 
frequencies stratified in quartiles according to decreasing affinities (Q1 highest - Q4 lowest 
affinities). No significant differences were found (One-way ANOVA). Furthermore, no 
correlation was observed between mutation frequency and affinity (Spearman r = -0.02; 
p = 0.85). Lines represent medians. C,D,E) Antigen driven selection analysis using the 
BASELINe framework. Selection strength is calculated based on actual replacement mutation 
frequencies in comparison to expected, non-selected replacement mutation frequencies in 
human variable V regions [27, 73], for (C) all sequences of RA and HD combined, (D) RA 
patients (dashed lines) vs. healthy donors (solid lines), and E) IgM (dashed lines) vs. switched 
RFs (solid lines) for RA patients. RA vs. HD p = 0.05 (CDR); p < 0.001 (FWR); IgM vs. switched 
p = 0.33 (CDR); p = 0.005 (FWR).

In our database, the overall mutation frequency did not differ between 
RA-derived and HD-derived RFs. The higher mutation frequency of IgM-
RFs compared to data from circulating PBMCs (Fig. 2C) suggests that a 
significant proportion has undergone affinity maturation through somatic 
hypermutation [51]. However, we did not find a relationship between 
the degree of mutation of the RFs and their affinity (Fig. 3B). A study by 
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Carayannopoulos et al. even suggested that somatically mutated RFs have 
lower affinity than their germline counterparts [52].

Several studies have indicated that RFs derived from RA have a higher 
affinity than those derived from HDs [24, 53]. Borretzen et al. [53] reported 
a significantly higher mean affinity for RFs derived from RA patients than 
healthy immunized donors (HID) (0.5 vs. 1.9 µM). However, our compilation 
of data shows only a non-significant trend for higher affinity of RA-derived 
RF. Overall, the affinity of RFs is low compared to responses against recall 
antigens [30]. Of note, it is possible that higher affinity RFs are produced by 
plasma cells in the bone marrow but are rapidly cleared when they form ICs 
by binding to the monomeric IgG that is present in large amounts in serum 
[54]. In any case, the amount of somatic hypermutation seems indicative of 
a (somewhat) matured response, but without the expected high affinities. 
In this respect, RFs seem to parallel ACPAs, which undergo high degrees 
of SHM but have only mediocre affinities [55].

The lack of a clear positive selection as evaluated using the BASELINe 
tool (Fig. 3C and D) fits with the low affinities. The apparent less negative 
selection strength in RA versus HD (Fig. 3D) is an intriguing finding, which 
is not easily explained but might point at a defect in checkpoints for 
maintaining peripheral B cell tolerance towards self-antigens in RA.

A limitation of this analysis is the modest number of class-switched RFs in 
the dataset, most of which were derived from RA patients. Class-switching 
of RF is reported to occur more frequently in RA than in control subjects 
[56]. The combined route of SHM/affinity maturation/class switching is 
beyond proper analysis in this study. Nevertheless, the low average affinity 
of 0.49 µM for the five class-switched RFs in this study might point to a 
similar lack of affinity maturation for class-switched RF.

While we did not find a difference in mutation frequency between RFs 
from HDs and RA, grouping RFs according to their specificity did show 
a significant difference. Monospecific RFs, which only bind to IgG-Fc, 
on average show more mutations than polyspecific RFs. Polyreactivity 
appears to be a property linked to so-called natural antibodies, which 
are ill-defined antibodies that are generally able to bind with low affinity 
to multiple unrelated structures, often including autologous structures 
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(not ‘antigens’, the abbreviation for ‘antibody generator’). These natural 
antibodies are thought to be produced without prior specific antigenic 
stimulation and presumably provide a first line of defense against 
pathogens, and clear debris from dead cells [57, 58]. RF activity might in 
part comprise such natural antibodies, and/or develop out of such natural 
antibodies. Reactivity to other substances, often including TT, DNA, and 
cytoskeletal proteins has been tested for many of the RFs included in the 
database, and a substantial fraction has been designated polyreactive. 
It should be kept in mind that polyreactivity has not been consistently 
tested against a uniform panel of proteins and other structures, making 
the classification within the context of this dataset somewhat arbitrary. 
Nevertheless, it is tempting to speculate what this difference in mutation 
frequency means. Among the natural antibody-producing B cells, some 
will have B cell receptors that bind IgG-Fc, through which they can take 
up immune complexes (ICs). After presenting antigens bound inside the 
IC on their cell surface, these natural B cells can receive T cell help from 
T cells that specifically recognize these antigens (Fig. 4A). This then leads 
to proliferation of the B cells and expansion of the IgG-Fc binding RF 
response [19]. Acquiring more mutations might result in selection away 
from reactivities other than towards IgG Fc. However, if the mutations 
result in a B cell receptor with sufficient affinity to bind monomeric IgG it 
will no longer get T cell help (Fig. 4B).
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Figure 4. Immune complexes as antigen of rheumatoid factor. (A) A low-affinity RF+ B cell 
will preferentially bind an IgG-containing immune complex (IC) rather than monomeric IgG 
via the B cell receptor, internalize the IC, process antigen bound by the IgG, and present to 
Ag-specific T cells. B) An RF+ B cell that would acquire high affinity would bind monomeric 
IgG and no longer get T cell help.

It is still unclear whether B1 cells, the presumed predominant source of 
natural antibodies [58], may be responsible for producing RFs in HDs 
and/or RA patients, as early studies have indicated [24, 59, 60]. Whereas 
polyreactive, unmutated IgM antibodies with RF activity may be expected 
to be produced by B1 cells, which would do so independent of T cell help, 
isotype-switched and/or somatically hypermutated RFs are more likely 
derived from the T cell help-dependent B2 cells, as suggested in two 
reviews by different authors [14, 61]. Importantly, the distinction between B1 
and B2 cells in the early reports was based on findings from mouse studies, 
and it later became clear that in humans these two subtypes cannot be 
separated using the same markers; only recently have B1 cells been better 
characterized in humans [62, 63] and even these findings are considered 
controversial [64-67]. It therefore remains to be determined what the exact 
origin of RF-producing B cells is, and whether this differs between HDs 
and RA patients. The IC-dependent mechanism described above could also 
explain the transient rise in RF level seen after vaccination and infection 
[68]. In RA, RF-producing B cells could capture and internalize ICs made 
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up of ACPAs and their citrullinated targets. T cells specific for citrullinated 
proteins could provide T cell help and lead to RF response maturation in 
the form of class switching and increased affinity. Alternatively, ACPAs 
binding to citrullinated protein in the joint [69] may provide repetitively 
arranged epitopes causing cross-linking of RF+ B cell receptors [70, 71], 
circumventing the need for T cell help and keeping the RF+ B cells in a 
relatively immature state. As almost all of the studies that we analyzed here 
were performed before ACPA testing was introduced, we currently cannot 
compare the characteristics of RFs from ACPA+ and ACPAneg patients. 
Studying whether RF responses in ACPA+ patients have a more mature 
phenotype could provide further insight into the interactions between the 
two autoantibody responses.

In conclusion, collecting published variable region sequences, and 
analyzing these data with today’s improved methods and knowledge 
of the germline repertoire, provided more insight into the RF response. 
This autoantibody response is of low affinity, even though the antigen 
binding domains can show signs of maturation, with considerable levels of 
somatic hypermutation, especially in monospecific RFs; and RFs from RA 
patients are not markedly different from those found in healthy individuals. 
With this dataset as a starting point, new studies using next-generation 
sequencing may be able to further improve our understanding of the role 
of RF in health and disease.
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Supplementary Figure 1.
A) Total (Tot) and replacement (R) heavy chain mutation frequencies in switched and non-
switched (IgM) sequences from all RF sources combined. B) Antigen driven selection analysis 
using the BASELINe framework for all sequences from all sources combined.
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Rheumatoid arthritis and rheumatoid factors
Considering that rheumatoid factors (RFs) were discovered more than 80 
years ago and have been investigated ever since, it is remarkable how 
much about these autoantibodies remains unknown. It is clear that RFs 
are associated with the disease rheumatoid arthritis (RA), from which 
they derive their name, but how RFs arise and what role they play in 
pathophysiology is still a matter of investigation and debate. On a more 
practical level, there are issues concerning how RFs are measured and 
what their clinical value is in diagnosing RA, predicting disease course, and 
how this affects treatment decisions. The research projects described in 
this thesis aimed to provide more insight into the mechanistic properties 
of the rheumatoid factor response and improve the clinical value of its 
measurement. We expected the results generated in the pursuit of one 
aim would also benefit the other. A better understanding of the molecular 
binding mechanisms of RFs may provide clues about their pathogenic 
potential and thereby identify clinically relevant differences between 
RF responses found in RA patients and those found in other diseases 
or in healthy donors. The other way around, differences in RF reactivity 
between cohorts of patients with different diseases or disease outcomes 
may signal underlying mechanistically and pathophysiologically important 
characteristics of different RF responses.

We investigated the RF response from different angles in this thesis. We 
looked at the RFs themselves, their targets and their associations with 
clinical outcomes. We also examined potential interactions with other 
autoantibodies, specifically anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPAs).

Rheumatoid factor measurements: problems and opportunities
Since measurement of RFs is a major item in the American College of 
Rheumatology/European League Against Rheumatism (ACR/EULAR) 
classification criteria of RA one would expect that there is consensus 
on how to measure RFs. This is not the case. There are many different 
commercially available assays to measure RFs and these differ significantly 
in mechanism of the test and in the targets (human IgG versus rabbit IgG) 
they use for the RFs to bind to. The classification criteria do not specify 
which RF tests or targets should be used, and regarding quantification of 
RF levels they refer to the upper limit of normal (ULN) for the individual 
laboratories and assays (1). As we showed in chapter 3, the fact that RF 
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assays are standardized nor harmonized can lead to important differences 
in results between tests, both in a qualitative (positive versus negative) 
and quantitative (levels) fashion. This problem also affects ACPA assays, 
although to a lesser degree (2). For patients, discrepancies between 
different assays can mean the difference between being classified as 
having RA or not. Which RF assay should then be used? This is not an easy 
question to answer, since there are no recent - and very few older - studies 
comparing different assays side by side on performance in diagnosing 
RA and predicting disease course (3). Even so, it would be advantageous 
to perform these side by side studies to standardize the RF assays used 
in the clinic, in particular to make sure that results used for research can 
be compared between studies. Until such standardization has occurred, 
researchers reporting RF data should state the mechanism and target of 
the assays used to generate their data, as has been advocated before (4, 
5). Currently this information is widely omitted in papers. Although it is not 
yet possible to point out the best RF assay, the most appropriate target to 
use is human IgG, instead of the rabbit IgG currently used in many assays 
as our data suggest human IgG may be the more sensitive target in the 
arthralgia phase of RA (6). Furthermore, an individual RF clone we studied 
in chapter 3 specifically bound human but not rabbit IgG. This RF clone 
binds to a region on IgG-Fc that is an important target in pre-clinical as well 
as clinical RA populations (as we showed in chapter 5). However, earlier 
studies have presented conflicting data about which target is superior (3, 
5, 7, 8).

RF assays are considered to be as sensitive as ACPA assays for diagnosing 
RA, but less specific. This lack of specificity, caused by the presence of 
RFs in other diseases and in a small proportion of the healthy population, 
may at least partly be due to the lack of a robust standardized RF assay 
that uses the most clinically relevant targets. There are at least two ways 
to standardize RF testing. The first option is to compare existing RF tests, 
preferably in studies with international collaboration. A problem is that most 
patients referred to clinics have already undergone RF testing, creating a 
biased research population. This issue could be resolved with a recruiting 
approach as is currently used for the Clinically Suspect Arthralgia (CSA) 
cohort at the Leiden University Medical Center. In the Leiden area general 
practitioners are encouraged to refer patients early and discouraged from 
first-line testing of RF and ACPA. This approach has resulted in the large 
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majority of patients being referred with unknown RF and ACPA status 
(9). This creates an opportunity to compare the performance of different 
RF assays in a relevant population and select the most optimal assay. A 
second option is to create a better RF assay to replace all currently used 
assays. To investigate the feasibility of such a superior RF assay was one 
of the aims of this thesis. We attempted to improve RF measurements 
by determining whether relevant, RA-related RFs can be discriminated 
from non-relevant RFs in healthy individuals. We showed in chapter 8 that 
there are no clear differences between RF clones derived from RA patients 
and healthy individuals. The genes that are used to encode for RFs are 
not different in the two groups and we found no significant differences 
in mutation frequency or affinity. The platform we created in chapter 5 
with the engineered IgG targets enabled us to compare not just individual 
RF clones, but the complete polyclonal RF responses present in patient 
groups and healthy donors. This made it possible to identify patterns 
of RF reactivity associated with arthralgia patients who do not develop 
arthritis and patterns that distinguish between RA patients and patients 
with primary Sjögren’s syndrome (pSS). Our engineered IgG targets will 
hopefully be the basis of a new and improved RF assay that will replace 
the diverse mix of RF assays currently used in clinics around the world.

The pathophysiological role of RFs and other autoantibodies
Although it is still unclear how RFs originate, two possibilities seem 
attractive. RFs could arise from the natural antibodies that are present in 
all individuals and that most likely perform house-keeping functions such 
as removing immune complexes (IC) and debris from dead cells, and also 
provide an innate first line of defense against invading pathogens (10, 
11). The fact that RFs are also found in healthy individuals supports this 
hypothesis. From our own experiments in chapter 5 we have learned that 
whether RFs are identified in samples of healthy donors (HDs) is greatly 
influenced by the cut-off set for the RF assay. Since many RF assays have 
a relatively high cut-off level to maintain a reasonable specificity, presence 
of RFs in HDs as measured by conventional RF assays may have been 
underestimated.

A second possibility is that RFs arise independently from natural antibodies 
through a conventional antigen driven immune response. The antigen in 
question could be a viral or bacterial antigen that induces an antibody 
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response that subsequently cross-reacts with IgG, or the antigen could be 
IgG itself altered through changes in e.g. glycosylation of the Fc domain 
or other structural or conformational changes that expose Fc epitopes 
(12). Certain HLA-types associated with RA show enhanced binding 
and presentation of citrullinated peptides (13). This may play a role in 
overcoming tolerance against autoantigens. Whether enhanced HLA-
binding of altered IgG-Fc peptides plays a role in inducing RF responses 
has yet to be determined.

ACPA IgGs have been shown to have altered galactose content in their Fc 
domains (14) and we investigated in chapter 6 whether this makes them 
better targets for RFs than non-ACPA IgGs. We found no clear differences 
in binding strength between IgGs with various levels of galactosylation, 
suggesting that this specific modification of the IgG target glycans is not 
associated with better RF binding.

An appealing idea that only recently gained interest is the possibility of 
synergy between ACPAs and RFs. Clinically, this synergy is suggested by 
the fact that patients who have both antibodies on average fare worse 
than those who have just one (15-17). RFs should be able to bind to the 
Fc domains of ACPA IgGs even though they are probably not intrinsically 
better targets than non-ACPA IgGs, as we showed in chapter 6. However, 
two reasons may make ACPAs preferential targets over non-ACPA IgGs in 
the setting of RA. One is availability: the proportion of ACPAs of total IgG 
present in the inflamed cartilage tissue of the joints of RA patients may be 
much higher than at other sites (18). The other reason has to do with the 
fact that IgM-RFs are generally of low affinity, as we showed in chapter 
8 (19). In the joint space of an RA patient, an abundance of citrullinated 
proteins will lead to clusters of ACPA IgGs binding to their targets. Such 
clusters of Fc domains in close proximity are then ideal targets for IgM-RFs 
to bind to with low affinity, but high total avidity. Unpublished data suggest 
that IgM-RFs in turn may increase the total avidity of ACPA-citrullinated 
protein-complexes by cross-linking the ACPA IgGs, after they have bound 
to citrullinated proteins (20). Complexes containing both RF and ACPAs 
could be more potent in inducing and maintaining an auto-inflammatory 
response in the joint than complexes containing either antibody alone. 
Studies showed that more pro-inflammatory TNF-alpha is produced by 
macrophages in response to such complexes and binding of complement 
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is enhanced (17, 21, 22). However, this mechanism is not as straightforward 
as one might think. A contrasting possibility would be that RFs, by binding 
to the ACPA IgG Fc domains would instead block the parts of the ACPA Fc 
domains that interact with Fc receptors. Such a blocking mechanism was 
suggested for complement binding in a study where RFs allegedly blocked 
the complement binding sites of therapeutic anti-CD20 antibodies (23). 
However, in chapter 5 we showed that this is probably not the case for the 
Fc receptor binding site. With recombinant IgG targets we were able to 
show that RFs most likely do not target the Fc receptor binding site, leaving 
it available to interact with Fc receptors and induce pro-inflammatory 
signals. Moreover, complement activation could in fact be enhanced in 
two ways: the crosslinking of ACPA IgGs by RFs generates ICs for C1q 
to bind to and the IgM-RFs themselves are likely potent activators of the 
complement pathway since IgMs are considered better targets than IgG 
for complement activation, due to their pentameric or hexameric structure. 
Since IgM-RFs are especially large molecules it is still possible that their 
presence in ICs also has a blocking effect on interactions with cell-bound 
Fc receptors and C1q molecules through steric hindrance. More research 
is needed to determine the cumulative effects of the interactions between 
RF-ACPA ICs and effector molecules.

How does the RF response mature into a more pathogenic autoantibody 
response during the natural history of RA development? Our data suggest 
that two mechanisms of antibody response maturation, epitope spreading 
and isotype switching, go hand in hand in RF responses. In chapter 4 we 
found that RF responses with a broader reactivity, targeting all four IgG 
subclasses  ̶ and therefore likely more different epitopes ̶  were associated 
with a much higher frequency of IgA-RF responses and higher levels of 
IgA-RF. As explained in chapter 2, the evolution of the RF responses in the 
development of RA may go through a phase of epitope selection, followed 
by epitope spreading, if indeed the pathological RFs arise from a pool of 
natural IgM-antibodies. In this scenario, a natural IgM response would 
first evolve into an RF response through increased specificity against IgG, 
and thereby loss of reactivity against foreign antigens. Subsequently, this 
true RF response may increase the number of IgG epitopes it reacts with 
in the course of the development of RA. Such a broader RF response may 
be capable of forming larger ICs by incorporating multiple RF molecules 
and IgG from different subclasses. This would then accelerate damage in 
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inflamed joints through increased complement activation and increased 
production of pro-inflammatory cytokines through Fc receptor crosslinking 
on macrophages. It has been shown before that epitope spreading is also a 
feature of the ACPA response. Both RFs and ACPAs have been shown to be 
present years before clinical RA becomes apparent and the ACPA response, 
starting as a restricted response targeting one or two antigens, slowly 
progresses to higher levels and reactivity against multiple epitopes (24, 25). 
It has not been studied yet whether once RA has developed, the epitope 
spreading of the RF stops, as appears to be the case for the ACPA response 
(24). The most recent data indicate that in double positive patients the RF 
response and ACPA response develop in parallel by different mechanisms, 
with the RFs as a rapid but short-lived innate-like response, driven by T 
cell independent stimuli and the ACPA response as a more long-lived T 
cell dependent response with more affinity maturation (26, 27). A model 
proposed by Malmström characterizes the ACPA response as an RA-
specific immune reaction and the RF response as an immune reaction 
shared by several auto-immune diseases (27). Although the presence of 
conventionally measured RFs in several auto-immune diseases supports 
this model, our data comparing RF responses in RA and pSS in chapter 5 
suggest that RA-specific RF responses exist. An interesting future research 
subject could be to compare autoimmune related RF responses to RF 
responses in non-autoimmune diseases. Chapter 8 shows that in contrast 
to RA- and healthy donor derived RF clones, lymphoma and Hepatitis C 
virus associated RF clones do show skewed gene usage and it would be 
interesting to determine whether this translates into lymphoma- or virus-
specific RF reactivity patterns.

Concluding remarks and suggestions for future research
This thesis describes our research on the dissection of the RF response 
to learn about its pathophysiological properties and improve the clinical 
value of its measurement. We show that by determining where RFs bind 
their target a more specific characterization of RF responses is feasible. Our 
new methodology improves our understanding of the pathophysiological 
consequences of RFs, by showing that the Fc receptor binding region in 
RF-IgG ICs remains accessible. It has the potential to eventually replace 
existing RF assays by a new RF assay that more specifically measures 
RA-related RFs. Follow-up research projects should establish whether 
our methodology has prognostic value for patients at risk of RA and can 
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contribute in predicting response to therapy in RA patients by comparing RF 
reactivity patterns for responders and non-responders. Since differential 
expression of disease-associated RFs has also been suggested in pSS (28) 
it may also provide insight into the pathophysiological role of RFs in other 
auto-immune diseases and during bacterial or viral infection. The reactivity 
patterns that we describe in chapter 5 are still limited and engineering 
additional IgG targets may provide even more useful information.

If our new methodology would result in more specific RF assays with 
a lower cut-off it could help to answer another old, but still not settled, 
question on RF and ACPA: What comes first? (29, 30) If ACPAs arise first, 
followed by RFs, this would strengthen the hypothesis that RFs act as 
a secondary, amplifying autoantibody response. Right now, if RFs are 
detected later than ACPAs, it remains unclear whether this is just because 
the cut-off of the RF assays is too high.

Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate whether RF reactivity 
patterns are different for ‘ACPA-induced’ RF responses and RF responses 
induced by other auto-antibodies or even by antigens such as tetanus 
toxoid (31). This may show whether an amplifying role of RFs is restricted 
to RA, or also present in other auto-immune diseases.

A meaningful future approach to studying autoantibodies in RA would be 
to follow the evolution of multiple antibody systems in a patient in parallel. 
Earlier studies have looked at presence of RFs and ACPAs in longitudinal 
samples, but it could prove even more insightful to compare epitope 
spreading, changes in affinity and glycosylation and isotype switching in 
parallel for RFs, ACPAs, antibodies directed against carbamylated antigens 
(anti-CarPs) and anti-hinge antibodies. Are changes in Fc glycosylation 
for example followed by changes in RF reactivity patterns? Do we see 
more affinity maturation of the RF response in patients that also have 
ACPAs compared to ACPA negative individuals? The RF affinity data that 
we collected for chapter 8 are almost all from studies performed before 
the introduction of ACPA testing, so this question is also open for future 
research.

In conclusion, we showed that “the” rheumatoid factor does not exist. RF 
responses represent different mixtures of anti-IgG autoantibodies targeting 
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various IgG epitopes. Determining reactivity patterns can help to explain 
the pathophysiological consequences of RFs and provides clinical value 
for patients and physicians by helping assess the risk of developing RA. 
80 years after their discovery, the new methodology of characterizing RFs 
presented here should provide a stepping stone to finally understand the 
role of RFs and related autoantibodies in rheumatoid arthritis.
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RHEUMATOID FACTORS: ENGLISH SUMMARY

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a relatively common autoimmune disease 
characterized by chronic inflammation of multiple joints and (in the 
majority of cases) presence of autoantibodies. The two major autoantibody 
responses that are implicated in the pathogenesis of RA, and used for 
diagnosis, are the anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPAs) and 
rheumatoid factors (RFs). ACPAs target proteins that have been modified by 
an enzymatic process called citrullination, where the arginine amino acid 
is changed to citrulline. This is thought to occur first at mucosal sites such 
as the lungs, after triggering by environmental stimuli such as bacteria or 
cigarette smoke, and eventually also in the joints. RFs are autoantibodies 
that bind to other antibodies, specifically to the constant (Fc-) domain 
of immunoglobulin G (IgG). The aim of this thesis was to dissect the RF 
response and determine whether a better understanding of how and where 
RFs bind their IgG targets can improve the clinical value of RF assays and 
provide insight into their pathophysiological role in RA.

Chapter 2 reviewed how different autoantibody responses evolve during 
the time leading up to the first clinical symptoms of RA. Increasing 
antibody levels, IgM to IgG and IgA isotype switching, improved target-
binding through affinity maturation, binding to additional epitopes through 
a process called epitope spreading and changes to the autoantibodies 
such as modifications of the attached glycans are all shown to be 
prominent events during the development of the autoantibody responses. 
The changing characteristics have been documented primarily for the 
ACPA response, and more research is needed to determine how these 
characteristics change in RFs and other autoantibody responses that may 
play a role in RA. Presently, there are no validated clinical tests that can 
predict development of RA by measuring the changes in characteristics 
of the autoantibody responses. Chapter 2 also introduces the concept of 
synergy between the various autoantibody responses, which may play an 
important role in RA. The RF response might act as a ‘secondary’ response 
by binding to clusters of ACPA-IgGs that lie in close proximity after they 
have bound their citrullinated targets in the joints. These RF-ACPA immune 
complexes (ICs) are thought to sustain the inflammation in the joints by 
activating complement and inducing production of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines through interactions with IgG receptors on immune cells.
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Presence and levels of ACPAs and RFs are important items in the 
classification criteria for RA, jointly developed by the American and 
European Rheumatology societies. A major issue in testing ACPAs and RFs 
is the lack of standardization of the assays and as a result of this different 
test results that are used in the clinic. In Chapter 3, four commercially 
available RF assays were compared and significant disagreements in results 
were found, not only quantitatively (levels of RF), but also qualitatively 
(positive versus negative RF). These disagreements were determined to be 
at least partly caused by a difference in the target antigen that was used 
in the different assays; one uses rabbit IgG, whereas the other three use 
human IgG. We found that the discrepancies caused by the use of different 
targets are probably most prominent before RA develops, since about 
10% of arthralgia patients (who have joint pain, but no clinical signs of 
arthritis) had RFs reacting exclusively with human IgG, whereas almost all 
established RA patients had RFs reacting with both rabbit IgG and human 
IgG. Which RF assay is used in the clinic can have important implications 
for patient care if diagnosis and treatment decisions are based on the 
results.

Chapter 4 represents our first attempt to identify differences in specificity 
between RF responses in different patients. Conventional RF assays use 
polyclonal IgG as the target for RFs to bind to. Polyclonal IgG is a mix of 
four IgG subclasses which all have marginally different Fc domains, the 
constant domains where RFs bind to IgG. We showed that by testing for RF 
reactivity against the four individual IgG subclasses (IgG1, IgG2, IgG3 and 
IgG4) anti-subclass RF reactivity patterns could be identified. By classifying 
these reactivity patterns as either ‘polyspecific’, i.e. binding to all four 
subclasses, or ‘restricted’ with low or absent anti-IgG2, 3 or 4 reactivity 
relative to IgG1, we found that a polyspecific RF response signals a more 
mature RF response and associates with ACPA positivity in arthralgia 
patients at risk of developing RA.

Chapter 5 builds on the findings from chapter 4 and presents specially 
designed IgG targets with selective RF binding. By mutating just 16 amino 
acids in the human IgG Fc domain, binding of a substantial part of the RF 
responses was disrupted. Several IgG targets were engineered to which 
only a specific portion of the RFs that make up the polyclonal RF responses 
present in patients can bind. This was accomplished by selectively 
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reintroducing groups of amino acids that constitute three predicted RF 
epitopes. Using these engineered targets in RF assays we identified RF 
reactivity patterns associated with ACPA-status and risk of developing 
arthritis in arthralgia patients. We discovered that RF responses in patients 
with primary Sjögren’s syndrome (pSS) are different from those found in 
RA because they do not bind to the tail region of the IgG molecules. Using 
our targets instead of polyclonal human or rabbit IgG may improve the 
clinical value of RF assays by enabling selective detection of RA-associated 
RFs. The targets also provided more insight into the pathophysiological 
potential of RFs and RF-ACPA ICs, by showing that the region where 
immune cell receptors bind IgG is hardly targeted. This suggests that the 
ACPA IgGs in RF-ACPA ICs may still be able to crosslink Fc receptors and 
thereby induce pro-inflammatory responses.

The concept of synergy introduced in chapter 2 raises the question whether 
ACPA IgGs are better targets for RFs than non-ACPA IgGs. The results 
presented in Chapter 6 show that RFs do not preferentially bind to ACPA 
IgGs. ACPA IgGs and non-ACPA IgGs were isolated from 3 RA patients and 
used as targets in RF assays. RF responses in 41 RA patients bound both 
targets similarly. Since a lower galactose content has been shown to be 
a feature of ACPA IgGs in ACPA positive RF positive patients, binding of 
RFs to recombinant IgG molecules with different levels of galactose was 
compared. RF binding was not affected by differences in galactosylation. 
We could therefore conclude that any preferential binding of ACPA IgGs 
is probably not caused by intrinsic differences between ACPA IgGs and 
non-ACPA IgGs for RF reactivity.

While RFs and ACPAs are the major autoantibody responses implicated in 
RA, additional responses may also play a role. In Chapter 7 we investigated 
anti-hinge antibodies (AHAs). These ill-defined antibodies recognize 
epitopes exposed when IgGs are cleaved, for example in the proteolytic 
environment of an inflamed joint. We showed that AHAs specifically bind to 
epitopes in the cleaved hinge region, where the constant domains of IgGs 
are connected to the antigen binding domains. AHA reactivity was shown 
to be IgG-subclass specific. AHAs targeting the IgG4 hinge were much 
more prevalent in RA patients, with higher levels, compared to healthy 
individuals and patients with systemic lupus erythematosus. It is possible 
that analogous to the proposed RF-ACPA interactions, AHAs also potentiate 
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the pro-inflammatory effect of ACPAs by forming ICs with proteolytically 
cleaved ACPA IgGs in the joint.

In chapter 8 we collected and analyzed variable region (antigen binding 
site) sequences of RFs published in the literature. The data revealed 
that although the antigen binding domains can show maturation of the 
RF response, with substantial levels of somatic hypermutation, the RF 
response is of a low affinity and its characteristics are not very different 
in RA patients compared to RF positive healthy individuals.

In conclusion, the results presented in this thesis show that a more 
detailed analysis of the RF response provides more insight into its 
pathophysiological role in RA and has the potential to improve RF assays 
by identifying the clinically most relevant RF reactivity patterns.
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Reumatoïde artritis (RA) is een relatief veelvoorkomende auto-immuun 
ziekte, gekarakteriseerd door chronische ontsteking van verschillende 
gewrichten en (in de meerderheid van de gevallen) de aanwezigheid 
van autoantistoffen: antistoffen die lichaamseigen eiwitten herkennen. 
De twee belangrijkste autoantistofresponsen die een rol spelen in het 
ziekteproces van RA zijn de anti-gecitrullineerde proteïnen antistoffen 
(ACPAs) en de reumafactoren (RFs). ACPAs binden aan proteïnen (eiwitten) 
waarin arginine aminozuren omgezet zijn in citrulline via citrullinatie, een 
enzymatisch proces, dat mogelijk eerst plaatsvindt in de longen, onder 
invloed van stimuli zoals bacteriën en sigarettenrook, en later ook in de 
gewrichten. RFs zijn autoantistoffen die binden aan andere antistoffen, 
meer specifiek aan het constante (Fc-) domein van immunoglobuline G 
(IgG). Zoals besproken in de introductie was het doel van dit proefschrift 
om de RF respons op een dieper niveau te karakteriseren en zo te bepalen 
of een beter begrip van hoe en waar RFs aan hun IgG target binden de 
klinische waarde van het meten van RFs kan verbeteren en meer inzicht 
kan geven in hun pathofysiologische rol bij RA. 

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft hoe de verschillende antistofresponsen evolueren 
in de aanloop naar de eerste klinische verschijnselen van RA. Een 
toename in de concentraties van de antistoffen, verandering van 
immunoglobuline klasse van IgM naar IgG en IgA (‘isotype switch’), een 
sterkere targetbinding door affiniteitsmaturatie, het binden van extra 
epitopen via epitoopspreiding en veranderingen aan de antistoffen zelf, 
zoals modificatie van de suikergroepen, zijn allen belangrijke veranderingen 
gedurende de ontwikkeling van autoantistofresponsen. Deze veranderende 
karakteristieken zijn het best onderzocht voor de ACPAs, en meer 
onderzoek is nodig om uit te zoeken welke veranderingen optreden in 
de RF respons en in andere autoantistofresponsen die mogelijk een rol 
spelen bij RA. Op dit moment zijn er nog geen gevalideerde klinische 
testen beschikbaar die de ontwikkeling van RA kunnen voorspellen 
door de veranderende karakteristieken van autoantistofresponsen te 
meten. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt ook het concept van synergie tussen de 
autoantistofresponsen geïntroduceerd. Deze synergie speelt mogelijk 
een belangrijke pathofysiologische rol bij RA. De RF respons zou als een 
‘secundaire’ respons kunnen functioneren door te binden aan clusters 
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van dicht opeengepakte ACPA-IgGs, nadat deze aan hun gecitrullineerde 
targets hebben gebonden (zie figuur 1 in de introductie). De zo gevormde 
RF-ACPA immuuncomplexen (ICs) kunnen vervolgens de inflammatie in de 
gewrichten in stand houden door complement te activeren en productie 
van pro-inflammatoire cytokinen te induceren via binding aan en activatie 
van IgG receptoren op immuun cellen.

De aanwezigheid en de levels van ACPAs en RFs zijn belangrijke 
onderdelen in de RA classificatie criteria die gezamenlijk opgesteld zijn 
door de Amerikaanse en Europese reumatologie verenigingen. Een 
relevant probleem bij het meten van ACPAs en RFs is het gebrek aan 
standaardisatie van de testen die daarvoor gebruikt worden in de kliniek, 
wat tot verschillende testresultaten leidt. In Hoofdstuk 3 werden vier 
commercieel verkrijgbare RF testen vergeleken en er werden significante 
verschillen in resultaten gevonden, niet alleen kwantitatief (niveau van RF 
in monster), maar ook kwalitatief (positieve versus negatieve RF uitslag). 
Deze verschillen konden in elk geval deels verklaard worden door het 
gebruik van verschillende targets; een van de testen gebruikt konijnen IgG, 
terwijl de andere drie humaan IgG gebruiken. De gevonden verschillen zijn 
waarschijnlijk vooral van belang in de fase voordat RA ontstaat, aangezien 
ongeveer 10% van een groep patiënten met artralgie (pijn in de gewrichten 
zonder klinische tekenen van ontsteking) RFs had die wel aan humaan IgG 
bonden, maar niet aan konijnen IgG, terwijl bijna alle RA patiënten een RF 
respons hadden die aan zowel humaan als konijnen IgG bond. De keuze 
van de te gebruiken RF test in de kliniek kan grote consequenties hebben 
voor een patiënt als de diagnose en eventuele behandeling afhangen van 
de testresultaten.

Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft onze eerste pogingen om verschillen in specificiteit 
te identificeren tussen RF responsen van verschillende patiënten. 
Conventionele RF testen gebruiken polyklonaal IgG als het target waar 
de RFs aan moeten binden. Polyklonaal humaan IgG bestaat uit een mix 
van vier IgG subklassen, met subtiele verschillen tussen de Fc domeinen. 
Door RF reactiviteit te meten tegen de individuele IgG subklassen 
(IgG1, IgG2, IgG3 en IgG4) in plaats van tegen polyklonaal IgG konden 
verschillende patronen van RF reactiviteit geïdentificeerd worden. Door 
de reactiviteitspatronen te classificeren als ‘polyspecifiek’ (met binding 
van RF aan alle vier subklassen) of ‘gerestricteerd’ (met lage of afwezige 
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anti-IgG2, 3 of 4 reactiviteit t.o.v. IgG1), konden we laten zien dat een 
polyspecifieke RF respons een teken is van een verder ontwikkelde RF 
respons en geassocieerd is met ACPA positiviteit in artralgie patiënten die 
risico lopen om RA te ontwikkelen.

Hoofdstuk 5 bouwt verder o.b.v. de bevindingen in hoofdstuk 4 en 
beschrijft speciaal ontwikkelde IgG targets met selectieve RF binding. Door 
slechts 16 aminozuren in het IgG Fc domein te muteren kon de binding 
van een substantieel deel van de RF responsen worden geëlimineerd. 
Vervolgens werden er verschillende IgG targets ontworpen waaraan 
steeds een specifiek deel van de RFs waaruit de polyklonale RF respons 
in patiënten bestaat kan binden. Dit werd bereikt door afzonderlijk drie 
groepen aminozuren te herintroduceren op plekken waar we drie RF 
epitopen hadden voorspeld. Door de ontworpen targets te gebruiken in 
RF testen konden we vervolgens RF reactiviteitspatronen identificeren die 
geassocieerd bleken met ACPA status en met het risico op ontwikkeling 
van artritis bij patiënten met artralgie. We ontdekten verder dat de RF 
respons in patiënten met primair Sjögren syndroom (pSS) anders was dan 
in RA patiënten, aangezien in pSS het staartgedeelte van de IgG moleculen 
niet gebonden werd. Door in plaats van polyklonaal humaan of konijnen 
IgG onze nieuwe targets te gebruiken zou de klinische waarde van RF 
testen verbeterd kunnen worden dankzij een selectievere detectie van RA-
geassocieerde RFs. Experimenten met de targets lieten verder zien dat de 
regio waar immuun receptoren binden aan IgG nauwelijks gebonden wordt 
door RFs. Deze bevindingen geven meer inzicht in het pathofysiologische 
potentieel van RF-ACPA ICs, omdat ze suggereren dat de ACPA IgGs in de 
RF-ACPA ICs dan beschikbaar zijn om Fc receptoren te cross-linken en zo 
pro-inflammatoire responsen kunnen induceren. 

Het concept van synergie tussen RFs en ACPAs, geïntroduceerd in hoofdstuk 
2, roept de vraag op of ACPA IgGs betere targets zijn voor RFs dan non-
ACPA IgGs. De data in hoofdstuk 6 lieten zien dat RFs niet preferentieel aan 
ACPA IgGs binden. Uit het serum van 3 RA patiënten werden ACPA-IgGs 
en non-ACPA IgGs geïsoleerd om als target te gebruiken in RF testen. De 
RF responsen van 41 RA patiënten toonden een vergelijkbare mate van 
binding aan beide targets aan. Omdat eerdere studies hebben laten zien 
dat ACPA IgGs in ACPA positieve RF positieve patiënten minder galactose 
in hun Fc domein hebben, werd de binding van RFs aan recombinante IgGs 
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met verschillende hoeveelheden galactose vergeleken. De RF binding bleek 
niet te worden beïnvloed door de mate van galactosylering. We konden 
daarom concluderen dat een eventuele preferentiële binding aan ACPA 
IgGs waarschijnlijk niet veroorzaakt wordt door intrinsieke verschillen 
tussen ACPA IgGs en non-ACPA IgGs voor binding van RFs.

RFs en ACPAs zijn de voornaamste autoantistofresponsen die een rol spelen 
in RA. Er zijn echter mogelijk nog andere/extra autoantistofresponsen. In 
hoofdstuk 7 onderzochten we anti-hinge antistoffen (AHAs). Deze slecht 
gedefinieerde antistoffen herkennen epitopen die beschikbaar komen als 
IgGs als het ware geknipt worden, bijvoorbeeld in het proteolytische milieu 
van een ontstoken gewricht. We konden laten zien dat AHAs specificiek 
binden aan epitopen in de geknipte ‘hinge’ regio die de constante IgG 
domeinen verbindt met de antigeenbindende domeinen. Daarbij werd 
duidelijk dat de reactiviteit van de AHAs subklasse-specifiek is. AHAs 
gericht tegen de hinge van IgG4 kwamen vaker voor bij RA patiënten, en 
met hogere levels, vergeleken met gezonde individuen en patiënten met 
systemische lupus erythematosus. Mogelijk kunnen AHAs net als RFs een 
interactie aangaan met ACPAs, door te binden aan geknipte ACPA IgGs in 
de gewrichten en zo ICs te vormen.

In hoofdstuk 8 hebben we data over de sequenties van de variabele 
(antigeenbindende) regio’s van RFs uit de literatuur verzameld en 
geanalyseerd. Onze analyses lieten zien dat hoewel de RF respons een 
zekere mate van ontwikkeling kan laten zien, met substantiële somatische 
hypermutatie, het een laagaffiene (= zwakbindende) respons is die qua 
karakteristieken niet veel verschilt tussen RA patiënten en RF positieve 
gezonde individuen.

Concluderend laten de resultaten van dit proefschrift zien dat een 
gedetailleerde analyse van de RF respons meer inzicht verschaft in de 
pathofysiologische rol van RF in RA en de potentie heeft om RF testen te 
verbeteren door de klinisch meest relevante RF reactiviteitspatronen te 
identificeren.
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